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INTRODUCTION 

Robert Browning was the master of life and its arts. His repose 

of mind in an age when many minds noated with the shifting tides of 

current opinion showed how clearly he thought his way out of the con

fusion of appearances and illusions into the realm of reality. His 

belief was one of unquenchable optimism and interest in all individuals. 

He felt that the role of the poet was to search deeply within man to 

achieve the truth--the individual being the important subject and the 

real being all which a human being can think or feel. The vividness of 

Browning I s nature put him in equal sympathy with the real and the ideal. 

His genius is dr~tic because it expresses itself in terms of real 

life, in the experiences of men and women. These characters are usually 

in a state of conflict and think much more than they act. His range of 

subjects covers the poetry of human life or individual experiences. 

Poetry is a personal interpretation of life which reveals truth 

through personality. For purposes of literature, abstract truth does 

not exist. Truth becomes the raw material that is shaped by the poet. 

Truths are discovered most clearly b,y the secret experiences of count

less personalities. The profounder truth comes through the struggle of 

living by solitary individuals. God halt made the individual a physical 

manifestation of Himself and His truth. Thus life is the one great fact 

which art is endeavoring to express and to interpret, and art is the 

supreme, final form in which life is always striving to utter itself. 

The truths and forces that determine the texture of life are always 

developed through individuals, and the individual genius adds to the 

expression of truth that quality which transforms truth into art. 

1 
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The Ring ~ ~ Book is the masterpiece that demonstrates 

Browning's ability to tear through the sc ope of the matter to find the 

truth. For h:1Jn, ultimately God is a magnificent realization and is not 

the result of an argument. Faith in God is a conviction arrived at 

through his certainty of the soul of man and of the fact of love within 

man's soul. These are such vital experiences that there is no necessity 

in the attempt to confirm them by argument. The great demonstration of 

their reality is the direct fact, and the best argument for the exist-

ence of God is that He is there. Thus, Browning prefers to tread the 

higher way of truth, trusting to direct knowledge that is definite. 

Using his idea of striving, Browning in The Ring ~ ~ Book 

searches for the truth. The actual title suggests this search for truth 

in that the ever-circular ring is made of alloy and pure gold. This 

circle, which represents the lasting search for truth, is made of the 

true gold and the strengthening alloy of ideas and findings. 

Wandering about the square in Florence, the Piazza San Lorenzo, 

Browning one day found in a book shop an old square yellow book which 

related the story of a Roman murder case tried in the year 1682. The 

poem tells its own history as presented in the following inscription: 

" ••••••••••••••••••••••••• A Raman murder-case: 
Position of the entire crim~l cause 
Of Guido Franceschini, nobleman; 
With certain Four the cut-throats in his pay, 
'Tried, all five, and found guilty and put to death 
By heading or hanging as befitted ranks, 
At Rome on February Twenty-Two. 
Since our salvation Sixteen Ninety-Eight: 
Wherein it is disputed if, and when. 
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Husbands may kill adulterous wives, yet 'scape 
The customary forfeit." (I, pp. 526-527)1 

With his sense for the dramatic arrl for the enormous importance of small 

things, Browning became interested in this book which is now famous as 

the Old Yellow Book. Using the dramatic monologue, Browning shows the 

relationship of man to heaven by telling a story from a dirty Italian 

book of criminals from which he selected one of the meanest and most 

completely forgotten. 

The enormous multiplication of a small theme is the very essence 

of The Ring and ~ Book. The whole object of the poem is to prove that 

spiritual good and evil are found in a current, sordid story. This 

object is followed through Browning's detailed account of the materials 

of the book store and his description of the book itself as being dusty, 

cheap, yellow. The more soiled and insignificant he makes his original 

iines appear, the greater will be his sennon. He adhered to the facts 

of the forgotten murder in order to see how much truth was really involved 

in fact. Thus, ~ Ring ~ ~ Book expresses the richness or life 

by taking as a theme a poor story and by making it into a form of 

detective story that seeks to establish the center of spiritual guilt. 

In this search we see that each character interviewed has his own view 

point concerning the murder and trial. Browning introduces the reader 

to truth and error, to fools, to heretics, to intellectual excuse~, to 

desperate partisans, to mere chatterers, to the noble Pope. He per-

ceived through the eyes of the blackest villain and Q£ the purest 

1Robert Browning, '!be Poems and Plays of Robert Browning (New 
York: Modern Library, i9'J4). All subsequent references will be by 
book and page number fran this source. 
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heroine. Thus, in a dispute everyone to a degree was right. 

In this paper, the intention shall be to discuss The Ring ~ the 

Book as a search for truth. The exact divisions to be considered are 

the ring metaphor, the interpretation of "truth," the method of search, 

and the art fom as the highest manifestation of truth. 

Browning's ring metaphor has remained as one of the most baIfling 

figures of speech in English poetry. Critics differ greatly on the 

applicability of the metaphor and on the usage of the gold of fact and 

the alloy of fancy. However, Browning's factual accuracy is not so 

important as his being a poet in the treatment of truth, the gold of 

fact. 

In this paper, the interpretation or "truth" must be attempted. 

Browning in Book I uses the word in at least two different ways. This 

truth :may be the factual, or the limited expression, or it may be the 

universal that is derived by the total evidence of the book that is 

sought through the testmony of nine characters. 

The dramatic monologue is the leading method in this search for 

truth. The speech of the single character expresses his view or idea of 

the truth. Consideration will be given to the facets of truth as per

ceived by the people of Rane, Guido, Caponsacchi, Pompilia, and the 

Pope. This search is crystalized in the e:x.mina tion by the Pope who 

sees Pompilia as all goodness, Guido as evil, and Caponsacchi as existing 

between the two. The Pope has sought his idea of the truth to satisfy 

his own order for the beheading of Guido. 

From the conclusions drawn by the noble Pope, Browning moves in the 

chapter, The Book ~ the Ring, to the universal truth that art is the 
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highest form of truth. Art is the Ideal that finds the strong hand of 

Browning to give it form. 

The Ring !ns! the Book is an artistic crea tioD in that by trans

fonuing the factual truth into live truth of personality, Browning is 

revealing the purest truth of the facts of his source. He has his way 

with his characters, -.nd through their eyes involves the reader in his 

search for the truth as expressed in art. 



CHAPTm I 

THE RIOO METAPHOR 

In The Ring and the Book, Robert Browning's purpose is to unlock 

the truth by restoring to the facts their life--the beating hearts 

and high-blooded ticking brains of two centuries ago. To achieve his 

purpose, he used the alloy of imagination as a projective function as 

pre.ented in the ring metaphor. 

Browning attached much importance to the crudely and even sordidly 

realistic quality of his story. He tosses the Old Yellow Book into the 

air, catches it again, and twists it about by the crumpled vellum covers. 

These pure crude facts have the shape of a book, but are 

Secreted from man's life when hearts beat hard, 
And brains, high-blooded, ticked two centuries since. 
Give it me backl The thing's restorative 
:rn~~ the touch and sight. (I, p. 526) 

Thus he believes that ultimate truth is locked within the facts. 

The central theme of ~ Ring and ~ Book is the worth of art as 

a revealer of a higher truth than lies in the fact alone. This is 

sta ted in the opening lines by" means of the beautiful symbolism of the 

ring. Browning compares his method of creation with the process 

involved in the formation of the Etruscan ring worn by his wife. He 

shows what he had done with the raw IDa terial of history and the alloy 

of his imagination. Pure gold is ~oft and n~t subject to permanent 

engraving; it must be mixed with alloy to gain the necessary power of 

resistance. However, this pure crude fact is secreted from the being 

of men and women whose experience it had formed. In this existing shape, 

the pure material was too brittle for artistio endeavors and had to be 

6 



tempered with the ~lloy of fancy. Browning states, "I fused my live 

soul ~nd that inert stuff" (I, p. 531). 

The life in me abolished the death of things, 
Deep calling unto deep: a s then and there 
Acted itself over again once more 
The tragic piece. (I, p. 531) 
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The poet then proceeds to unfold about the theme of higher truth 

the prQcess of the artist-mind, from its first recognition of bare fact 

~s the truth ~f pure gG>ld, through the ever-deepening phases of inspi-

ration, until the work of poetic art, by the alloy of fancy, is rounded 

into as perfect a shape as the ring. As the metal, before the ring was 

forged, "lay gold, so in this book lay absolutely truth, fanciless 

f~ct" (I, p. 527). 

In showing the growth of his own fancy ~bout the nugget of truth, 

J3rowning at the same time reveals the incidents of the story as he 

pictures the various relations between the f~ct and fancy. At the same 

time creative process is actually at work, the narrative is created. 

The first step in the process is the discovery of the book and the 

presentation of the unalla.yed facts of the story that are told just as 

they ~ppear. As the poet's fancy works, the characters seem to be-

come real ~nd livirig~ personalities to him. Then the artist becomes 

lost in his creation so that the ~tures of his characters will speak 

directly to others. These char~cters become the mouthpiece of the 

truth of the over-all ide~ of the work. For the separation of the 

~lloy from the gold once the ring has been shaped, Browning states, 

I disappe~red; the book grew ~ll in all; 
'!be lawyers' pleadings swelled back to their size--
Doubled in two, the crease upon them yet ( I, p. 533) 



After being revived with life, the facts can be depended on to yield 

their meaning. 
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The only reason for dramatizing the story at all is to make the 

truth accessible, as the smith makes the gold accessible by shaping it 

into a ring. For though the truth had earlier been recorded in the 

Old Yellow Book, who remembers these original characters? 

Was this truth of force? 
Able to take its own part as truth should, 
Sufficient, self-sustaining? Why, if 80---
Yonder's a fire, into it goes my book, 
As who shall say me nay, and what the loss? (I, p. 530) 

Thus the truth is revealed through the fancy added to the plain gold 

of the ring. To see into life is to see its meaning. 

The last act involved in the formation of the gold ring is 

revealed in this passage: 

But his work ended, once the thing a ring, 
Oh, there's repristtnation! Just a spirt 
0' the proper fiery acid o'er its face, 
And forth the all~ unfastened flies in fume: 
While, self-sufficient now, the shape remains, 
The rondure brave, the lilied loveliness, 
Gold as it was, is, shall be evermore. 
Prime nature with an added artistry--
No carat lost, and you have gained a ring, 
What of it? 'Tis a figure, a s,ymbol, say; 
A thing's sign: (I, p. 525) 

The fiery acid is spurted over the face of the ring to remove the alloy. 

Browning would have the reader think that he similarly removed himself 

from the poem. Browning as an artist restored to the surface of the 

poem a pure narrative of the book, knowing that his fancy had contributed 

to the interior structure the quality which makes the poem durable and 

shapely. Browning liked to believe that no trace of his "fancy" was 

discernible. But just as the alloy cannot be removed from the gold 
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ring. Browning cannot remove all of his fancy from the factual truth. 

If the ring is to remain serviceable and durable, the alloy must be 

retained. To give the appearance of pure gold, a spurt of acid on the 

surface will remove all external alla.y and leave a film of pure gold. 

Knowing that Browning's poem presents the facts of the Old Yellow 

Book, the reader can think of these facts as the gold surface of a 
\ 

ring. The facts are supported beneath by the alloy of fancy which 

remains hidden in the gold ring of the peem to give the facts durability 

and fixed shape. 

Browning accepts art as the only possible way of speaking truth. 

His artistic manner is through the addition of fancy or imagination. 

which is God-given, and is possessed only by those "called of God. a 

Man, with his limited love and his dependence upon mere knowledge or 

fact, is incapable of seeing or knowing the final truth. With the 

assistance of art, which in this poem is the art of Browning, mankind 

may feel the truth that comes from God. All of the characters in the 

poem were still relying upon knowledge; looking for facts. th~ were 

still unable to feel truth. It is not when Browning argues or presents 

facts that he proves, but when he sees as a poet sees, and conveys his 

vision to the reader through a poetic medium. 

The Ring ~ ~ Book is an artistic creation because Browning 

created it as other poems are created. He thought that in transfOrming 

"dead truth" (fanciless fact) into "live truth" (fanciful fact) that 

he was revealing the inmost glint of the facts of his source. He asks 

the reader, "Lovers of dead truth, did you fare the worse?1 Lovers of 

live truth, found ye Ialse my tale?" (i, p. 5)4) His lancy received 
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a revelation of truth from the source and was capable of "lifting to 

very heaven." This imagination and wisdom make the drab inertness 

come alive to turn the factual body to spiritual light. 'lhe facts of 

Robert Browning's fancy found mixed with the pure gold am united in 

the never-ending circular search bring forth the ray of light and 

truth. 



CHAPl'ER II 

INTERPRETATION OF TRUTH 

In the general prologue of Book I, Browning attaches two different 

meanings to the word "truth." First, he applies it to mere statement 

of fact or alleged fact. He considers any st-tement found in the book 

a "fact or truth." No statement is necessarily represented as true er 

false, but it is a part of the source. The truth is factual, or the 

limited expression. The second application applies "truth" to the con-

clusion he or arry one else might draw from the total evidence of the 

book. Truth is the universal goal that is derived from the total evi-

dence that is sought through the eyes of nine characters. 

Before referring to the contents of the Book as "absolutely truth," 

Browning calls the book "pure crude fact" (I, pp. 525-526) and says, 

"I had mastered the contents, knew the whole truth! Gathered together, 

bound up in this book" (i, p. 526). He further says, 

This is th~ bookful; thus far take the truth, 
The Wltampered gold, the fact untampered with, 
The mere ring-metal ere the ring be ~del (I, p. 529) 

He reveals that he took the book to Rome to try 

On likely people. "Have you met such names? 
"Is a tradition extant of such facts? •• 
Every one snickered? "Names and facts thus old" (I, p. 530) 

Here is evidence of a pattern which pervades the first book and echoes 

throughout the poem--a pattern of interchanging the words "fact" and 

"truth. n 

When asked by the Romans whether his narrative was from the book 

or mere poetry, Browning answered how much of his poem is from the book: 

'.Ibis was it from, my fancy with those facts, 
I used to tell the talej ••• such allo,y, 

11 



Such substance of me interfused the gold 
Which, wrought into a shapely ring therewith, ••• 
Lay ready for the renovating ~sh 
0' the water. n How much of the tale wa s true? n 
I disappeared; the book grew all in all; 
The lawyer's pleadings swelled back to their size,-- ••• 
Lovers of dead truth (fanciless fact), did ye fare the worse? 
Lovers of live truth (fanciful fact), found ye false my tale? 

(I, pp. 533-5)4) 
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For Browning the facts of the book become the exterior surface of "pure 

gold" that gives the limited impression that Browning has tried to 

simply revive an old story. 

Truth is historicized as well; the p5,1chological meaning running 

parallel to the historical meaning. The facts and arguments do not 

adequately reveal the moral issue between Pompilia and Guido; the legal 

and ecclesiastical machinery of the time Prove inadequate to reveal and 

judge the moral tone. The truth about a man or an age is larger than 

our formulated understanding derived through fact. In Browning we 

discover this attempt to seek whole truth rather than the half truth--

to find the universal rather than the limited. 

Browning, the artist, utilizes books, art, and the lives of men as 

the materials of life for his art. He stores his mind with the factual 

ideas or truths which become the materials of art. By hunting the 

factual truths, he hunts life itself', and out of his search and findings, 

have come in flashes here and there, the truths that make clear what 

life is. These truths, so presented to him, he has generalized into con-

cepts concerning the ~ture of the WGrld .and its life. To achieve these 

purposes of art, he must return his generalizations to the concrete. He 

t-.kes incidents, events, people that serve as vehicles to illustrate 

the ideas. Thus he represents and interprets original existences in 
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the natural or human world. To achieve this, he may have to relive the 

orig:i.nal experience in his own :i.:m.agination. It may be that all these 

elements break down upon him simultaneously to produce the flashes of' 

truth. Truth actually becomes the reform of generalizations with the 

improvements from the fancy of the general conclusions obtained. 

In various steps of the revelation of truth, Browning points out 

that not all of the original source of conception can be indicated or 

included when the ideas are remolded into the concrete form. A selection 

of evidences of thought, motive, and feeling that will contribute to 

the desired whole is necessary for making the embodied truth of the 

final product. Truth of the ~tural and human worlds is captured by 

Browning, and selected and suggestive truths from among these are con-

centrated into fit shapes to represent the wholes from which they are 

first parted. 

Another part of Browning I S concept of truth must be discussed to a 

degree. ~ Ring ~ ~ Book is not the main example of this idea of 

Browning, but the idea of striving and the nash of "truth from God is 

an interpretation of truth. The growth in truths is not here a slow 

developmental growth, but that truth which comes in flashes, to those 

who apprehend them in the world everywhere as well as to those who find 

them chiefly in art works. 

Meantime hold hard by truth and his great soul, 
Do out the duty I Through such souls alone 
God stooping shows sufficient of his light 
For us i I the dark to rise by. (VII, p. 676) 

Thus on constantly higher levels the mediation of truth forever con-

t1nues. while the truth 1s found o~ by those who aspire and are 
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rewarded by the truth from God. Browning r s real contribution to truth 

lies not so much in the disclosure of entirely new truths as in fresh, 

fruitful application of truths alrea~ known that are presented again 

to him. 

Personal insight and power must always interpret truth to the 

individual. '!he deepest and richest of all searches for truth that flows 

into the common life of hUJllanity is that by which in the simple experi

ence of living, truth is continually revealed and made clear to indi

vicslual men and women. However, truth becomes more than the unanimous 

consent of mankind to a system of propositions. 

In giving voice to truth, Robert Browning anits the limited that 

merely relates to the time that tells us more about the author and his 

age than man and all ages. He takes the fact and lets it relive in 

verse. He does not project himself, but merely transcribes into poetic 

form the universal truth that he has discovered. Truth becomes the 

ult:im.ate expression in art when the artist reveals some deep truth of 

h~n nature in the interaction of art. Poetry announces truth that 

it does not completely verif.y and grasps the truth in immediate 

intuition. 

The greatness of Browning I s poetry lies in its perception. He is 

never more original than the manner in which he takes up his task of 

seeking the truth. Truth to Browning was a conviction, reasoned and 

possessing the whole man, and held in the preCious moments when the heart 

is silent. He starts with the hard repellent facts, crushes by sheer 

strength of thought the shell, presses into it, and brings forth the 

truth at its heart. 



In this act of bringing forth the truth, the reader sees that 

Browning's special distinction lies in the fact that when he is most 
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universal he is most individual. He discovers truth by the use of his 

whole personality and feels that the supreme function is to reveal truth. 

Truth does not exist until it is p;.rt of life by the processes of ab-

sorption and assimilation. 

The Ring and the Book is a selection that attempts to represent the 

truth through the eyes of many different characters. Browning shows 

how essential to each man is his own character and his own point of view. 

Convincing~, he reveals the interdependence and necessary coherence of 

all points of view. Social lti'e is a continuous unity through which 

each human act emerges and sinks. The endless beauty of personal 

aspiration toward all that can be called the truth is presented in the 

interdependence of society. 

Browning is instructive because he does not compromise between the 

contending truths. The value of his search for the truth corresponds 

to the degree in which he holds both the absoluteness of God's presence 

in history and the complete independence of the moral consciousness. 

He refused to degrade either man or God. He knew the vice of CQm-

promising and strove to hold both the truths in their fulness. !h!:. Ring 

and the Book prevails a constant sense of the community of God and of --
man within the realm of goodness and the world itself. Its purpose is 

at once the evolution of ~nts character and the realization of God and 

the truth. 

One of the most significant parts of Brgwning is that in which he 

a ttempts to explain how the ideas and truths are media ted to human 
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~pprehension. He considered the ide~s or truths to be represented in 

~rt of prime significance and valued the forms emplo.yed to this end 

~s things somewhat of the nature of necessary sacrifices whereby the 

truths might come to light. The truths Qr ideas that are brought to 

light are spontaneous intuitions that are forever in the process of 

growth through constant apprehensions of new aspects and phases of the 

na tural and human worlds of which they report. Browning presents the 

idea in the following lines: 

Men, made with hearts and souls the same as mine, 
Reject and disbelieve,--subordinate 
The future to the present,--sin, nor fear, 
This I refer still to the foremost fact, 
Life is probation and this earth no goal 
But starting-point of m~n: compel him strive, 
Which means, in man, as good as reach the goal,--
Why institute that race, his life, at alII (X, p. 730) 

Human life is ~ probation and discipline of the spirit. The spontaneous 

truths are flashes of the eternal truth that will be fulfilled in 

heaven ~fter truth is found following death itself. The forms into 

which these spontaneous truths are to be embodied will need to be such 

as to fUlfil the evolutional character of the truths. The form that 

will represent the truths of this sort and in this manner must be forms 

that grow constantly less noticeable and less attractive in themselves. 

The form of the search for truth must reach the point of vanishing in 

order that more ef the truth content to be represented may be made 

accessible. In ~ Ring and ~ Book, the reader must be involved 

within the story and not concerned with the actual mechanics gf truth. 

When the reader can reach this element of absorption, be is on the 

tract of carefully understalXiing Browning's search for truth and thus 

his interpretation of the truth itself. 
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All nature and mankind have a potential existence in the form of 

ideas or truths. Browning's ideas are in this sense bits of soul dis

engaged from the body and parts of his own soul where from and in the 

light of which he projects, tbrows out, these ideas into forms similar 

to those in which they were first apprehended. 

Since the ideas are projected from the artist's own store of ideas 

concerning the nature of the external world and man, they are a mani

festation of his own soul. However, accurately pc>etry is patterned after 

the real natural, hUInan words, poetry is able to aurmont and escape the 

limitations of the forms into which they have been embodied. In this 

manner, ideals and truth become increasingly accessible. The rating 

of truth thus made just on the basis of the degree to which truths, ideas, 

or meanings, are rendered accessible to poetry. However, there are some 

'forms of truths or ideas that lend themselves to more tull revelation 

in poetry. In some instances, different types of ideas require different 

sorts 0f art mediums in order best to indicate the ascendency of spirit 

over form. Truths which depend upon physical form in actual life are 

best represented by poetry. To show the ascendency of spirit over form 

must always be the aim of the representation in art works. The 

presentation of truths must be directly related to the form and characters 

involved. 

Browning does not allow the sacrifice of the truths :for the sake 

of form or narra ti ve. He always requires that poetry represent the re

lease of the spirit from the surroundings and the factual element. The 

poetry must yield the eleJnents of truth. Thus poetry becomes the means 

of the release of truth. The artist may be inclined either to rest with 
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the high degree of the truths they have already attained or else to 

scorn the partial and to strive at once for the whole truths, or they 

may prefer to seek one element of the truths, such as love or know-

ledge, over the others. Living truths of the poem seem to be always 

trying for fuller self-revelations, and the life seems to be striving 

to know the inner nature of the poem whereby to know f'ully the divine 

essence of that expressed. Only as all activities and works of art 

manifest this aspiration are they a part of genuine art, for only in 

this way do they become representa ti ve of life itself , with which art 

and hence truth always deal. 

The artist must grow in the rna terials of life. Browning, thinking 

of his own effort in The Ring and ~ Book, says of man as artist--

Man,--as befits the made, the inferior thing,-
Purposed, since ~de, to grow, not make in turn, 
Yet forced to try and make, else fail to grow,-
Formed to rise, reach at, if not grasp and gain 
The good beyond him,--which attempt is growth,-
Repeats God's process in man's due degree, 
Attaining man's proportionate result,--
Creates, no, but resuscitates, perhaps. (I, p. 534) 

Thus in the methods of life, the reader sees that the central problem 

is the adjustment of the essence, the truths, to the embodiments by 

which the earthly manifestation of content is always limited. Truth 

in art must escape and triumph over form limitations of the final end 

of poetry. The poet, Browning feeld, must always seek on earth to 

embody the truths of his conception, but he must shQW these truths con

stantly less hampered by the mediums to achieve the universal appli-

cations of truth. He must stamp everything with his own life and 

individuality. He is all men in one and includes the multitude within 
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himself. He works for his new visions of truth and puts these visions 

into the works of art primarily for the development of his own indi

viduali ty, for the growth of his own soul. 'The artist himself: and his 

work serve to present truth to the reader. 

Thus truth can be interpreted as the simple repeating of a factual 

source of that which grows from the assimilation and absorption of life 

itself. The universal truth is conveyed with the over-all impression 

presented by the characters and by the inspirations of Robert Browning. 

Truth in The Ring and the Book is the objective and goal that is sought 

in the endless testimonies of the nine characters. By seeking life it

self and adding the elements of fancy, Browning is able to come nearer 

to the expression of truth. Truth often may come simply by intuitive 

flashes from God, but the mind must be in the prepared, exercised con

dition that results with the striving and living of life itself. In 

The Ring and ~ Book, the characters each add to the total impression 

that constitutes an attempt at the interpretation of truth on a uni

versal basis. Thus, truth is the goal of a search that becomes 

involved with the retold Franceschini murder case and the interaction 

of the characters involved within the search. Truth forms the basis 

for all of life itself and is the reward for the search involved in 

The Ring !E!!. ~ Book. 



CHAPI'ER III 

IDENTIFYING THE TRUTH 

Robert Browning seeks truth through the different characters. The 

speech of the single character expresses his vi~ or idea of the truth. 

~ch of the following perceived the seventeenth century murder case 

according to their own individual charachers: the people of Rome, GuidQ, 

Caponsacchi, Pompilia, and the Pope. This method is used in order that 

truth can be induced from particular points of view am that there can 

be sufficient difference among the points of view to make each repetition 

interesting and important as a paychological fact. The dramatic mono

logue becomes a tool in the search for each phase of the many-sided 

truth that is made up of all the emotional experiences. Browning holds 

that it is necessary to listen to all sides of a question in order to 

discover the truth. 

Each of the nine versions of the murder story is written with 

variety--the variety of difference that is the individual speaker's own 

way of telling the same story. The very details and broad distinctions 

of character are adapted and converted into harmony. A general style 

covers all of the writing of The Ring !E£ ~ Book. but a specific style 

for each character individualizes his own account and version of truth 

as perceived by his own experiences. 

In the first book, ~ Ring ~ ~ Book, Browning gives the facts 

of the story, the author's adaptation of them. and the outline of the 

search. However, this book serves only as a prologue for the entire 

work. Browning becomes the observer and the recorder. The whole story 

is known after the begirurlng, but the meanings rise up one after the 

20 
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other as one reads the speech of Caponsacchi and the musings of Panpilia 

and of the Pope. 

In Books II, III, rJ, Browning presents the sharply divided Views 

of the common people of Rome. Half-Rome has an instinctive sympathy 

with Guido, The other Half-Rome is impressed with the young wife who 

~s killed by her own husband, and Tertium Quid reviews the case in such 

a way that shows that neither side should receive the guilt and that 

right is probably on both sides. 

Half-Rome takes the side of Guido, with the speaker being a jealous 

husband whose judgment is in sympathy with the wronged husband Guido. 

Truth in this case is distorted by theorizing and ultimately upon the 

nature of the soul of which the theorizing is a projection. But the 

pro-Guido speaker of this monologue reveals a prejudice that hinders 

his understanding the Pompilia story. He is a married man who is 

worried about his own wife's faithfulness and that his whole account, 

based on the justice of Guido's revenge is a warning to his rival. 

The speaker of The other Half-Rome represents, 

the opposite feel 
For truth with a like swerve, like unsuccess,-
Or if success, by no more skill but luck: 
This time, though rather siding with the wife, 
However, the fancy-fit inclined that way, 
Than with the husband. (I, p • .5)6) 

This speaker is a bachelor, probably a young man, whose judgment is 

swayed by the beauty and the misfortune of the dying girl. This speaker's 

interest in Pompilia is sentimental and literary, rather than moral. He 

pictures her as the beaut1.ful wronged heroine am describes her in this 

manner, 
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the helpless, simple-sweet 
Or silly-sooth, unskilled to break one blow 
At her good fame, by putting finger forth. (III, p. 570) 

This description dilutes Pompilia into a very weak woman rather than 

the ~int as she is later pictured. He is preoccupied with her beauty 

and her dramAtic death and misjudges her relationship with Caponsacchi: 

Men are men: why then need I S4.y, one word 
More t~n that our mere ~n the Canon here 
Saw, pitied, loved Pompilia? (III, p. 571) 

He supposes, as the others, that their love has not been innocent: 

oh, called innocent love, I knowl 
Only, such scarlet fiery innocence 
As most men would try muffle up in shade,-- (III, p. 571) 

When considering Guido, the speaker presents him as the villain who has 

slaughtered the innocent Camparini and their daughter. This half-Rome 

declares that Guido had no wrongs to avenge and that if he did have, he 

was too violent in his punisrunent. He 1s the common enemy of his fellow-

men. 

Tertium Quid presents as impartiality reasoned and judicial 

judgment; this being--

What the superior social section thinks, 
In person of some man of quality 
Who,--breathing musk from lace-word and brocade, 
His solitaire amid the now of frill, 
Powdered peruke on nose, and bag at back, 
And cane dependent from the rUfned wrist-
Harangues in silvery and selectest phrase, 
'Neath waxlight in a glorified saloon 
Where mirrors multiply the girandole: 
Courting the approbation of no mob, 
But Eminence This and All-illustrious 'lbat ••• 
Around the argument, the rational word ••• 
How qualit,y dissertated on the case. (I, p. 536) 

Tertium Quid deals very care1Ul.ly with his story. He speaks with 

breeding in a tone of irony. The aristocrat tries to present the neutral 
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view of the case itself. 

Each of these three speakers of Rome deals with rumor and each 

reveals at the end of his monologue self-interested motives which dis-

qualify him as an impartial reporter of the murder case. The pro-

Guido speaker is influenced by the infidelity of his own wife, the pro-

Pompilid. speaker is a sentimental bachelor who finds adventure in this 

threat to the marriage vows, and Tertium Quid reveals in his two lines 

that his vmole report is made to impress a Prince and a Cardinal. Thus 

the evidence presented is colored by prejudice and is not the truth. 

Rumor has served only to introduce characters and to create a living 

environment of Rome at the end of the seventeenth century. Guido, 

Pompilia, and Caponsacchi are introduced as people by the people who 

live in their city. 

So much for Rome and rumour; smoke comes first: 
Once the smoke risen untroubled, we descry 
Clearlier what tongues of name may spire and spit 
To eye and ear, each will appropriate tinge 
According to its food, pure or impure. 
The actors, no mere rumours of the act, 
Intervene. (I, .p. 537) 

The monologues of the three main characters involved in the accannt 

add the element of truth in their own accounts of their actions. 

The first actor, Count Guido, appears as almost two completely 

different people. In Book V, Count Guido Franceschini, Browning covers 

Guido with suffering and self-confidence. Under torture, he has con

fessed to the murder of Panpilia. Browning describes Guido's appearance 

at court in this manner: 

Soft-cushioned sits he; yet shifts seat, shirks touch, 
As, with a twitchy brow and winc1ng lip 
And cheek that changes in all kinds of white, 



He proffers his defence, in tones subdued 
Near to mock-mildness now, so mournful seems 
The obtuser sense truth fails to satisf.y; 
Now, moved, from pathos at the wrong endured, 
To passion ••• 
Also his tongue at times is hard to curb, ••• 
And never once does he detach his eye 
From those ranged there to slay him or to save 
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(I, p. 537) 

He does not try to denY the murder but seeks to defend it by self-just1-

fication. He tries to turn the guilt to others and to hide behind the 

na tural law that the husband may kill his wife when he finds her in 

adultery. This book is a work masterly done. Count Guido is able to 

arouse intellectual sympathy with his version of the murder am its 

justifica tion. 

In Book XI, Guido, Browning presents the completed portrait of 

Guido. His character is truer in this book than in the first. The man 

is told that he must die. Now that he is about to die, Guido speaks 

out with a perception of the life left in him. He becomes almost a 

mad ~n whQ gives vent to a frenzy of despair. His desperate venom and 

blasphemous outburst is part of his last revolt against death and all 

his foes. He snatches even at truth in hopes that it will gain him a 

reprieve. At the last when he sees that death is present, he lays 

bare his own sins and the innocence of his murdered wife. His last 

moments are as this: 

Till 'When. 
All that ~s. is; and must for ever be. 
Nor is it in me to unhate my hates,--
I use up my last strength to strike once more 
Old Pietro in the wine-house-gossip-face •••• 
I lived and died a man. and take man's chance, 
Honest and bold: right wiJ..l be done to such ••• 
Not one word t All was folly--I laughed and mocked I 
Sirs, my first true word all truth and no lie, 
Is-save me notwithstanding I Life is all I 



I was just stark mad,--let the m;.d.man li':e 
Pressed by as many chains as you please pile! 
Don't open! Hold me from them! I am yours, 
I ~ the Granduke' s--no, I am the Pope's I 
Abate.--Card1nal,--Christ,--Maria,_-God •••• 
Pompilia, will you let them murder me? (XI, p. 161) 
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Through the character of Guido, the poet has brought the plot of inter-

woven character and dramatically e~essed motive to a focus. 

Caponsacchi is a priest who has ~ken the vows to the Church, but 

he is yet a favorite of the social world. His monologue is the only one 

that involves a moral struggle. His love is first awaken by Pompilia 

when her smile first fell upon Mm, yet he remembers his vows as a priest. 

Only when Capansacchi tells his story is the truth approached. 

After seeing Pompilia, Caponsacchi realizes that life is greater 

t~n what he had realized. She calls forth in him the grandeur of good-

ness and led him to utter these words: 

To have to do with nothing but the true, 
The good, the eternal--and these not alone 
In the main current of the general life, 
But small experiences of every day, 
Concerns of the particular hearth and hane: 
To learn not only by a comet's rush 
But a ro se 's birth--not by the grandeur, God • 
But the comfort, Christ. All this, how far ways! 
Mere delectation, meet for a minute's dream! (VI, p. 653) 

Through trust in her, he bec'ames involved in an exchange of letters to 

the woman who could not read or write. When Pomp ilia appealed to him 

for aid, he struggled between that which would be goodness and the meeting 

of society's requirements. He finally realizes that he must become God's 

instrument of goodness that will assist Pompilia to flee her wicked hus-

band, and his only sin is against the externa.l laws of the Church. He 

flees with her to take her to safety with her parents. This self-

condemming in the face of moral law does not become a whole truth, but 
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becomes a fault of appearance. Caponsacchi is a creation of a great 

author. His life is renected in his canplex feelings. His devotion 

adds to the purity and beauty of Pompilia. He is torn by hUlJl.a1l passions; 

his is the struggle of the priest to remain true to his vows. 

Pompilia ha s been mentioned in all of the previous books. The 

reader is ver.y eager to hear and to understand her story and her addition 

to the vast reservoir of Worma tion. Since she is dying and is pictured 

as being innocent, her story should greatly add to the search for truth. 

The words of the dying are surely those of truth. Pompilia becomes the 

heroine around whom all action is centered. 

In Pompilia's monologue, serenity is unbroken, and she is at peace 

with God and with man. She feels that she is ignorant, and the Pope 

himself describes her in this manner: 

It was not given to Pompilia to know mUCh, 
Speak much, to write a book, to move mankind, 
Be memorized by who records my time. (X, p. 725) 

Pompil~ is still a child and half her charm is her childishness. But, 

she is a mother, and she is one of the main characters in the spiritual 

love that gives motivation to the poem. Her character is drawn with a 

holy light that clings to her, the unity of God and man: 

By God's gift of a purity of soul 
That will not take pollution, ermine-like 
Armed from dishonour by its own soft snow. (X, p. 721) 

Pompilia is one of the only characters in The Ring ~ ~ Book who 

has clear vision. She recognizes her love for Caponsacchi and looks 

toward their future together in Heaven. She feels that good. will come 

to those who have worked evil conoerning her. She understarxis the 

relationship of good and evil and seeks forgiReness for all in the eyes 
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of God. Her monologue seems to be the dying testimony of one who is 

in perfect communion with God and is simply expressing that which she 

perceives through him. 

The Pope's soliloquy is that which most represents Robert Browning's 

search. The words of the Pope _re mellowed with the experience of a 

long life of action and rational thinking. His monologue is one of 

mellowed wisdom, breadth of outlook, dignity, and elevation. 

The purpose of the Pope's speech within The Ring ~ the Book is 

to pronounce guilt and to pass judgment on Guido, Caponsaccm, and 

Pompilia. He is a man sincerely motivated by the desire to find the 

truth and to deal out justice. However, he is human and feels that he 

must be sure in this pronouncement of guilt. He feels that God will 

look upon the sincerity of his intention and forgive him if in human 

ignorance he makes a mistake. He knows that he has judged according 

to the word of God, that his motives have been pure: 

For I am ware it is the seed of _ct, 
God holds appraising to His hollow palm, 
Not act grown great thence on the world below, 
Leafage and branchage, vulgor eyes admire. 
Therefore I stand on my integrity, 
Nor fear at all (X, p. 716) 

The Pope's confidence in his ability to judge does not rest on the 

idea that truth can easily be discovered, nor does he suppose that 

truth cannot be found in the pleadings he has before him: 

Truth, nowhere, lies yet everywhere in these-
Not absolutely in a portion, yet 
Evol v_ ble fran the whole : evolved at la st 
Pa inf'ully , held tenaciously by me. (X, p. 7,6) 

Truth is not any one side of the story, but can be "induced" fran the 
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particular viewpoints, the way Browning expects the reader to "induce" 

it from the ten dramatic monologues. 

Some of the best sections of this book are those in which the Pope 

renders judgment upon the various actors in the tragedy. With sharp 

keenness, he dissects Guido's motives and thoughts. He commends 

Pompilia for her su1:mti.ssion to her husband until motherhood drew her 

to leave him. He passes over her confessed love of Caponsacchi, but 

recognizes her perception of the higher law. He admires Caponsacchi 

for his rescuing Pampilia, but he is oblivious to the fact that the 

young priest did not answer immediately this call. He sees Pompilia 

as true goodness and purity, 

First of the first, 
Such I pronounce Pompilia, then as now 
Perfect in whiteness: (X, p. 725); 

GUido as the man with th.e blackest sms, "Not one permissible impulse 

moves the manit (X, p. 719); and Caponsacchi as true and in spite of 

possessing some guilt of breaking the church laws, 

In thought, word and deed, 
How throughout all thy warfare thou wast }:Ure, 
I find it eas.y to believe. (X, P. 727) 

The Pope does not weigh argument against argument, but he cuts right 

through the facts to a s.y.mpathetic apprehension of the motives and 

essential moral qualities behind the deeds. 

After the Pope has pronounced judgment on the actors of the drama, 

he passes into discussions on the ultimate basis of Christianity, the 

probable effects upon religion of an age or doubt, the ethics and 

theology of Euripides--discussions which are not necessary in his seeking 
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of the truth. Within these sections of The Pope. the re;.der sees 

Browning speaking of life ;.s ;. probation that means sorrow and sin, that 

men may be judged by their efforts and not ;.chievements. th;. t man's 

highest hope is based on his imperfection, and that self-s;.cr1.ficing 

love is essential in the perfection of God. The Pope asks, 

Must we deny,--do they, these Molinists, 
At peril of their body ;.nd their soul,-
Recognised truths, obedient to same truth 
Unrecognised yet, but perceptible?-
Correct the portrait by the living face, 
Man's God, by God's God in the mind of man? (X, p. 735) 

His is a belief in ;. personal revelation of divine love to every 

individual. But, the Pope ends his drama in another note; in pro-

nouncing sentence he recaptures once ;.gain the unf;.ltering note~of 

unquestioned authority. 

Thus through the method of human testimony, Robert Browning seeks 

in ~ Ring ~ the Book the interpret.tion of truth. From the central 

position of the trial, he seeks to look upon life and tell what he saw. 

Each person who speaks adds the elements of his own personality and 

ideas. Panpili-.' s dying speech is sublime music bec;.use she was a 

spiritual woman in the glow of communion with God. Caponsacchi' s is 

the speech of the young priest who sees higher ideals in life inspired 

by a love for Pompilia.. Guido spe~ks at first with calJn. smiling 

assurance that later turns to the rages of a wild beast who is caught. 

Brovming has presented all sides of the murder case; now, the reader 

must "induce" the truth from the particular viewpoints. 



CHAPTER TV 

AR T, THE HIGHEST FORM OF TRUTH 

In The Ring and the Book, Robert Browning presents his idea that 

art is the highest fom of truth. In the following passage are stated 

practically all of the poet's theories concerning the nature, gifts, 

and methods of artists: 

Man,--as befits the made. the inferior thing.-
Purposed, since made, to grow, not make in turn, 
Yet forced to try and make, else fail to grow, 
Formed to rise, reach at, if not grasp and gain 
The good beyond his.--which attempt is growth.-
Repeats God's process in man's due degree, 
Attaining man's proportionate result.--
Creates, no, but resuscitates, perhaps. 
Inalienable, the arch-prerogative 
Which turns thought, act--conceives, expresses tool 
No less, man, bounded, yearning to be free, 
May so project his surplusage of soul 
In search of body, so add self to self 
By owning what lay ownerless before.--
So find, so fill full, so appropriate forms-
That. although nothing which had never life 
Shall get life from him, be, not having been, 
Yet something dead may get to live again. 
Something with too much life or not enough, 
Which, either way imperfect, ended once: 
And end whereat man's impulse intervenes, 
Makes new beginning, starts the dead alive, 
Completes . the incomplete and saves the thing. (I, p. 534) 

The method of art is creation, or representation, transforming 

the ideal into the real. and the real into the ideal, through the fusing 

power of the imagination. The central purpose of art is the ennobling 

and the enlarging of human life. The poet must be a keen observer of 

life in all its phases and be able to render into the art form that which 

he has found in life. The lasting values are those immoralized in the 

marble of art. 

Art presents the essence of things and attempts to solve the problems 
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of nature .nd life in general. Since something of all the Ina terials of 

life is thus embodied in art, Browning usu.lly refers to these elements 

as truth which make up the primary element of experience. Truth grows 

out of elements of sensations, emotions, images, .. nd concepts. The 

truths or ideas of art are not mere concepts of the intellect. They are 

expressions invaded with passion, colored with shades of sensation, 

shaped by imagery, and concentrated into one image that is the whole life 

of the object. Commonplace faots can be used in art that will carry 

meaning beyond the facts. Art is rel.tive parts invaded with the 

universal spirit that will flash as the nature and meaning of all the 

universe and all life. Everywhere in art the sordid, naked thoughts 

are recreated into a meaningful expression. Art is forever in the 

process of growth through the apprehension of new aspects .nd phases of 

the world. 

The se.rch for truth that involved the listening to different 

speakers leads to the conclusion that justice does win and that guilt 

is punished. However, all of the testimonies that are heard show the 

mistakes that people so easily make. 

learn one lesson hence 
Of many which whatever lives should teach: 
This lesson, that our human speeoh is naught, 
Our human testimony false, our fame 
And human estimation words and wind. 
Why take the artistic way to prove so much? 
Because, it is the glory and good of Art, 
Tha t Art remains the only way possible 
Of speaking truth. (XII, p. 777) 

Thus in the flashes, eternal truths are aohieved. The art work catches 

the truths that comprise content, but art makes them permanently 

accessible to those who see with intUitive vision. These truths are 
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the expanded concepts concerning the world and all t~t is related to 

it. The supreme function of art is the noble expression of that unsat-

isfied ~spiration of the soul which craves and creates beauty, but never 

for a moment deceives itself with the thought of finality or perfection. 

Art moves on to the perfect Idea] of which all works of huInan hands are 

imperfect transcriptions. 

In the concluding lines of The Ring and the Book, BrO\roing 

presents his theory with regard to the mediation of truth in art. 

But Art,--wherein man nowise speaks to men, 
Only to mankind,--Art may tell a truth 
Obliquely, do the thing shall breed the thought, 
Nor wrong the thought, missing the mediate word. 
So may you paint your picture, twice show truth, 
Beyond mere imagery on the wall,--
So, note by note, bring music from your mind, 
Deeper than ever the Andante dived,--
So write a book shall mean, beyond the facts, 
Suffice the eye and save the soul beside. (XII, p. 777) 

Truthful representation of anything art chooses to portray will indicate 

what nature and man may be. 'lhe artist tries to find mediums in harmony 

with his thoughts and truths. Truth is gained by the artist through 

art by his keen perception into the lives of others and through the 

representation of the release of the spirit £'rom the surroundings and 

the factual element. 

Art reaches the realm of the universal in the expression of the 

truth. In contrast, rumor is bound to the minute, as is the word of 

man. Art reaches the higher truths and is developed through the 

absorption of life and the assjmilation of the natural and human con-

cepts into the reproduction t~t :involves the fancy and fact of the 

author. Art is the ideal found :in a soul sensitive enough to feel its 
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subtile inspir. tion and in a 11-.nd cap;.ble to give it. 

Truth is the artist I s ideas concerning the nature of the universe 

and its life. These are the concepts still c.rrying the sensations of 

the original state. The truth of art is g.thered from all the areas 

of the natural and human worlds. Art takes the ideas that are fact 

and transforms them to its purpose by mixing with fancy and returns 

the ide.s to the original experience elements and brings them forth .s 

truth. Only as art tries for fuller self-revelations does it become 

representative of life itself and hence truth. 

Truth reaches the highest form in art. Browning, as the artist, 

is able to present the murder story of seventeenth century Rome that 

would have remained in its disorganized, disinteresting state if the 

art form and the artist's mind had not molded it into the great search 

for truth that it became. After all the discussion of the trial, there 

is left the awareness that a striking human transaction has been 

seized by a vigorous, profound imagination, that its many divisions 

have been made into a single, rich work of art in which may be traced 

the paths of passion and indifference, stupidity and cr.ft, prejudice 

and chance. Truth and justice find their way through these devious 

and doubtf'ul paths. Art becomes the highest form of expression of the 

truth. 



CONCLUSION 

Toe Ring ~ the Book is the great ~sterpiece of the search for 

truth. Browning has transformed "dead truth" (fanclless fact) into 

"live truth" (fanciful fact) that reveals the inmost glint of the facts 

of his source. He sees life as a whole and sees it in its large 

relations; he sees it always through the imagination. 'lbe bare unrelated 

facts touch and inspire him. He feels the wann life and understands 

because there is something in himself which answers. The story begins 

to glow in his thoughts and to gather other facts. 

Browning creates truth from the raw materials that he finds in the 

Franceschini murder case and the interaction of the characters involved 

in the history. He tears through this material to seek the truth as a 

. whole rather than the facts revealed by each character. Profound truth 

comes through the struggle of living by the individual. His search 

for the determination of truth involves the testimonies of nine different 

characters. These different versions of the same event are crystalized 

in the statements of the Pope who sentences and judges the other 

characters. 

The central theme of this revelation of the truth begins in the 

opening lines with the symbolism of the gold ring. Browning adds his 

own ~gination to the factual account of his source. In presenting 

the growth of his fancy about the nugget of truth, Browning reveals the 

actual account of the story as he depicts the relationship of fact and 

fancy. Thus the elements of fact.and fancy are united in the circular 

search that brings forth light and truth. 

Truth itself may have different meanings. The search for this 

)4 
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element involves the experiences of countless personalities. Truth 

becomes the universal goal that is derived £rom the total evidence that 

is sought through the eyes of nine characters. To achieve the purposes 

of art, Browning takes the inCidents, events, and people as vehicles to 

illustrate the ideas. He reconstructs these experiences in his own 

imagination and breaks these elements to produce the flashes of truth. 

Thus when he is most universal, he is most individual. In ~ Ring and 

the Book, the characters each add to the total impression that is an 

attempt at the interpretation of truth. 

From the central position of the trial, Browning seeks to look upon 

life and to tell what he saw. Each of the characters--the people of 

Rome, Guido, Caponsacchi, Pompilia, and the Pope--add to the elements 

of his own experiences and ideals. All the sides are presented to add 

to the overview of truth. 

Thus each experience is recorded in the form of art. Working with 

these materials, Browning is able to transcend experience and capture 

the flashes of truth. The method of art is creation and the fusing of 

the real and imagination into the Ideal. Lasting values are thus 

immortalized in art. Life is the one great fact which art is trying 

to express and to interpret, and art is the supreme, final form in which 
-

life is always striving to utter itself. The individual genius adds 

to the expression of truth that quality which transforms truth into art. 

~ Ring ~ the Book is action that reveals the soul and reveals 

the astonishing power of its creator, Robert Browning. Careful study 

reveals astonishing power, marvelous subtilty of analysis, masterly 
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grouping and interplay of motives t and overfiowing and apparently 

inexhaustible force and vitality of mind. Truth is the goal of this 

search that becomes involved with the Franceschini murder case. Truth 

forms the basis of all of life itself and is the reward for the search 

involved in this the greatest of the works of Robert Browning. 
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CARLYLE'S CRITICISM OF NINEl'EENTH CENTURY ENGLAND 

The Victorian Age was described most often by its own inhabitants 

as an Age or Transition. This phrase, so trite in our time, so mean

ingless in an age whose philosophers blandly state thore is no age 

~ch is not an Age of Transition, was new and exeiting and profound

ly disturbing to the Victorians. Other ages before 1815 had been ages 

of recognized change, but the Victorian Age was the first to become 

self-conscious about its changing. John Stuart Mill echoed this pre

occupation of his age when he said that tiThe idea of comparing one's 

own age with former ages ••• had occurred to philosophers; but it never 

before was itself the dominant idea of any age. atl This spirit of COOl-

pari son, of self-criticism, of acute and painful self-consciousness, 

was a characteristic pervading all areas of life in England in the 

nineteenth century, yet it is often overlooked or ignored in the studies 

of Victoriana. We seem to remember more vividly the frowsy crinolines 

and stiff shirt fronts that stare at us from unsmiling portraits and 

photographs, the overstuffed furniture, the dowdy homes, the cheap 

brick and gray slate-roofed houses, the ugliness, the sermons on duty, 

the prudery and the lack of sensitivity and understanding. Our un

sympathetic picture of Victorianism springs partly from the fact that 

the period from 1815 to 1914, which we have chosen to call the Victorian 

IJobn Stuart Yi11, The ~pirit of the Age (Chicago, 1942), p.1. 



Era, is our own heritage and therefore is less desirable and alluring 

than other ages which belong less intimately to us. Perhaps distance 

and ignorance make the Age of ~hella,y more enticing than the Age or 

Arnold and the Age of ~hakespeare than of ~helley. 

2 

But there is another equally important reason tor the modern 

contempt for the state of culture of our grandparents and great grand

parents. The Victorians themselves created the atmosphere of contempt 

and distaste which hangs over their age, for at no time in literary 

history has the critical attitude so completely overwhelmed all areas 

of English literature. Historians, poets, art critics, philosophers, 

politicians ••• all were ultimately concerned more With a critical 

evaluation of themselves and their ways than with any other subject. 

Criticism of their own age absorbed the creative literary talent of 

the Victorians to a greater extent than in any previous age. 

This tendency toward self-criticism which first became 80 pro

nounced in the early 1800's in England was to be partly accounted for 

by the fever of Evangelical Christianity for self-improvement. The 

whole temper of Christendom in England was Evangelical, with all its 

emphasis upon moral rectitude and the preparation for an afterlife of 

eternal bliss or punishment and the Great Judgment which was to decide 

the fate of each individual. Victorian England was probably the most 

religious country in the history of the ~estern Hemisphere and the all

pervading fervor of Evangelicalism reached into the consciousness even 

of such Victorian individualists as Thomas Huxla,y am James Mill wi tb 

their emphasis upon the duty of helping society improve itself and 
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upon the glorification of the virtue of labor. Tm temper of the times 

was Evangelical in business, colonization, and parlor discussion as well 

as in the House of God. Thus the willingness to examine every social and 

political and economic institution critically was a habit of mind for 

the Victorian writer. 

Yet although the Victorian Era remained a preeminently religious 

age, the forces which were creating a new era were attacking the creed 

and morality and emotional basis upon which the Evangelical Christianity 

of England rested. The conflict set up between the Victorian's love of 

material progress whioh had become so abundantly possible for the first 

tim~ and the old forms of society, government and Christianity which the 

Industrial Revolution and scientific progress seemed intent upon destroy

ing seemed to many to be tearing society apart. It was not only the 

changing physical face of the world which imparted to Victorian life the 

sense of discontinuity, but also the changing s,ystem of values which 

Beemed to accompany the material progress. 

The breakdown of society during the Victorian Period was a pro

foundly disturbing psychological experience for most Victorian English

men. This disintegration of the standards and forms of society had, of 

course, been going on, slowly, since the Renaissance with all its new 

thought and new emphasis upon man and his importance and the recognition 

of the possibility of valid religious doubt and dissent. Yet it had 

not become so disturbing until it began to invade the outward forms 

of society and to be acknowledged as acceptable and proper by society 

in general. The agitation for political reform was only one facet of 



the end of parochialism and the beginning of modern urban consciousness, 

2 which was the transition of the Victorian Era. The nineteenth century 

in England ~tnessed the conquest of space through the development of 

railroads and steam engines Which forever ended the isolation of 

country from town and village from booming city. The rapid expansion 

of cheaper and faster means of travel enabled industry to move closer 

to the source of raw materials. Hence Manchester, Birmingham and Lon-

don were joined as industrial centers by numerous little hamlets popu-

lated by former agricultural laborers Who worked the customary twelve 

to fourteen hours under those inhuman conditions which have made Victor-

ian industry so infamous. No longer was any part of "merrie England" 

isolated from the driving urge for progress and standardization which 

was a natural condiment of the Industrial Revolution with its constant 

need for cheaper mass production. ~uch a complete transformation of the 

very landscape of England and the disappearance of the distinctive 

characteristics of agrarian and urban life seemed to create a drab 

sameness and grayness over all the nation. Industrial progress seemed 

often to destroy the beauty of the world in order to bring more tinsel 

and paper bank notes and to many it did not bring even this. 

The rapidly increasing wealth of England during the first half 

of the nineteenth century and climaxing about 1865 When England was 

universally admitted to being the richest and most powerful country on 

earth, can never obscure the fact that her wealth was built to a large 

2Dav1d Thomson, England ~ the Nineteenth Centu~ (Baltimore, 
1961), p. 44. 
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extent upon the exploited labor force which she recruited from dis-

placed farmers and rural workers. The conditions under which these peo-

pIe worked in the factories of England are unbelievable even to an age 

well acquainted with Harlem and New York's West ~ide. Children of five 

and six years working fourteen to sixteen hours, exclusive of meals 

and rest intervals, formed a very large part of England's wealth and 

women in maqy plaoes formed almost half of the working foroe. Lord 

Ashley in a speech in support of the Ten Hour's Bill in the House of 

Commons in lti44 said that "of 419,560 factory operatives of the Brit-

ish Empire in 18)9, 192,887, or nearly half, were under eighteen years 

of age, and 242,296 of the female sex, of whom 112,192 were less than 

eighteen years old.") The conditions under which those people worked 

in the hastily built factories ~th little or no ventilation, poor 

lighting, unproteoted machinery and soot clogged air has furnished 

volumes for sooial oritics. Unsanitary and uninspected, they were 

places of brutal, unremitting toil, yet the oonditions under which the 

wage earners worked were better than the conditions under which they 

lived. In Manchester alone, 20,000 people lived in cellars and in 

Liverpool the number was 45,000 or one-fifth of the population. In 

the backwash of the new industrial cities people lived in unpaved 

and unsewered streets, in overcrowded, filthy shacks in an atmosphere 

ripe for all kinds of vice and crime which poverty and misery breed. 

The poor found their way into the social novels of Dickens and Disraeli, 

3Frederick William Roe, The Social Philosophy of Carlyle and 
Ruskin (London, 1921), p. 19. 
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Kingsl~ and Charles Reade and their presence in England was regarded 

by these writers and the SOCially conscious segment of te upper classes 

as the greatest blight and sin of modern civilization. This was a part 

of the Victorian era, children hauling tubs of coal in mines twelve 

hours a ~, illiteracy of at least three out of four children in Great 

Britain, thousands and tens of thousands living in complete squalor 

with no hope of bettering their lot, and the Fagins and Mr. Bumbles 

who exploited those people to whom tIe coming of industry had been 

no blessing. 

This was a part of the success story of Great Britain. It need 

not have been as bad as it was, but the whole philosophy of government 

upon which the laws of 1850 were built was that government had no 

business to interfere with such matters, especially since such inter-

rerence would reduce profit, and profit was an extremely engrossing 

subject to the Victorians. Carlyle called them mammon worshippers; 

Arnold said his countrymen were philistines, to which Victorians often 

answered with the Duke of Newcastle, ''Have I not the right to do what 

I like w.l. th my own?fl4 And under law the Victorian certainly did. This 

was the seamy side of Victorian life. bide by side with the dirt and 

filth and poverty lay the church With its ideals and social responsi-

bilities. It is another facet to the schizoid personality of the 

Victorian era that the two could coexist without significant strain on 

4Frederick William Roe, The ~ocial PhilosophZ £f Carlyle and 
Ruskin (London, 1921), p. 27. 



the part of Christianity • Despite the fact that the tlrO did coexi st, 

the mid-Victorian man was not a hardhearted villain 'Who did not car e, 

but merely an average human being who did not see. In fact he remained 

quite an idealist in many areas of life. 

At the same time that England strove to make her factories more 

productive and her laborers more efficient, she maintained a queer, 

touching sentimentalism as a sort of legacy from the Romantic Period. 

Lord Newton once observed that "Great Britain was the only sentimental 

country in the world. 1I5 The examples of Victorian sentimentalism are 

numerous, not only in the social philanthropy of private Citizens, but 

also the conduct of the affairs of the nation and the actions of Brit-

7 

ain's leaders. The Don Pacifico Affair of 1850 reflected Prime Minister 

Palmerston's sincere belief in the unity of Christendom and in the 

moral obligation of civilized communities to protect the weak. This 

belief demonstrated itself in the dispatch of the entire British fleet 

to the coasts of Greece to protect the interest of one Don Pacifico, 

a Portuguese money lender born in Gibraltar and therefore a British 

citizen. When his house in Athens was pillaged, Don Pacifico had 

sought compensation from the Greek government and when this was refused 

he had asked for Palmerston's help. Palmerston felt fully justified 

in claiming that "a British subject in whatever ]and he may be, shall 

feel confident that the watchful eye and strong arm of England will 

5F• J.C. Hearnshaw, The ~ocial and Political Ideas of ~ome Rep
resentative Thinkers of the Victorian Age (New York, 1930), p. 14. 



proteot him against injustice and wrong."6 Thus, although it could be 

said that to the Viotorian "it was not love that moved the sun and 

other stars but meroiless oompeti tion" , 7 Englishmen remained peculiar-

17 Suso8ptible to lOve in the conduct of their affairs. England 

piotured herself as the new protector of the world, the country which 

had singlehandedly saved the wo~ld from Napoleon and now had the 

responsibility of protecting Europe from its own revolutionaries and 

extremi. sts. A new "pax Bri tannica" had replaced the old "pax Romana n 

and English pride in her role as proteotor of the weak expanded with 

her ever increasing economic power. Even as England's internal tempera-

ment became increasingly disturbing to her more sensitive citizens, 

her foreign policy remained one of sturdy independence and pride in 

her position as the most liberal and s.ympathetic nation in the world. 

The two strains of English emotion which coursed under the cool, 

controlled surface of English life were the passion for sucoess and 

the passion for self saorifice. Thus all of literature, life, and 

art of the Victorian Period refleots the oonflict between the worship 

of wealth which -was suocess in th3 oompetitive world and the praise 

for sacrifice and service -- between Macauley praising the indust~ 

and thrift which made England great and John ~tuart Mill and Robert 

60avid Thomson, England in the Nineteenth eentu~ (Baltimore, 
1961), pp. 154-155. 

1Esme Wingfield Stratford, The Victorian eyel! (New York, 1935), 
p. 47. 
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Owen giving lives and fortunes for the perfection of society. Heine 

said, "t)end no poet to London. u~ That was part of English life -- the 

evaluation of everything by its monetary worth, the worship of wealth 

and the denial of the worth of anything which was not useful in the 

production of wealth. Matthew Arnold called it the Philistinism 

and barbarism of his age which seemed to starve all sensitivity and 

love of beauty out of English life. Life was not for the enjoyment of 

sensation, knowledge, art or companionship, but rather for the accumu

lation of artifacts attesting to one's ability to work and succeed. 

This was, in part, an inevitable outcome of the Napoleonic Wars and 

England's economic position after the war. Industry, almost alone, 

had enabled England to emerge victorious over France, and industry alone 

could keep her population from starving after the war. England was no 

longer self sufficient in the production of agriculture. ~he had to 

depend upon industry to furnish her with the money to buy food for her 

industrial workers. Industry had became her means, not only of power 

but of survival itself. And with England's new dependence upon industry 

had coma the admiration for the products of the machines which made 

her strong and for the men who made the machine run. Yet if England 

had oo~tted herself to walk the only possible path of survival for 

the nation, she remained painfully aware of the costs of walking that 

path and this too furnished grist for her ori tical lw'ills and ~outheys 

BEsme Wingfield-Stratford, The Victorian Cycle (New York, 1935), 
p. h7. 
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and Carlyles. 

The demand for a broader democratic basis for society and 

political organization was perhaps the most important single demand 

in Victorian society. In lti32 after the Great Reform Bill, the 

franchise in England belonged to 1,000,000 men out of a population 

9 of 27,000,000. England at this stage could not be called a demo-

cratic country. Yet democracy was the coming thing and everyone, 

even politicians knew it. Not only democracy but also increasing 

socialization of society was inevitable. The Chartists of the 1~40's 

were perhaps the most demonstrative agitators for political reform, 

but at the same time Robert Owen was running his model mills at New 

Lanark and his model colony "New Harmony" in Indiana and speaking for 

cooperation instead of competition among members of society, and Robert 

Ashley Cooper, oldest son of the sixth earl of ::ihaftsbury, was working 

for regulation of working conditions, hours and pay levels through 

Parliament. 10 ~uch men were not alone. The Trade Unions Congress, 

germ of the future labor unions and Labor Party, was established in 

Itl6tl and the Fabian Society raised its intellectual voice in Itltl4 

under the guidance of ::iidnay and Beatrice Webb and George Bernard 

~haw.ll These people attacked the sacred principles of Victorian 

9David Thomson, England in the Nineteenth Centu~ (Baltimore, 1961), 
p. 11. 

lOThed 1 .,p. 44. 

llIbid.,p. 186. 
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society and also questioned the methods and theory by which Carlyle 

sought to turn Victorian society from its actual practice to its 

proposed creed. 

The Fabians and ~oQial Democrats and Utopian Idealists did not 

wish to retain the old beliefs and creeds. They did not feel so in

tenselY the need for a reunification of society under a common tra

ditional system of belief and conduct. They strove for a kind of 

social unity based rather upon economic and social equality than 

upon the acceptance of a status and the self-discipline of following 

traditional leadership. The conflict between the traditional power 

and the newer disruptive forces is shown by the struggle of the House 

of Lords to retain real legislative power despite its hereditary mem

bership. The Lords were able to maintain their ratm r considerable 

power until the Parliamentary Reform Act of 1911, despite lower class 

agitation for such reform since the Chartists of the 18)0's and 1540's. 

Such agitators as the Chartists had little fear of discarding the 

traditional systElIls in favor of new ones which 'WOuld allow them. a 

greatGT share of the political and economic power of England. The 

Chartist movement had been founded in lti36 with the creation of the 

London Working Men's association by William Lovett. This group of 

skilled self-educated artisans had drawn up and published "The People's 

Charter" demanding parliamentary and electoral- reform as early as 

lti3~. The discontent in England was so great at this time that the 

People's Charter had formed the focal point of the series or riots and 
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disturbances which swept England in t~ 1840' s and which, to many 

Britishers, signalled the coming of a Reign of Terror like the French 

12 Revolution fifty years before. Despite the increasing social tur-

bulence of the 1~40's the &1g1ish working classes of Britain were 

probably better off than their ancestors. Yet that improvement served 

only to increase their discontent with their existence. The New Poor 

Law of 1834 was met with this dissatisfaction of the working classes 

and gave Charles Dickens his material for lm-.Bumble, "the parochial 

manager" of Oliver Twist, although the law was designed to correct the 

harshness and inefficiency of the old "Gilbert workhouses" set up 

under the Poor Act of 1782.13 The "condition of England" question was 

wh,r were the workers no better off than they were. 14 

The inhuman working conditions of the early Industrial Revolu-

tion were slowly being remedied and housing and sewage in the cities 

were being improved; but to the pushing middle classes, to the Chartists 

and Fabian intellectuals, the progress was much too slow. London had 

her first effective civilian police force in 1822 when Robert Peel 

established the Metropolitan Police Office at ticotland Yard. This 

was also the first time that crime and poverty had been legally 

linked together since the Metropolitan Police Foree was supported by 

12David Thomson,England ~ the Nineteenth Century (Baltimore, 
1961), p. 65. 

13Ibid., p. 69 

14Ibid ., p. Lh. 



a "police rate" paid only by those in London who also paid tm poor 
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rate. Yet such improvements were slow in coming to the smaller 

and newer industrial cities of England, and discontent with the lack 

of progress spread among all classes of Britain, creating a demand 

which by 1861 was to have formed a true democracy out of the insti-

tutions of the oligarchy of the early eighteenth century. 

In all this mass of s"elf criticism and social dissection, Thomas 

Carlyle was not among the least of his brethren. His critical approach 

to Victorian society was one of the most scathing ever penned in that 

or any other period, yet Carlyle's criticism deserves to be considered 

not only for its bitterness but also for its very Victorianism. Carlyle 

was the complete Victorian criticizing Victorians and as such becomes 

a vortex of all the conflicts and contradictions of his age which were 

to work such havoc in the first quarter of the twentieth century. 

Carlyle criticized his age a.ccording to its own standards and values, 

not according to any intellElctually conceived code such as John ~tuart 

Mill had devised, and judging by such standards he found his society 

lacking. He founded his judgments upon the cultural and social and 

even religious mores of his society, although this last group of values 

necessitates some qualifications and explanation in Carlyle's case. 

In his role as critic-historian, Carlyle tried to develop a s.ystem of 

ethics which would cure those ills which he saw in his world and a 

15navid Thomason, England in the Nineteenth Century (Baltimore, 
1961), p. 67. 
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system of government and social organization which would enforce his 

ethics universallY. 

The primary ill of Victorian society as viewed by Carlyle was 

& laok or purpo •• anQ direotion, a laok of organization whioh arose 

from the lack of direction upon the part of the individual members of 

the society. The society was chaotic because its members were chaotic. 

They lacked heroes to follow or they refused to follow those heroes 

provided because of a lack of faith or even of ability to believe in 

the greatness and power of Great Men. The great sin of Victorianism, 

to Carlyle, then became skepticism, lack of belief. 

AS indeed this, and the like of this, which we 
now call ~cepticism, is precisely the black malady 
and life-foe, against which all teaching and dis
coursing since man's life began has directed it
self: the battle of Bglief against Unbelief is the 
never-ending battle. l 

In this analysis of the sin of his age Carlyle showed one of the 

primary attitudes of the Calvinist of his time. To Carlyle, as to 

the Calvinist theologian, the elect were few and the mass of men were 

without mind or imagination. Without someone to lead them, some man 

of exceptional ability and intelligence, a hero, mankind was condemned 

to hopeless lack of purpose, hopeless chaos. This Calvinistic attitude 

toward mankind en masse was one of the trends which threatened to tear 

the English political 5.1stem apart in the ltl30 t s and again in the 1860's. 

l6rbomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero Worship (Chicago, 1913), p. 186. 
~ubsequent references will be to this edition. 
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The conflict set up between the increasing demand for broader 

franchise and greater social democracy by the working classes and the 

strong distrust of the common people by those who had proven themselves 

skilled in the competition for a large portion of this world's goods 

created the long struggles leading to the Great Reform Bills of ld32, 

Id67, and ItlB4, and over the social welfare programs of Disraeli and 

the Tories. The social disruption of the nascent labor movement and 

the Chartist movement of the IB40's were in direct opposition to 

Carlyle's theory of the general ineptitude of the commen man to direct 

his own steps. These disturbances served to confirm Carlyle in his 

opinion of the disintegration of society due to its lack of leadership. 

Thus Carlyle displayed the middle class ethos of his time which set 

a man's value as a citizen and competent individual upon his success 

as a competitor for this world's goods or renown or intellectual 

achievement, and in this he and his class were opposing the great rising 

force of the lower classes, who as their economic position rose, de

manded more political power with Which to secure their current eco

nomic status and assure the opportunity for a higher future one. 

To all this rising democracy and social change CarlYle remained 

adamant~ opposed. He could not reconcile the demand for universal 

manhood suffrage with his opinion of the intelligence of the masses. 

While recognizing the need for social and economic improvement of 

the lower classes, Carlyle sought means to achieve that improvement 

other than the demands of the Chartists, the Fabians, idealists like 



Owen and the labor agitators. He sought also a way to return to the 

unified society governed by a common code and possessing a dominating 

philosophy whiCh would give it purpose and an ultimate goal for which 

to strive. He wiehed to calm the diaalDaion of olasses and quiet the 

demands for democracy and return to the personal assurance of a con

suming faith and reset the pattern of his society in the ideal form 

of the early Victorians' highest hopes. He wished not for democracy 

but for a ~tate led and ruled by ideal, superhuman men whom he called 

heroes. He wanted to abolish all social disturbances by the insti

tution of a system which would eventually eliminate both economic 

need and the desire for widespread political power. Carlyle desired 

the institution of a Victorian ~tate under the leadership of heroes 

Who would elevate labor to the position of national virtue, and raise 

obedience to the rank of good citizenship. He wanted a strong man, 

one of his own Heroes to recreate the world for him in the image of 

Calvinistic Victorianism and to preserve it thus forever. 

16 



Chapter II 

This then was the Victorian Age - a period which was slowly 

losing its intellectual faith in traditional Christianity and yet 

passionately needed to find something in Which to believe; a booming 

industrial economy in a society eager to worship success and yet feel

ing the urge to find and appreciate true beauty and self-sacrifice, a 

powerful conservative middle class dismissing all those beneath than 

as inept and unable to govern themselves, battling against a rising 

demand by the lower classes for more voice in government and society. 

These were the problems which Carlyle, as social critic, attempted to 

solve. He saw the problems of his period from the position of Victorian

ism and his answers remain parhaps tra:Jl1Ost intense expression of the 

Victorian ~stic's solution to the problems which the Victorian Age 

had created. Carlyle reflected the middle class climate of opinion 

even while criticizing those opinions. The very analysis which Car-

lyle makes of the problems of his age and the solutions which he pro

poses are the essence of Victorianism and spring from the most intense 

ideals of his age and from t.he rapid changes which he saw about him. 

Carlyle looked at the world he saw being created by the hand of 

man and he found it ugly. He must have seen the sprawling ulcer of 

industrial towns blotting out the dark green countryside of his native 

Scotland, the gentle hills covered with row upon row of brown box-houses 

with dirty red roofs· and endless rows of chimneys, all the same - alY 

ugly and dirty and crowded with human beings who lived and died and 
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and were buried in little rows under smoke-blackened crosses beside 

a smoke-blackened church without ever having seen the green hills of 

the land to which they were born natural heirs. He could see the 

squalid ooa1 mine towns where men lived Who worked in darkness twelve 

hours a day to buy bread, Where the earth was scarred and sifted and 

piled up into black naked hills whero no life could grow. All this 

he could see as it happened, as the world changed from the agrarian 

world of his father to the industrial world of the lb50's, and Carlyle 

was torn between his almost grudging admiration of Progress, the great 

word of his century as well as ours, and the yearning of a man who 

found the old world much more beautiful and congenial than the new. 

Thomas Carlyle had been born in Ecclefechan in Dumfriesshire 

near ~olway Firth. The very names have a warm, domestic ~cottish 

sound and Carlyle lived in a warm domestic Scottish home of unusual 

and touching closeness. His father was a ~cotch mason and carpenter, 

and Carlyle thus received a close, intimate concern for the lot of the 

laborer of Whatever type. His father believed that the poor man's 

position in society was visibly worsening as the Industrial Revolution 

progressed and that "something vicious was at the bottom of English 

and ~cottish society, and revolution in some form or other lay visibly 

ahead."l1 Carlyle's father was a man renowned for his integrity and 

independenoe of opinion and Carlyle often stated that he gained the 

17Thomas Carlyle, Past and Present (Dallas, 19Itl), p. 1. 
Subsequent references will be to this edition. 
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elenlents of his own writing style from the fierce, impassioned, un-

taught eloquence of his father. Carlyle must also have gained his 

father's stern uprightness and intensity of feeling which was to make 

CarlYle's writing some of the most exciting and obscure of the Vio-

tori an era. 

Carlyle had been raised upon his father's recollections or 

famines through Which ~cottish laborers had lived. He speaks of the 

poor of his own ~cotland 

So many hundred thousands sit in workhouses: and other 
hundred thousands have not yet got even workhouses; 
and in thrifty ~cotland itself, in Glasgow or ~nburgh 
City, in their dark lanes, hidden from all but the eye 
of God, and of rare Benevolence the minister of God, 
there are scenes of woe and destitution and desolation, 
such as, one may hope, the ~un never saw before in the 
most barbarous regions where men dwelt.l~ 

He could remember the great sorrow and anger of the workers allover 

Britain at the Manchester massacre in ~t. Peter's Field, August 16, 

1819, when a vast crowd of 50,000 or more laboring people gathered 

to protest the Corn Law and demand the adoption of free trade. Trqops 

had charged the unarmed crowd and killed thirteen men and women. He 

could feel the rage and the bitterness of laborers like his father 

against those who refused to listen and had responded with violence: 

How came among us, in your cruel armed blindness, 
ye unspeakable county yeomanry, sabres flourishing hoofs 
prancing, and slashed us down at your brute pleasure; 

18Thomas CarlYle, Past and Present, p. 3. 



deaf, blind to all our claims and woes and wrongs, of 
quick sight and sense to your own claims only! There 
lie poor sallow work-worn weavers, and complain no 
more now; women themselves are slashed and sabred, 
howling terror fills the air; and ye ride prosperous, 
very victorious, -- ye unspeakablr - give ~ sabres 
too, a.nd then come - on a Ii ttle,l 9 

He could understand the be'¢lderment of the laboring class allover 

20 

Victorian England about Whom they were to blame, who in their govern-

ment was at faul~ for the time was long since past when such pain and 

misery and tragedy could be called the Will of God. Carlyle could say 

with the laboring class, "A man can have himself shot with cheerfulness, 

but it needs first that he see clearly for what. n20 He understood and 

was in sympathy with the demands of tIe new labor union movement, "a 

fair day's wages for a fair dayt s work: it is as just a demand as 

Governed men ever made of Governing. It is the everlasting right of 

21 
man." Although he rej ected the claims of the Chartist movement, 

Carlyle had seen the misery of the poor of Britain, had indeed known 

it intimately in his father's house. Yet he could not believe that 

conditions could be improved by insurrection ~ich u ••• usually gains 

little; usually wastes how much til or by laws and parliament and uni-

22 
versal franchise. He realized the efficacy of government reform 

19Thomas Carlyle, Past and Present, p. 19. 

20Ibid• , 

21Ibid• , 

22Ibod 1. ., 

p. 18. 

p.20. 

p. 19. 



but insisted that before governmental reform could become effective, 

society itself must be ready to correct its own ills. 

Government can do much, but it can in no wise do all •.• 
In the long-run every Government is the exact symbol of 
its people, with their wisdom and unw1sdomj we have to 
say, Like People like Government. --- The main substance 
of this immense Problem of Organizing Labor, and first 
of all managing the Working Classes, will, it is very 
clear, have to be solved by those who stand practically 
in the middle of it: by those ~o themselves work and 
preside over work. 23 

The leaders Wham-Carlyle blamed for the deplorable state 

of Victorian society were not the political leaders who spoke in 

Parliament but rather the thinkers of the age who had formulated 

the doctrines and philosophies which determined the policies of the 

government and the whole complexion of society. Carlyle's reasoning 

here is clear. Victorian Society with all its abundant wealth and 

material progress, had yet remained unjust to a large segment of its 

members in the distribution of material goods and opportunities. Not 

only in the distribution of material goods but also in the furnishing 

of goals and purposes which could provide meaningful labor to its 

masses, government and society in the nineteenth century had failed. 

Society was purposeless, disunited, divided by the wide gap between 

the rich and the poor, caught up in the shams of pompous religion 

21 

wi thout a vital, working faith. If such was the case Carlyle reasoned 

that the leaders were to blame 

If a country finds itself wretched, sure enough the 
country has been misguided ••• Indisputable enough to 

2-'Thomas Carlyle, Past and Present, p. 19. 



all mortals now, the guidance of this country has not 
been sufficiently wise, men too foolish have been set 
to the guiding and governing of it, and have guided it 
hither, we must find wiser, -- wiser, or else we perish!24 

The obvious cure to the situation was a change of leadership, and 

this goal Carlyle set himself to work for. His main target in his 
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attack upon the thinkers behind the policies of Victorianism were the 

Utilitarians led by Jeremy Bentham. 

Jeremy Bentham was the most outspoken of the Utilitarians 

whom Carlyle denounced as "politico-economic Radicalisn" or "~team-

engine Utilitarianism." Carlyle considered Benthamism tte dominant 

intellectual movement of his time and he himself the chief fighter 

of that philosophy which he felt made a machine for grinding out 

happiness of all the universe. Bentham was the exponent of the 

idea that the old authority of tradition or institutions should be 

superseded by the philosophy that "the greatest happiness of the 

greatest number" was the highest goal of all human institutions. 

Every convention, philosophy, or organization was to be judged upon 

its utility in achieving this goal. Bentham seemed to reduce all 

institutions to mere political arrangements which contribute to; or 

hinder, one's personal happiness. He made one's personal happiness 

depend entirely upon external circumstances like physical, economic, 

and emotional wellbeing, all of which could be regulated by public law. 

2hrhornas Carlyle, Past and Present, pp. 33-34. 



Government became ai ther a taxing machine to the discontented or an 

instrument for securing property to the upper classes. Thus govern

ment, society, and all the institutions of man were reduced to 

machines operated by human laws for the greatest possible human good. 

Pain and pleasure were to Bentham the dominant motivations of human 

behavior, and thus it was inevitable that in all cases mankind would 
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act so as to avoid as much as possible the first and secure the second. 

It follows from this that the only possible government which could 

secure the greatest possible good for the greatest number was a demo-

cracy, since each man would act according to his own self-interest and 

thus secure his own happiness. The ideal government to Bentham was 

no government at all, or as small one as possible since each man should 

be left alone as much as possible in order to achieve his own happiness. 

Utilitarianism could also dispense with the established church and 

religion, which Bentham felt was in invention of the priestly class. 

Conscience was discounted by Bentham's definition of "ought" as "con-

ducive to happiness." It was primarily to Bentham that Victorian 

England owed its theory of government which was to find its expression 

in the economic theory of ~mi th, ~:althus, and Ricardo. Bentham stated 

laissez faire government in this way: nBe quiet, security and freedan 

are all that industry requir·as and industry should say to government 

only what Diogenes said to Alexander, Istand out of my sun. ,u25 

25 Ed.tn ~ims, "Introduction,n to Past and Present, p. Xii. 
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This strict doctrine of laissez faire arose partially from the 

idea that economic, social, political and religious life could all be 

reduced to scientific terms. Anything not scientifically demonstrable 

as useful was to be discarded. ~entiment of any kind had no place in 

the intellectual processes of the Utilitarians. The hardships of 

laborers under the industrial s.ystem of England was unavoidable and 

could not be remedied since tt was governad by the impersonal law of 

supply and demand. The Factory Laws which set up a standard of work

ing conditions and a maximum number of working hours for women and 

children was opposed since it interfered \vi th the working bf-:.the law 

of survival of the fittest. Democracy was not to be confused with 

social sympathy in tte minds of the Utilitarians. To all this "Dis

mal t)cience," Carlyle flung a defiant denial. The universe was not 

a machine and men and their institutions did not exist for the sole 

purpose of being happy, and the children laboring in textile mills for 

twelve hours a day deserved to be helped. The suffering of his father 

and his father before him, the suffering of all those 50,000 present 

at the Manchester massacre, the suffering of all the wretched poor 

found in Carlyle a s.ympathy too strong to be satisfied by an appeal 

to an impersonal law of nature. Nature and law, democracy and liberty 

meant something else to Carlyle. 

Democracy was the demand of the masses. The Chartists had 

chanted universal suffrage, vote by ballot, annual Parliament and the 

abolition of all property rights for Parliament members. Democracy 

was recognized by Carlyle as being inevitable whether by force and 
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violence as in France or by Parliamentary reform. He saw that 

"Democracy 1.s everywbere the inexorable demand of these ages, swiftly 

fulfilling itself. From tre thunder of Napoleon's battle, to the 

jabbering of open-vestry in ~t. Mary Axe, all things announce democ

racy ••• 11
26 In the nineteenth century, "Liberty is a thing all men 

are determined to have. ,,27 Carlyle, however, felt that democracy as 

such would not alleviate the injustices or strengthen the weakness 

of his time. Even liberty in its traditional meaning he rejected as 

a good or beneficial gift to the 'Working class. "Liberty, 11 he said, 

'~,-"men it becomes the liberty to die by starvation is not so divine !,,2ts 

Democracy and liberty have too often been treated solely as the 

possession of universal manhood suffrage and this Carlyle ridiculed: 

The notion that a man's liberty consists in giving his 
vote at election-hustings, and saying, "Behold, now 
I too have my twenty thousandth part of a Talker in our 
Nat;ional Palaver; w.i.ll not all of the gods be kind to me i29 

Liberty" in the sense ~ich his society used it CarlYle felt to be merely 

the "Liberty to die by starvation." Carlyle, within the context of 

26rhomas Carlyle, Past and Present, p. 24d. 

,27Ibid• , p. 252. 

28Ibid• , p. 245. 

29Ibid. , p. 243. 
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his theory of the Hero, feels that the old concepts of liberty must be 

rejected if wan is to be truly free. He believed that "Liberty re

quires new definitions.,,30 ~ince under the present system of democracy, 

controlled and run as it was by the industrial aristocracy, the nCap

tains of Industry" as Carlyle calls them, presents man only with the 

freedom to starve, democracy should be rejected in favor of that 

system of government and society in Which the noble, godlike man may 

lead society in the path it should go. After all, Carlyle remarks, 

lithe liberty of not being oppressed by your fellow man is an indis

pensable, yet one of the most significant fractional parts of Human 

Liberty.,,31 As long as the poor are enslaved by "dilettantism" or 

"the great god mammon," then no Parliaments or ballot boxes can ever 

make England free. To relieve man from the tyranny of false appetites 

and desires and the necessity of securing the basic requirement for 

survival, even the most painful tyranny is preferable to the Bentham

istic neglect of the laissez-faire theory of government. To relieve 

the misery of the lower classes and to improve their lot, any form of 

tyranny is permissible if on~ it be successful, for Carlyle could 

feel the panic which was beginning to swell up among England's poor. 

The situation was worsening, he felt, and must soon be made better or 

England would perish. 

3Orhomas Carlyle, Past and Present, p. 246. 

31Ibid., p. 252. 
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Carlyle's description of his age and the suffering of his countrymen 

is filled with the pity of a man who has suffered also: 

And yet I will venture to believe that in no time, 
since the beginnings of society, was the lot of those 
same dumb millions of toilers so entirely unbearable as 
it is even in tm days now passing over us. It is not to 
die, or even to die of hunger, which makes a man wretched; •• 
But it is to live miserable we know not why; to work sore 
and yet gain nothing; to be heart-worn, weary, yet isolated, 
unrelated, girt-in with a cold universal Laissez-faire: it 
is to die slowly all our life long, imprisoned in a deaf, 
dead, Infinite Inj~stice, as in the accursed iron belly of 
a Phalaris' Bull.J~ 

Against this slow-building panic of the lower classes Carlyle contrasts 

the emptiness of the life of the nobility, the 'dilettante', the 

"enchanted Ape" and the industrial titan, the "mammon-worshipper, 

driven, as if by Galvanisms, by Devils and Fixed-Ideas" toward the 

endless acquisition of wealth. This state of society he calls the 

division into Drudges and Dandies, and this state of society cannot 

long endure. As an ideal Carlyle presents the story of "Gurth, born 

thrall of Cedric the ~aXon" 'mo by 1i ving contentedly wi thin a social 

system of which he is a part gains a greater degree of freedom than 

"many a Lancashire and Buckinghamshire man of these days, not born 

thrall of anybody 1,,33 Gurth is free because he has a place and a 

responsibility in society, a work to do and a relationship with his 

master and with his fellow D~n of mutual concern and help. Gurth has 

32Thomas Carlyle, Past and Present~ p. 244. 

33Ibid., p. 245. 



someone to lead him in the "best pi th." He is free because he is 

Liberty? The true liberty of a man, you would say, 
consisted in his finding out, or being forced to find out 
the right path, and to walk thereon, to learn, or to be 
taught what work he was actually able for; and then by 
permi~sion, persuasion, and even compulsion to set about 
doing of the same l That is true blessedness, honor, 
"liberty, rr and maximum of wellbeing: if liberty be not 
that, I for one have small care about liberty. You do not 
allow a palpable madman to leap over precipices; ••• If thou 
do know better than I what is good and right, I conjure 
thee in the name of God, force me to do it; were it by 
never such brass collars, whips and handcuffs, leave me 
not to walk over precipices. 34 

He said the same/thing again in Chartism: 

Surely of all rights of man, the right of the ignorant 
man to be guided by the wiser, to be gently or forcibly, 
held in the true course by him, is the indisputable st. 
If Freedom ~a.ve any meaning, it means the enjoyment of 
that right. !::> 

This is a far cry from Webster's definitions and rep~esents one of 

the most radical elements of Carlyle's theory. Here he represented 

the r~st radical position opposed to the regime of laissez-faire 

which can be imagined. His ideal society was one in Which government 

led by heroes organized industry and citizenry so as to insure equal 

justice and equal opportunity and to this insure a degree of freedom 

which England under laissez-faire could supply neither to her rich 

34rhomas Carlyle, Past and Present, p. 246. 

3SThomas Carlyle, Chartism, Vol. 16, Sterling Edition (Boston, 
1885), p. 144. Subsequent references will be to this edition. 
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or poor. Carlyle frankly advocated government guidance and control 

of human activity which had heretofore been unheard of. Any degree 

of government control which was needed to insure the correct behavior 

of the citizen and the ~reatest justice for each member of socjety 

was justified. Only so far as the governnlent was able to guide the ci ti-

zen along the best path, could that government provide the citizen with 

Carlyle's conception of freedom -- the freedom to be right only. This 

is a direct and forceful repudiation of the Malthusian doctrines of 

the Utilitarian school of thought which argued that tampering with the 

"Iron Law of oupply and Demand" would only intensify the misery of the 

working classes. Any improvement in the living standard of laborers 

merely increased the growth of population, thereby increasing the 

labor supply beyond the point of saturation and again depressing the 

usage and living standard of the workers. This endless cycle, accord-

ing to Malthus, was as much a natural law as the Law of Gravity and 

could no more be thwarted than an apple could fall up. Carlyle countered 

this argument by denying that there was any such "natural law" and that 

man could break the cycle i:~ he tried, that if the lVOrkers were given 

1 d hi d 1 b d all th d · t . ld b· d 36 
ea era p an a or manage , ese can 1 lons cou e lrnprove • 

Carlyle's answer to his own famous question, "How, in conjunction 

with inevitable Democracy, indispensable sovereignty is to exist?" was 

to make the sovereign power just. If the greatest liberty of man was 

36rhomas CarlYle, Past and Present, p. 170. 



to follow a man wiser than he, then man achieved the highest degree 

of liberty in that society in which he was given the opportunity to 
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follow the ~sest possible man. Democracy was not, to Carlyle, the 

freedom to vote in elections, the freedom to die by starvation, or the 

freedom to gain wealth by any legal means regardless of the consequence 

to other members of society. Democracy, if it meant only these things 

would mean the "despair of finding any Heroes to govern you, and con

tented putting-up "With the want of thern. u37 Carlyle redefined De-

mocracy as the attainment of a truer and truer Aristocracy, of govern

ment again by the Best. ,,35 In such a context Democracy would mean 

the surrender of the society to the leadership of great men to wham 

society would pledge complete loyalty and obedience. In such a society 

an equitable distribution of the products of labor could be assured to 

all. The "natural laws lt of economics could be proven false as the 

entire society recognized i1;s interdependence and became a unified, 

integral -whole. Through a noble leader's example, like that of Abbot 

t>amson in Past and Present, each man would learn that he was not a 

particle in an atomic universe, having no relation to or responsibility 

for any other person. Cash-payment would cease to be the sole re-

lationship between human beings, for as Carlyle viewed Victorian in

dust~, the factory owner so often repudiated all responsibility for 

37Thomas Carlyle, Past and Present, p. 170. 

38 Ibid., p. 170. 



his workers beyond the payment of wages. 

'My starving workers?' answers the rich mill-owner. 'Did 
not I hire them fairly in the market? Did I not pay them, 
to the last sixpence, the sum covenanted for? ~hat have 
I to do with them more? ,39 

Each man would be provided with useful, meaningful labor, the 

chance to worship through work. Men, both rich and poor, would 
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find a burning faith in the "open secret of the universe, II the fact 

that reality lay beyond the artifacts of the physical world, and 

with such a faith would again be able to produce beauty instead of 

evil in the world. Within the framework of such a society, there 

would be a complete democracy in Carlyle's sense of the word, without 

disrupting the sovereignty inherent within a government capable of 

controlling the lives of its subjects, morally, socially and eoo-

nomically. The problem Which confronted Carlyle once he had defined 

his ideal was the method with which to arrive at that ideal. 

He had rejected the mechanistic Utilitarian approach to organized 

society which believed that the maximum pleasure would arise automati-

cally from properly arranged external circumstances. Carlyle could 

not place his faith in the will of the majority of the people and 

their ability to raise the best to places of control. As the common 

people were, they would vote for those of their own kind, not for the 

genius or the extraordinary man. That was the \ragic mistake of 

democracy -- that it made people believe that all the ends and purposes 

39Thomas Carlyle, Past and Present, p. 170. 



of government could be secured by tta ballot alone, with all the 

gatherings of ardent supporters, appeals to the basest emotions of 
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mobs, political manipulations and statistics which accompany the ballot. 

A!t.r rejeot1ns the will of the majority as a means of daterminins the 

Best ~thin society, Carlyle also rejected the hereditary aristocracy 

as the source of leadership. The aristocracy had degenerated into un

productive dandyism and hdd proven itself unfit to rule. Carlyle, 

however, did not hope for the "Captains of Industry" as a source of 

leadership for society. They possessed power and wealth which, if 

dedicated to tta service of society rather than the purpose of in

creasing private fortunes, would be capable of alleviating much of the 

misery of society. ~uch men as Robert Owen had proved what an en

lightened business man could do. A rededication of the former wor

shippers of Mammon to the Truth would bring about the organization 

and purifying of society to a great degree. 

This conversion of the "Captains of Industry" to the recognition 

of their responsibility as well as opportunity within society would 

not solve the problem of the fundamental chaos within society but 

~uld only lessen the evil consequences of the basic misadjustment 

of the Victorian Age. Carlyle felt that the only real answer was not 

a mere conversion of the most wealthy and powerful men of the nation 

to a sense of social responsibility, but a universal renewal of man's 

faith in the mystic, unfathomable forces of the human soul, the 

reawakening of m,'in' s sense of wonder at the world, the reacceptance 
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of the. Supernatural as the only truly natural forces of the world. 

Carlyle wished to see all men regain the heroism of their ancestors 

who lived within the poetic and magical world of faith. He wished 

not only for leaders Who recognized their relationship to those below 

them, but for a universal recognition of the unity of mankind and a 

universal concern for the good of mankind. When such a society existed, 

the leaders it picked, by whatever means, would be Heroes, God's man, 

as the heroes of the past had been. Then the ballot would be effective 

in securing the best possib1e leadership, for every man would possess 

within himself a bit of Heroism which would be able to recognize the 

Great Man without being dec(3ived by fakes, for everyone would be 

sincere. 

Only in a world of sincere men is unity possible and 
then, in the long run, it is as good as certain.~O 

All reform ~ich was not first a moral reform would fail. 

4DThomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero Worship (Chicago, 1913), p. 78. 



Chapter III 

Here, at last, Carlyle arrived at what was perhaps his most 

distinotive and original suggestion for the social progress of man-

kind in what has been called his Theory of the Hero and the Gospel of 

Labor. Carlyle viewed all history as the acculliulation of biographies, 

especially of the great men who lived and shaped the world. In his 

essay liOn History" of 1830, Carlyle said that history "is the essence 

of innumerable biographies. 1141 His insistence upon the importance 

of the lives of individuals, whether great or unknown, is shown by 

his question, 

Which was the greatest benefactor, he who gained the 
battles of Cannae and Trasimene, or the nameless p~or 
who first hammered out for himself an iron spade?4 

Later Carlyle was to place more importance upon the Great Man, the hero 

of society, as experience and disillusionment embittered him and robbed 

him of his early faith in t.he common man. Then he was to say, "For 

as I take it, Universal History, the history of 'What man has accompllsh-

ed in this world, is at bottom the History of the Great Men who have 

worked here. u43 With this view of history in mind, it is only a short 

step to the placing of responsibility for the state of society which 

histor,y had brought about upon the shoulders of the Great Men who made 

L.lG• F. GOI)ch, History and Historians of the Nineteenth Century 
(New York, 1952), p. 301. 

42Ibid., p.301. 

43Thomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero worship, p. 1. 
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history go the way it went. In other words, the world as it was 

in Carlyle's time had been created by the leaders of men and wherever 

there was a social injustico or moral wrong within the social order, 

Bome poor or sell-centered t)r evil leader had caused it. u~fe have 

,44 
been misguided, It Carlyle sa:ld. Society had chosen its leaders 

poorly and thus had been brought to its present state. In order to 

correct society Carlyle proposed a moral reform of each individual, 

a recognition of the fact which Carlyle felt the nineteenth century 

had forgotten, that man's relationship to God and to truth was pri-

marily a moral one and that "man has a soul in him, different from 

the stomach • .,45 Carlyle demanded an awareness of the fact that the 

universe is not a machine and man must have more than physical coffifort 

and pleasing external arrangements to remain true to his patrimony 

as tm son of God, that there is a higher reality of which this 

physical world is only the temporary and phenomenal manifestation, 

the "clothes" of Reality as he called it in Sartor Resartus or 

later in Heroes and Hero Worship:-

We and all thin~s,are but the ~hadow of Him~ a transi
tory garment ve1l1ng the Eternal ~plendor.4o 

To accomplish such a reawakening, Carlyle had a very old method to 

~omas Carlyle, Past and Present, p. 33. 

45 Ibid., p. 178. 

46rhomas Carlyle, Heroes and P.ero Worship, p. 186. 
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suggest. Begin with oneself, for lIevery new opinion, at its starting, 

is precisely in a minority a: one.,,47 What the world needed first 

was more good men to work as centers of awareness of the mystic reality 

and earnestness of life, men who listened to moral instinots which 

were the voice of God within them, for "it is the heart always that 

sees, n he said, "before the head can see. 114ti The reawakening of 

man must take place as individuals themselves awake to the ~piritual 

world and make society more.heroic by their existence: 

Thou and I, my friend, can, in the most flunky world, 
make each of us, one non-flunky, one hero, if we like: 
that will be two heroes to begin with. -- Courage~ even 
that is a whole world of heroes to end withA or what 
we poor Two can do in furtherance thereofl4~ 

The reformation of tm world by this metlx>d was slow, but Carlyle 

could suggest no other way, and he felt that the reawakening of man 

from the lethargy of laissez-faire was tIe first necessity. Benthamism 

had made every man believe that there was neither need nor purpose nor 

possibility of being intimately and vitally concerned with any human 

being beyond himself, that society was governed by laws as immutable 

as those of the Universe, and that these laws declared that evil was 

a necessary part of society and should not be tampered with. Before 

modern man could know anything true about hi s world he must again 

47Thomas Carlyle, Heroes and Bero Worship, p. 66. 

4~Thomas Carlyle, Chartism, Vol. 16, ~terling Edition (Boston, 18~S), 
p. 13,. 

49Thomas Carlyle, Past ~d Present, p. 43. 
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regain the consciousness of his moral relationship with the worle and 

with humanity. Carlyle felt that Benthamism had removed man's moral 

awareness and therefore had made him incapable of knowing anything 

about the world. 

To know a thing what we call knowing, a rr~ must first 
love tm thing, sympathize with it; that is, be virtuously 
related to it. If he have not the justice to put down 
his own selfishness at every turn, how shall he know? 
His virtues, all of them, will be recorded in his 
knowledge. Nature, with her truth, remains forever a 
sealed book. 5 

Carlyle here made all human insight, intellectual as well as moral, 

depend upon the sensitivity of the moral consciousness and response. 

Perhaps a more complete statement of Carlyle's idea and certainly a 

more beautiful one came not from Carlyle himself but from John Ruskin: 

The entire object of true education is to make people 
not merely do the right things, but enjoy the right things: 
not merely industrious, but to love industry - not merely 
learned, but to love knowledge - not merely pure, but to 
love purity - Dot merely just, but to hunger and thirst 
after justice.~l 

Even as man's awareness of his moral obligation was the basis 

of his social relationship, it also formed the basis of his contact 

with God. The promptings of the human conscience was the only true 

source of knowledge of God. 

He who traces nothing of God in his own soul, will 
never find God in the world of matter - were circlings 

5urhomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero Worship, p. 99. 

51Frederick 'William Roe, The ~ocial Philosophy of Carlyle and 
Ruskin (London, 1921), p. 91. 



of force there, of iron reg~~tion, of universal death 
and merciless indifferency. 

Carlyle reflected true Hebraic thought in his belief that the secret 

of the Lord was upon them that feared Him and only the upright should 

behold his face. The means, then, of knowing truth was the per-

forrnance of the promptings of man's moral sense. 

'Do the Duty which lie~s nearest thee! which thou 
knowest to be a Duty 1 ThY ::>econd Duty will already 
have become clearer •.• ,~j 

"The end of man is an Action and not a Thought, though it were 

the noblest~ Thus Carlyle states r~s Gospel of Labor, the means by 

1Vhich the Carlylean man can find the path of truth and bring order, 

efficiency, and justice to the world. Work was the creation of order 

out of chaos as Abbot Samson had done in Past and Present. It was 

man's major channel of service to others and the expression of his 

deepest religious feelings: 

••• a man perfects himself by working. Foul jungles are 
cleared away, fair seedfields rise instead, and stately 
cities; and withal the man himself first ceases to be a 
jungle and foul unwholesome desert thereby. Consider 
how, even in the meanest sorts of Labor, the whole Soul 
of a man is composed into a kind of real harmony the 
instant he sets himself to work! ••• The blessed glow of 
Labor in him, is it not as purifying fire, wherein al1 
poison is burnt up, ang40f sour smoke itself there is made 
bright, blessed flame. 

52Frederick William Roe, T~e ~ocial Philosophy of Carlyle and 
Ruskin (London, 1921), p. 92. 

53Thornas Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, Vol. I, ~terling Edition 
(Boston, lees), p. 135. ~ubsequent references will be made to this edition. 

54rhomas Carlyle, Fast and ~resent, p. 227. 



The religious character of ·work was repeatedly emphasized by 

Carlyle. 

All true Work is sacred; in all true IVork, were it 
but hand-labor, there is something of divineness. 
Labor, wide as the Earth has its sumn~t in Heaven. 
~weat of the brow; and up from that to sweat of the 
brain, sweat of the heart, which includes all Kepler 
calculations, Newton fueditations, all bciences, all 
spoken Epics, all acted Heroisms, Martyrdoms, --
up to that 'Agony of bloody bweat,' which all men have 
called divine t 0 brother, if this is not 'worship,' 
then I s~, the more pity for worship, for th~~ is the 
noblest thjng yet discovered under God's sky. / 

Labor was one of the chief virtues of the Victorian Age. The 

virtuousness of working hard was elevated, not only by the evangeli-

cal passion for self-improvement and self-discipline, but also by 

the corr~etition of the flourishing industrial and commercial system 

Which had made England the most powerful nation of the nineteenth 

century. Labor was the means by which national greatness and 

individual fortunes were amassed; and to the Benthamites, it became 

the competitive struggle to secure those external circumstances of 

wealth, prestige and comfort best calculated to make one happy. To 

this Benthamite view of work, Carlyle had one answer: 

The only happiness a brave man ever troubled himself 
with asking IDuch about was, happiness enough to get 
his work done. 56 

55Thomas Carlyle, Past and Present, p. 233. 

56n,id., p. 181. 
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The significance of labor to Carlyle was that it furnished an 

effective way to escape the paralyzing effect of relip:ious doubt 

which had so taken hold of such great Victorian intellects as Clough 

and ~tth.w Arnold, and which Carlyle described in his own life in 

"The Everlasting No" in Sartor Resartus. Carlyle had found that the 

way out of doubt into a state of purpose and assurance was labor. 

"Blessed is he who has found his work; let him ask no other blessed

ness. 1157 

The worker was tra one who ill1derstood the secret of life and 

was unaffected by the doubt, purposelessness, and speculation of the 

Victorian Age. 

Labor is life: from the inmost heart of the worker 
rises his god-given Force, the sacred, celestial 1ife
essence breathed into him by Almighty God; from his 
inmost heart awakens him to all nobleness, -- to all 
knowledge, 'self knowledge' and much else, so soon as 
Work fitly begins ••• Properly thou hast no other know
ledge but what thou h~st got by working: the rest is 
yet all a hypothesis of knowledge .s.. Doubt of whatever 
kind, can be ended by Action alone. ti 

Through work man created the ideal out of the actual and made a poem 

of the wasteland in which he lived but from ~ich he did not arise. 

Thus each worker became a hero in tmCarlylean sense and able to 

know and recognize heroism in others. Ills not every man a potential 

57Thomas Carlyle, Past and Present, p. 22ti. 

5tllbid., p. 22ti. 



hero? -- a spark of the Divine fire? ,,59 If through a F.loral trans-

formation of men, all or a large part of the members of society could 

become workers, heroes who, because they partake of heroism, must 

seek out and worship the heroic, then democracy is the ideal form of 

government. If the people are heroic, they will choose real heroes 

for leaders, if they are the Iftwenty million people in England, 

mostly fools," "Which Carlyle feared, they would choose sham-heroes, 

fakes, who WDuld only increase their misery. Thus the transformation 

of men into worker-heroes was the first step in the regeneration of 

society. The second was the setting up of government by the best, 

the hero of society. 

Find in any country the Ablest N.an that exists there; 
raise him to the supreme place, and loyally reverence

60 him. You have a perfect government for that country. 

Here again we must define a Carlylean attitude. Government, 

even in a democracy, was not the self-determination of a people. 

That kind of democracy had resulted in the French Revolution and the 

Reign of Terror. The only true and worthwhile government was the 

rule of the hero over those less heroic, the rule by the wise and 

noble over the foolish and perverse, with or without their consent. 

Government was to be for the people, not by the people; rather the 

hero should rule, and by virtue of his being heroic, his rule would 

59 Thomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero ,~orship, p. 182. 

6OF• J.C. Hearnshaw, TIle bocial and l'oli tical Ideas of ~OIr.e Rep
resentative Thinkers of tte Victorian Age (New York, 1952), p. 44. 



be right and just. In Latter Day Famphlets, Carlyle stated his belief 

that "The vital point is not who decides, but what is decided upon. 1161 

The existence of a sovereign power in the hands of a noble, heroic 

leader was a.bsolutely essential to Carlylez I1Without sovereigns, 

true sovereigns, temporal and spiritual, I see nothing but anarchy; 
62 

the hatefulest of things. II It had been t"ne failure or lack of great 

men at the head of things that had caused the violent social upheavals 

of the eighteenth centur.y and the social unrest of the nineteenth 

century. Men had been given leadership who could not lead; leaders 

had been sham-heroes and quacks. With such leaders, revolution and 

anarchy were inevitable: 

••• prominent world-leaders do prosper by their quackery, 
for a day. It is like a forged bank-note; they get it 
passed out of their worthless hands: others, not they, 
have to smart for it. Nature bursts-up in fire-flames, 
French Revolutions and such like, proclaiming wtjh 
terrible veracity that forged notes are forged. 

On the other hand, those societies which had been led well were 

times of peace and universal prosperity and contentment. Inspired 

by their heroic sovereigns they had risen at times to true greatness. 

~uch had been the case with the Arabs in the time of lv,ohaillet and the 

Norsemen in th3 time of Odin, and England in the time of Cromwell. In 

6~homas Carlyle, Latte~ Day Pamphlets No.4, Vol. II, ~terling 
Edition (Boston, l8es), p. 131. bubsequent references will be made 
to this edition. 

6~homas Carlyle, Heroes and r·ero Worship, p. 133. 

63Ibid., p. 48. 
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these times the only salvation for society lay in a return to the 

paths which had brought greatness to men before. The primary con

dition of Carlyle's return to the greatness of past years was a return 

to the Hero-worship, the reverenoe for Great 1.en which, he fe~t, formed 

the basis of any mystical commitment to the truth of the universe: 

To the present Editor, Hero-worship, as he has elsewhere 
named it, means much more than an elected Parliament, or 
stated Aristocracy. Of the Wisest; for in his dialect 
it is the summary, ultimate essence, and supreme practical 
perfection of all manner of 'worship,' and true worthships 
and noblenesses whatsoever ••• He thinks that Hero-worship, 
done differently in every different epoch of the world, is 
the soul of all social business among men; that the doing 
of it well or the doing of it ill, measures accurately 
what degree of well-being or of ill-being there is in the 
world's affairs. He thinks that we, on the whole, do our 
Hero-worship worse than any Nation in this world ever did 
it before: that Burns an Exciseman, the Byron a Literary 
Lion, are intrinsically, all things oonsidered, a baser 
and falser phenomenon than the Odin, a God, the Mohamet, a 
~rophet of God. It is this Editor's clear opinion accord
ingly, that we must learn to do our hero-worship better; 
that to do it better and better means the awakening of the 
Nation's ~oul fb~m its asphyxia, and the return of blessed 
life to us, ••• 

If the heroic man, the Great Man, the Aristocracy of Worth were the 

only leaders who could save society from chaos and without Which 

society was doomed, What then was a great man? 

The writings of Carlyle are filled with innumerable definitions 

of the Hero, the Great N~. Primarily, however, the Great ~an was a 

man of Divine inspiration who had grasped the significance of the 

Universe. He was a man of truth, dwelling with truth intimate~ as 

6~hornas Carlyle, Past and Present, p. 41. 
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ordinary men did not. He saw beyond the sham of mdterial things into 

eternal truth and was able to master the age in which he lived because 

he was in communion not with the power of his own age but with the 

power of all ages and all times. In this mystical characteristic, the 

hero's co~munion ~th universal rather than temporal truth and reality, 

the hero differs from the masses of mankind: 

Though all men should :forget it s truth and walk in 
a vain show, he cannot. A t all moments t ta Flame-image 
glares in upon him; undeniable, there, therel -- .•• 

Such a man is what we call an original man; he 
comes to us first-hand. A messenger he, sent from the 
Infinite Unlmown with tidings to us. We may call him 
Poet, Prophet, God; -- in one way or other, we all feel 
that the words he utters are as no other man's words. 
Direct from the Inner Fact of things; -- he lives, and 
has to live, in daily communion with that ••• Really his 
utterances, are they not a kind of 'revelation' ••• It 
is from the heart of the world that he cg~es; he is a 
portion of the primal reality of things. 

This inability to be deceived by the outward shows, the sham 

reality that most men believed in was that trait of the hero which 

Carlyle called his Sincerity, lithe first characteristic of all men 

66 
in any way heroic." The measure of sincerity of the hero was the 

measure of his ability to receive and perceive the truth of the 

universe and transfer it into action and leadership in the world 

of man. Again and again Carlyle speaks of the hero as being more 

exposed in some way to reality than other men, even too workers 

65Thomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero Worship, p. 49. 

66Ibid., p. 5. 
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whom Carlyle extolled as a "nation of heroes. II The nature of source 

of the hero's extraordinary ability to be sincere, to believe in 

and live with reality is mdde Divine God or Nature, for Na~ure is 

the vestment of God who confers upon the hero this ability to be 

sincere while other men are false. Of 1:~ohamet, Carlyle said: 

A silent great soul; he was one of those who cannot but 
be in earnest; whom Natu~e herself has appointed to be 
sincere. vfuile others walk in formulas and hear says con
tented enough to dwell there, this IIli:in could not screen 
himself in formulas; he was alone with his own soul and 
the reality of things. The great Mystery of Existence, 
as I said, glared-in upon him, with its terrors, with 
its splendours; no hearsays could hide that unspeakable 
fact, 'Here am I t ,67 

Earnestness is another part of too hero's sincerity, for th3 hero 

is a man deadly in earnest. He is not a Utilitarian who has re-

jected the notion that there is anything to be earnest about except 

pleasure, nor is he one of the Dandies to Whom hunting and tea time 

are all consuming interest, nor is he a mammon worshipper whose 

realities all have profit margins. He finds in the world a reality 

and existence beyond all these. It is in this that his heroism con-

sists -- "the Alpha and Omega of his whole Heroism, that he looks 

through the show of things into Things. 1I6ti It is the hero's sin-

cerity and earnestness, his real concern for truth, that forms the 

67Thomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero 'Horship, p. 55. 

68Ibid., p. 59. 
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basis of whatever originality he nd.ght have and which is the 

characteristic which enables him to see and to be a prophet or leader 

of his age. Without this sincerity the man of great intellect or 

genius oan never beoome heroic. Neither power nor brillianoe of mind 

can make a man a hero to Carlyle if he be not sincere, for "quackery 

gives birth to nothing; gives death to all things."&) 

The real purpose of the ideal hero is to see reality and to 

" reveal it to men less able to see than he. The hero thus becomes 

a sort of Old Testament Prophet-type through whom God speaks to his 

people who fear to hear His voice first-hand. This sacrosant 

function of the Hero is quite in keeping with Carlyle's mystic 

vision of the Universe as the vestment of God or Divinity by whatever 

name. Reality and the Divinity beyond reality itself is revealed by 

the hero, or prophet as Carlyle sometimes styles him, as Divinity 

speaks through him by inspiration much in the same manner that 

Christianity maintains that the Apostles were inspired. God reveals 

through the heroes the truth which man seems unable to perceive by 

hillllsell. 

The open ~ecret -- open to all, seen by almost none! 
The divine mystery which lies everywhere in all Beings, 
'the Divine Idea of the World, that which lies at the 
bottom of Appearance,' as Fichte styles it; of which all 
appearance, from the starry sky to the grass of the field, 
but especially the appearance of Man and his work, is but 

69Thomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero ,Y'J!" ship , p. 5. 
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the vesture, the embodiment that renders it visible. T~is 
divine mystery is in all times and in all places; veritably 
is -- •••• 

But now, I say whoever may forget this divine mystery, 
the Vates whether Prophet or Poet, has penetrated into it; 
is a man sent hither to make it more impressively known to 
us. That always is his message; he is to reveal that to 
us, -- that sacred mYstery which he more than others lives 
ever present with. 10 

It is important to keep in mind this fact -- that the Carlylean 

hero is a Ifsentll man, Divinely appointed as messenger of truth --

when considering the power over men which Carlyle attributes to the 

hero as his right and privilege, for it is here that the Theory of 

the Hero has met its severest critics. Carlyle here remains strictly 

consistent with his idea that Democracy was "revolt trying to 

govern,1I that it was mankind's despair of finding any leaders capable 

of guiding society.7l If the hero alone is capable of discerning 

truth, he should be believed and obeyed explicitly and without 

question, and his very heroism will compel such obedience from man 

as his right and duty: 

The commander over Men; he to whose will our wills are to 
be subordinated, and loyally surrender themselves, and 
find their welfare in doing so, may be reckoned the most 
important of Great 1:.8n. He is practically the smmnary 
for us of all the various figures of Heroism. Priest, 
Teacher, whatsoever of earthly O~ of spiritual dignity 
we can fancy to reside in a man, embodies itself here, 

70Thomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero Horship, pp. e6-81. 

11Frederick ~V. Roe, The tiocial Philosophy of Carlyle and 
Ruskin (London, 1921), p. B27 



to comrr~nd over us, to furnish us with constant practical 
teaching, to tell us for the day and hour vmat we are to 
do. He is called Rex, Regulator, Roi: our own name is 
still bett~r; King~onning, whichJneans Can-ning, 
Able-man. 7 

This to Carlyle would be the ideal democracy, where men recognized 

the -wi sdom of surrendering completely to the will and judgment of the 

Hero and complied willingly. The willingness of the subject, however, 

as has been previously stated, was not absolutely necessary. Carlyle 

pictured the despotism of the Great Man, with absolute and complete 

control over the affairs of his subjects down to the smallest detail, 

as the sure cure for economic and social injustice and as the only 

possible remedy for the unrest which threatened to disrupt and destroy 

society, both good and evil, as the French Revolution had done. His 

cri tics, however, have called it the U divine right of strength, n 

that might makes right, and that the Hero was as much a hero as he 

73 had the strength to be. This idea that might makes right seems 

to have been more closely approximated in Carlyle's later writings 

than in his earlier ones. It is, after all, only a small step from 

the idea that right will win to the idea that what wins is right. 74 

His belief in the hero conception of history had made him an absolu-

tist, but his faith in the final victory of right over wrong made 

him a radical in r~s time. It is perhaps a subtle distinction to 

72Thomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero v~orship, p. 212. 

73Frederick w'i. Roe, The ~ocial Philosophy 0: Carlyle and 
Ruskin (London, 1921), p. 99. 

740. P. Gooch, History and tlistorians of the Nineteenth Century 
(New York, 1952), p. 30S. --- -- ---
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make to say that Carlyle, because he believed in the Divine inspira-

tion of heroes, gifted by God with both wisdom and strength, did 

believe thdt right is the symbol of might, that it is justice and 

truth which creates the strength of the Hero rather than the converse. 

The same held true for ideas: 

I will allow a thing to struggle for itself in this 
world, without any word or tongue or implement it has, 
or can lay hold of. We will let it preach and 
pamphleteer, and fight, and to the uttermost, bestir itself, 
and do, beak and claws, whatsoever is in it; very sure that 
it will, in the long-run, conquer nothing which does not 
deserve to be conquered. What is better than itself, it 
cannot put away but only what is worse. In this Great 
Duel, Nature herself is umpire, and can do no wrong: the 
thing which is deepest-rooted in Nature what we call 
truest, that thi~g and not the other will be found 
growing at last. ~ . 

The truest thing, whether it be ficin or idea will eventually triumph 

because it is tr~est, not as some have accused Carlyle of belieVing, 

because it was strongest. The Hero will rule because he has been 

sent and is thus aided by the Ruler of the Universe in his ac-

quisition of power for the good of mankind. With the naivete of 

the idealist, Carlyle believed that "he who is to be my Ruler, whose 

will is to be higher than my will, was chosen for me in Heaven." 76 

It is only a matter of tillie before the rightness of a situation 

appears or until its evil has been replaced by what is better: 

75Thomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero rlorship, p. 66. 

76rhomas Carlyle, ~artor Resartus, p. 225. 



Await the issue. In a~l battles, if you await the 
issue, each fighter has prospered according to his 
right. His right and his might, at the close of the 
account, were one and the same. He has fou6ht with 
all his might, and in exact proportion to all his 
right he has prevailed. His very deat:i is no victory 
over him. He dies indeed; but his work lives, very 
truly lives. 77 

The duty, then of the citizen, and a duty which C3.rlyle sail1 
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that the workers 'Who are rr':: nor heroes would recognize instinct:tv6J~, 

is to submit to the hero. All responsibility for independent 

intellectual thought is rerooved from the individual member of society; 

and Carlyle elevates rather, as his chief social virtue, the willing-

ness to be led by heroes without questioning their leadership because 

of the belief that the guidance of the hero is the best possible path 

to take. Questioning the guidance of the hero was to question the 

wisdom of the Infinite working through the hero: 

It has ever been held the r~ghest wisdom for a man 
not merely to submit to necessity, -- necessity will 
make him submit, -- but to know and believe well that 
the stern thing which necessity had ordered was the 
wisest, the best, the thing wanted there. To cease 
his frantic pretension of scanning this Great Godts 
World in his small fraction of a brain; to know that 
it had verity, though deep beyond his soundings, a 
Just Law, that the soul of it was Good; -- that his 
part in it was to conform to the Law of the Whole, 
and in devout silence follow 7§at; not questioning it, 
obeying it as unquestionable. 

77Thomas Carlyle, Past and Present, p. 14. 
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To Carlyle the measure of a man's citizenship in the ideal state ,-;as 

his ability to discern and follow those men wiser than themselves. 

The only good thing Carlyle could find to say about Boswell was his 

reverenoe for Dr. Johnson. Th1~ alone made BO~8l1 a kind of hero 

to Carlyle. 79 

But if the hero thus had such a power over the society )mich 

he led, the society in turn exercised a great influence upon the 

hero himself. The society indeed determined the type of leadership 

which the hero would exert over other men. To Carlyle, all heroes 

were men inspired to do whatever task in society was needed. They 

were, as he put it, lIof one stuff. n8a According to the time and 

place in ~ich they were born they fulfilled Whatever task was de-

manded for the leadership a.nd preservation of man. The most impor-

tant fact about a society v~s the type of hero it called forth, whether 

poet, king, God, or priest: 

For at bottom the Great Man, as he comes from the hand 
of Nature, is ever the same kind of thing: 6din, Luther, 
Johnson, Burns; I hope to ~ake it appear that these are 
all originally of one stuff; that only by the world's 
reception of them, and the shapes they assume, are they 
so immeasurably diverse.~l 

Only in the outward manifestation of his power and ability does one 

hero differ from another. The power itself springs from the same 

79Thomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero i'~orship, p. 172. 

80Ibid., p. 46. 

81Ibid., p. 46. 



source and is, in its purity, tte same power as that of any other 

hero among men. 

The Hero can be Poet, Prophet, King, Priest, or what 
you will according to the kind of world he finds hiffiself 
born into. I confess, I have no notion ~f a truly great 
man that could not be all sorts of men. d . 
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This universal ability of the hero is a highly mystical concept ae-

pending upon Carlyle's belief that there were no differences in 

intellect but only in the uses to which intellect is put. The use 

to which the Hero devotes his intellect, or the way in Which he per-

forms his duty of aiding mankind, however, depends upon the needs of 

society which callout to tte Hero and the environment in Which the 

Hero is placed: 

At bottom, it is the ~oet's first gift, as it is all 
men's that he have intellect enough. He will be a 
Poet if he have a Poet in word; or failing that, perhaps 
still better, a Poet in act. Whether he write at all; 
and if so, whether in prose or verse will depend on 
accidents: who knows on what extrerriely trivial accidents 
perhaps on his having had a singing-master, on his being 
taught to sing in his bgyhood! But the faculty which 
enables him to discern the inner heart of things and the 
harmony that dwells there (for Whatsoever exists has a 
harmony in the heart of it, or it would not hold together 
and exist), is not the result of habits or accidents, 
but the gift of Nature herself;bthe primary outfit for a 
Heroic Man in what sort soever. 3 

But the "gift of Nature," the intellect or perceptiveness of 

the hero was still subject to human fallibility, even as it was 

d2Thomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero Worship, p. d4. 

83Ibid., p. 114. 
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subject to the influences of environment. The Hero reffiained a 

man, though possessed of a divine gift and the Great 1:an was capable 

of failure, as history was extremely ready to point out. ::any men 

failed to aOhieve the greatnass of whioh they were capable, due to 

their own selfishness or pride as ~~apoleon had done or because of 

a lack of s.ympathy for mankind as Frederick the Great, or because 

of weakness in the face of the pressures and the temptation of 

society as Johnson, Rousseau, and Burns. 

Alas, ttese men did not conquer like him (Goethe); 
they fought bravely and fell. They were not heroic 
bringers of the light, but heroic seekers of it. 
They lived under galling conditions; struggling as 
under mountains of impediment, and could not unfold 
themselves into clearness, or victorious interpreta
tion of that 'Divine Idea.,b4 

The Hero possessed the ability to fail; he could be overcome by 

the world and never attain the communion with truth, the -Divine 

Idea' which he had been given, above other men, the ability to 

attain. He could also refuse to surrender himself to the "Divine 

Idea" and thus never know it. 

A man must conform hirr:self to Nature I s laws, be 
verily in cOITillllnion with Nature and the truth-of 
things, or Nature will answer him, No, not at all ~5 

The Carlylean Great Man was not a puppet of the supernatural but 

rather a human b~ing free to choose between surrender to Nature or 

84rhornas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero Worship, pp. 170-171. 
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failure. 

In the Theory of the Hero, the religious motivation and 

inspiration of the Great 1.an is extremely important. Carl~,rle often 

repeated that or hie heroes "their religion ••• was the great tact 

about them. II ti6 The Hero was a man divinely inspired by God. :iha t 

Carlyle meant by "God" and by "religion" are points vmich need, how

ever, to be clarified. 

Carlyle's relationship to tr8 mainstream of Christianity was 

typical of his age and typical of no age before his. Carlyle was 

caught up in the great Victorian loss of faith in the Christian 

creeds and beliefs. He had been born a Calvinist of bcotland and 

taught the stern creeds of that sect with his ABC's, yet like 

so maQY of the men of his age, the skepticism of men beginning to 

conquer science and the physical resources of the ~urld had made 

faith in the old beliefs of his parents seem intellectually untenable. 

~artor Resartus is Carlyle's autobiographical study of his o\Vll loss 

of faith in the God of his fathers and the discovery of faith in his 

own Deity. In this loss of faith in traditional Christianity, Carlyle 

reflected one of the main trends of the Victorian era and in his 

search for a new faith he reflected one of its main anxieties. The 

Victorians' loss of faith and the Victorians' need to believe found 

one of their finest examples in Carlyle's life. Again and again he 

tic"homas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero .iorship, p. 3. 
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asserts the need to believe, to have faith in something lar[er than 

machines and the things machines can make. He was quite wil~ ing 

to assert that religion and religious belief is indeed the basic and 

primary need of all men and the first necessity of any great rran. 

Yet by religion he meant something different from the Anglican Prayer 

Book or the :::icotch Presbyterian Covenant. Carlyle, while maintaining 

the necessity of religion, was unable to accept the complete truth of 

any religious belief. Religion was necessary but it was not necessarily 

true. It became to Carlyle and to rr~ny of the most promi~ent men 

of his time a motivating force in hunan action rather than an absolute 

truth to be discovered. It was more important to Carlyle to know 

whether a person believed than to know what he believed and the 

possession of some belief was essential to the motivation of the 

heroic individual in all actions, great or small: 

It is well said in every sense, that a man's religion 
is the chief fact with regard to him ••• By religion 
I do not mean here the church -- creed which he pro
fesses, the articles of faith which he will sign and, 
in words or otherwise, assert, not this wholly, in 
many cases not this at all. ~~e see men of all kinds 
of professed creeds attain to almost all degrees of 
worth or worthlessness under each or any of them. This 
is not what I call religion, this profession and 
assertion from tie out-works of t[,e man, from the mere 
argumentative region of him, if even so deep as that. 
But the thing a man does practically believe (and this 
is often without asserting it even to himself, much 
less to others); the thing a ~~~ does practically lay 
to heart and know for certain conc6r~~ng his vital 
relations to this mysterious Universe and his duty and 
destiny there, that is in all cases the prirrary thing 
for him, and creatively detern~nes all the rest ..• the 
rranner it is in which he feels himself to be spiritual1y 
related to the Unseen World or NO-dorld; and I say, if 



you tell me What tha~ is, you tell ~e to avery great 
extent what the man is, what t[~ kind of things he will 
do is. ti7 

Not only was belief the motivating force of an irdividual, it 

was the only force which oould save a nation trom stagnation or 

absorption in the futility of endless but meaningless ITdteiial 

progress. The history of each great nation, Carlyle felt, was 

the history of the growth and dominance of a single passionate 

belief which could unite tIe nation in a single purpose and 

achievement. 

Belief is great, life-giving. The history of a 
Nation becomes fruitful, soul elevating, great, so 
soon as it believes. These Arabs, the man ~homet, 
and that one century, -- is it not as if a spark had 
fallen, one spark, on a world of what seemed black, 
unnoticeable sand; but 10, the sand proves explosive 
powder, blazes heaven-high from Delhi to Granada! 
I said the Great lian was always as a lightning out 
of Heaven; the rest of men waiegd for him like fuel, 
and then they too would flame. 

A single passionate faith such as had united medieval society 

into a unified ~ole submissive to the leadership of Abbot ~amson 

was notably lacking among leaders of Victorian England. Carlyle 

wished to make Hero-~wrship the passionate faith of nineteenth 

century England which he said nO-I-~ believed only in Ifa great unintelli-

gible Perhaps," a faith unable to unite them into any coherent and 

meaningful force. The average Britisher possessed no great belief 

87 Thomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero '",.or-ship, p. 3. 
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in "the open ~ecret of the Universe." He believed rather "in 

the unalienable nature of purchased beef, in ti;e duty of the British 

citizen to fight for himself when injured, and other similar faiths. nti9 

Such a materialistic conception of the world at large was perhaps 

no more coronIon in Victorian England than it was in any other time 

and place. Carlyle recognized it as a continuation of the struggle 

of man to move beyond the material into the Real and there to find 

some Eternal Verity in which to believe. It was just this battle 

between belief and the skepticism born of immersion in the here 

and now that Carlyle viewed as the chief human conflict in the world 

of the ~pirit, the means by Which old forms of belief and faith wr~ch 

had lost their potency to motivate mankind to heroism were destroyed, 

and also the means by which man often destroyed what was best in 

his culture as in the French Revolution. Thus Carlyle could say, 

" tho • • • 1 S Which we not call Skepticism, is precisely the black 

malady and life-foe, against Which all teaching and discoursing since 

man's life began has directed itself: the battle of Belief against 

Unbelief which is the never-ending battle!" and yet assert shortly 

later that in the destruction of old forms skepticism was not an 

end but a beginning. 90 Benthamism was the culmination of eighteenth 

89Thomas Carlyle, Latter Day Pamphlets, p. 267. 

90Thomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero "Norship, p. 186. 
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century skepticism and as such had a purpose in tte reevaluation 

which society must periodically make of itself and its goals, yet 

it could not be permanently accepted even as France could not, have 

continued to exist under the excesses of the Reign of Terror even 
, 

though that period might have been necessary for the establishment 

of something better. 

To take the place of the necessary evil which Benthamism had 

been to England, Carlyle proposed his Theory of the Hero and his 

"one Liturgy which does remain forever unexceptionable: that of 

Praying ••• £l Working. n91 Yet this is not to say that Carlyle's 

universe had no God higher than a hero and no religion higher than 

labor. Carlyle believed in a Deity of whom all religions had pre-

sented a picture in part valid and yet, in part, false. \'~hen the 

false became more important in the practice of the people than the 

true, the religion with its view of God must be cast off. As long 

as the religion, however, retained its ability to motivate men 

toward good and the avoidance of evil, the belief remained true in 

Carlyle's scheme of things: 

Idols, as we have said, are not idolators until 
they become doubtful, Giilpty for the worshipper's 
heart. 92. 

Thus in rejecting the Christian doctrine of an abolute truth re-

vealed to man and understandable by him, Carlyle became ITQre interested 

9lrhomas Carlyle, Past and Present, p. 267. 

92Thomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero ,\orship, p. 195. 



in the earnestness of faith than in the truth of it. Tr.e criticism 

which has been made of Carlyle, trat he loved earnestness ~ore than 

truth, was true of many Victorian thinkers, among therr. r~us~~ ;., who 

believed that a falsehood fervently upheld was bettp.r than a t.ruth 

lukewarmly defended. If absolute truth did not exist, was it not 

more important to believe strongly 'and do good works for that faith, 

even though false, than to believe weakly and work not at all? 

Carlyle condemned the uncommitted ~an who did not believe strongly 

enough to act as less useful to the world than the man who was CO:TI-

pletely wrong: 

The falsehoods of :N.ohamet are truer than the truths 
of such a man. He is the insincere man; smooth
polished, respectable in some times and places; in
offensive, says nothing harsh to anybody; most cleanlY~3 
- just as carbonic acid is, which is death and poison. 

To Carlyle the world and human life W2.S a matter about which 

one must be deadly in earnest. His heroes were men who were dead-

ly in earnest. His ideal Victorian society was intensely sincere. 

The lack of sincerity on the part of mankind was all that kept man 

from capitalizing upon his progress to build a world upon Carlyle's 

plan. Unity, fixity of purpose, universal justice and strong 
~ 

faith -- these were the characteristics of the society of ~nich 

59 

Carlyle dreamed. Such a society could only be achieved by a leader-

ship of heroic men, and a ~ultituctG of dedicated, earnest f011owers. 

93rhomas Carlyle, Heroes and Hero Worship, p. 79. 



Cha;n,er rv 

Carlyle's writings show the concern, the fear of the Victorian 

for his own way of life. The "condition of "SnGland" question ab-

sorbed the interest of this man to such an extent that regardless of 

the avowed topic, his purpose and intent was the preaching of the 

gospel to England. Radical in its economics, and conservative in 

its politics, Carlyle's gospel was his O\Yn individual response to 

the problems which he saw destroying the structure of his age. 

Carlyle was a part of tr.e tradition of seriousness in BrLtish 

literature which one French critic has called ethical realism. 94 

His concern with the politics, economics, and social behavior of 

mid-Victorian England was in reality an interpretation of what he 

felt to be its moral problems. Democracy, social welfare and po-

litical reforms in Parliament, industry, free trade, labor unions, 

and the price of bread were all to be judged upon the basis of their 

moral implications. He had discarded, alon~ 'w'.i t~l many of the thinkers 

of his own age, the formalism and materialism of the eiphteenth 

century, the Utilitarian ethics of Jeremy Bentham, and the laiss02-

faire politics of James r,iill; and in the place of these ideas, Car lyle 

had asserted the spiritual nature of the Universe and the divinity 

94F. J. C. Hearnshaw, The ~ocial and Po~iti~~l Ideas c: So~e 
Representative Thinkers of the Victorian Age (New York, 1930), p. 23. 
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wi thin and without man which would not allow hi.'Il to be sa~isfied 

with physical pleasure and lack of ;:ain. Carlyle re"placed the 

Christian God with a Theistic Deity of which all religions were 

merely an exprQssion or approximation of truth. This Deity working 

in the affairs of men and the mysteries of the Universe, inf~uenced 

the action of men by inspiring Heroes, Great }~en W.>- th the a':Jili ty 

to lead and direct mankind in the way of truth. Every man was a 

potential hero -- every man possessed some spark of tl:e Divine fire, 

if only in a small degree, yet if all men were able to express their 

heroism, whether by leading or by following and obeying implicitly, 

mankind would form itself into an ideal society in which all social 

unrest and injustice would cease. The reformation of society which 

Carlyle proposed was moral rather than political, socialistic rather 

than socialist, and the main moral breach of Victorian England had 

been its loss of ability to believe in its own spiritual reality as 

above and beyond its machines and ships and insurance companies. 

The solution lay then in a moral reawakening of each individual. 

It is this stress upon the individual which is one of the 

main weaknesses of Carlyle's thought. Carlyle, fresh sprung from 

the Romantics r glorification of the individual, was unable to see 

the collective life of people. He could not conceive of a govern

ment as the collective expression of national thought o~ as direct

ing national action as a un:.fied rass. Both the governed mass and 

the governing class were individuals and the sins and wrongs of 
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society or of government were the sins of individuals and had no 

relationship to the society or government as a ','.~ ; ,) le. ~ .;azz .i :1i 

said of Carlyle, "He lacks the conception of Humanity. He does 

not recognize in a people any oolleotive life or oolleotive aim. 

95 
He recognizes only individuals." Carlyle would not accept the 

collective life of rran as a necessary inl~uence upon the life and 

actions of the individual. Therefore Carlyle saw no poin7, in 

attempting to instigate moral reform by any group action, just as 

he saw no possibility of political reform arising from any source 

other than th3 heroic leader. Government was solely the work of 

special individuals who assumed, in his scheme of thinGs, the stature 

of supermen. Frederick u'i. Roe said tm t Carlyle could not accept 

nor understand the basic concept of modern democracy, that it is a 

movement in which the collective thought seeks to supplant the 

individual thought as the guiding force within the social organism. 96 

Carlyle based his hope of social reforrration upon the genius of the few 

rather than the continued education of the many to the tasks of national 

responsibility. The sins ~1ich Carlyle so vigorously condemned in 

Victorian society were the r~sponsibility of the individuals within 

the society, rather than the fruits of an imperfect and unjust system 

95c;.. P. Gooch, Eistory and Historians cf the ~r ne t.<3r;~ 7,:-' C entl.!ry 
(New York, 1952), p. 304. 

96rrederick W. Roe, ~0cial Philosophy of Ca~:')T lc and 2uskin 
(London, 1921), p. 293. • 
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from which the individual within the system could not 

If the responsibility for social injustice lay co~pletely .... --: th tbe 

individuals, the surrender of the governr.;ent to the individt;als .)J.o 

had caused these wrongs was rank foolishness and an invitation to 

anarchy. 

In his fear of democr3.cy as the rule of the wise by the 

foolish, Carlyle was not alone. Other political thinkers agreed with 

Walter Bagehot that one could "conceive of nothing more corY'l1f,ting 

or worse for a s~t of poor ignorant people than that ••• well-

taught and rich men should constantly offer to defer to their de

cision and compete for the office of executing it. 1I97 Bagehot 

was restating in only slightly different form Carlyle's theory of 

the hero's role in society when he said that the only way English 

government and life could be maintained was the continued deference 

of the lower classes to the social and intellectual betters. 9d 

The essential difference in Carlyle's statement that the highest 

freedom a man could desire was the freedom to be led in the right 

way whether he wished it or not and the ideas of Bagehot, :Mill and 

Ruskin was that Carlyle made it all a matter of moral ri~ht and 

wrong. Carlyle felt that the only motivation for social obedience and 

the highest development of the individual was the moral obligation 

97walter Bagehot, The ~nglish Constitution (~arden City, ~ew 
York, 1867), p. 21. 

98Ibid., p. 14. 



of man to perform his ciuty. The tighest eA~ression of true :~.3.n;.GO<l 

was the grim fidelity to an appo~nteci task, howeve~ unpleasa~t, 

without complaining. The nobility of labor lay not in the joy 0: 

creative effort but in its moral self-discipline. Carlyle's world 

was a world of renunciation and duty where all moral questions were 

black and white, and where all human affairs were r..oral questions. 99 

Carlyle's condemnation of democracy arose from the fact that 

he had no faith in the ability of the ballot to improve the llioral 

tone of the masses and it was the moral tone with which he was con-

cerned, not the ability of a man to participate in his own govern-

mente He would not destroy the ballot but rather raise the standards 

of life and morality of men before giving them the ballot. He could 

not see any possibility that the responsibility of the ballot with 

education might raise the standard of life of itself. The only im-

provement of the human lot must come from the recognition of the 

supernatural nature of the Universe, and the working of that super-

natural nature through men of genius, Carlyle's Great ~/,en who alone 

could lead mankind back to the kind respect and freedom of labor and 

a mutual responsibility and social unity which had been present in 

some periods of the }\f.iddle Ages. 

The earnestness of Carlyle, his continued insistence that 

the starving poor of Dubli~ were import~~t, that a moral reevaluation 

99F. J. C. hearnshaw, Tre ~ocial and Po~itical Ideas c: ~o~e 
Representative Thinkers of the Victorian Age (New York, 1930), p. 42. 
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of the uses and distribution of property was necessary for t~e moral 

survival of England, tr.at dellocracy was not the panacea for all 

human ills vmen the freedom which it conferred upon the indivi,j.'C3.1 

was the freedom to starve -- these were perh~ps his most inportant 

contributions to Victorian thought. He edified ana liVt:. \Cated Vic

torian thought rather~~than instructing it. His fi ery speech, his 

overstatements, his intensity of feeling were a habit of a ~ind 

intent upon effect rather than fact. He inserted into the spectrum 

of Victorian life the note of urgency which was so uncomfortable 

and yet so necessary among the crinolines and stiff collars. He 

preached that happiness comes only from renunciation and peace 

from work and worship from the performance of duty. His voice vms 

heard among the smoking chimneys of Manchester and Birmingh&~, the 

quiet banking houses of London, denying the sacred principles of 

rent, value, consumption, profit and loss. Carlyle with all his 

inconsistencies and vagueness yet approached greatness because of 

his ability to project an earnest concern about these multitudes 

from which he sprang and his sincere love for the nation to wham 

he was chosen to tr each the gospel. 
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'-'U', ?m-'R 0""'-' V.J..u.t. lou.!. J.~ 

Few American nen of letters have co~~anded as much scholarly 

attention as have Henry James and T. S. Eliot. However, although 

slight parallels have been drawn between these literary figure~, 

scholars have largely bypassed intensive comparisons. Perhaps 

because either \VI'i ter in his O''ln right presents sufficient meat 

for analysis and research, the study of similarities between 

Jar.:es and Eliot has been lirlli ted to relatively infrequent com-

ments in concentrated examin2tions of either one of the authors. 

In view of the striking likenesses of characters and themes in 

the \'lorks of Jah',es and Eliot, this oversight is surprising; for 

the major productions of these men present essentially the same 

probleffis. Each author is concerned with a problem--a common 

one in modern literature--a search for a meaningful, full exis

tence. This search is hampered by a society which is hardly 

conducive to personal fulfillment, a lack of awareness and initia

tive on the part of the characters themselves, and an inability 

of the characters to grasp and appreciate experience. Truly, the 

motives or ends o~ this search for a full life are not the same 

in the \'11'i tings of Eliot and James. Nevertheless, the problem 

and the solution are, for the most part, closely parallel in the 

worl~s of the tvlO men. 

A great deal of scholarship does e~st which covers the 

content and aims of both artists. In one of the most enlighten

ing studies of T. S. Eliot, F. O. Matthiessen has analyzed the 

1 





3 
~liot brilliantly ~n&lJzes the condition of ~odern man ••• 
the.pressure of tir:e, the burden of the irretrievable yet 
a?tlve past, the pre~en~ that is so fugitive and the future 
t~2t cannot be conCelVeQ and yet is already fated. 4 

The pressure of tine \'lhich Glicksberg mentions 1s equally 

weighty for the heroes of J~Des's novels. Ruth Taylor Todasco 

points out that James's ethic is essentially that of the carpe 

diem: 'Iseize the day, and make it as meaningful and satisfying 

as the ir:L'~ense capacity of human nature permits. 115 Thus, time 

is pressing for those who would live every moment to its fullest. 

Yet, neither in James nor Eliot are many characters able to real

ize the possibilities of life and experience, for only the rare 

individual is capable of the necessary perception. 6 John Vickery 

calls the quest in Eliot "an excursion through a psychological 

labyrinth,u7 and states that the first significance of the search 

is knqwledge. 8 Quentin Anderson suggests that not just the ex

perience, but the way of taking experience is the important fac

tor in the Jamesian search for meaning. 9 Thus, for both authors, 

LrCharles F. Glicksberg, "The Journey that r.:ust Be taken: 
Spiritual Quest in T. S. Eliot's Plays," South Hest Review, XL 
(1959), 203. 

5'Ruth Taylor Todas co, The FhlIllanism of. Heny James: l·:a.j or 
Premi~ of His Later Phase (L~bboCk, Texasj 19 9), p. 31. Here
after cited as Todasc.o, Humanlsm of Henry ames. 

6Ibid , p. 22. 

7John P. Vickery, "T. S. Eliot's Poetry: The Quest and the 
1'!ay," nenascenc~, X (1957), 60. 

8Ibid, p.59. 

9Quentib Anderson, The .."~erican Henry Jame§ (New Brunswick, 
1959), p. 34. 
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knowledGe or perception is of utEOSt importance to the individual 

"Tho vlould find the full life. The conflict results froe ,.;hat 

Bernard l:nieger, in speaking of T. S. Eliot, calls the "psycho

logical confusion. 11
1 0 I·=rs. Todasco interprets the basic drawback 

for Jar:-;es' s heroes to be stupidity, 11 just as Leonard Unger in

dicates that, in Eliot's works, not to have experience 1s to have 

refused it, for lIit is real for each of us, though we may not 

be avlakened to that fact. ,,12 

Scholars have indicated then that in the works of James and 

Eliot there is an intensive quest made by the central characters-

a search of "Thich the basic hindrances are imperception, time, 

and failure to make the most of experience--an incapacity to 

live each moment and erasp the meaning. Yet, the direct compar

isons made have, thus far, been general and limited. Particular, 

exten~ive similarities between the problems, characters and thenes 

of Eliot and James can be cited. 

For the purposes of this comparison perhaps no VTorl{s are 

better suited than James's The Ambassadors and Eliot's The Cock

tail Party. Each chef d'oeuvre epitomizes the nature of the heroes 

and heroines in Eliot and James, the search for the full life, 

the '-lay to a neaningful exis tence, and the. value of the final 

10Bern3.rd Knieger, liThe Dramatic Achievement of T. S. Eliot," 
Lode:. ... n Drarna, III (1960), 390. 

IlTodasco, HUTllanism of Henry Jatles, p. 34. 

12Leonard Unger, T. S. Eliot: A Selective Critique (New 
York, 1948), p. 383. 

I 
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achieveLent of the goals. However, for a presentation of the 

over·"Ihelming conflicts facing the char&cters, "The Love Song of 

J. ~lfred Prufrock f1 is perhaps nore enliehtening for a study of 

Eliot. Thus, a careful analysis of these three '\-lorks should 

yield informa ti ve parallels bet\'leen the content of Janes and 

that of Eliot. These ",orks have provided researchers 'Vii th a 

wealth of ~aterial for publication. 
. 

Indeed, liThe Love Song of J. Alfred Prui"rock" is a favorite 

among critics and scholars. This early Eliot poem is typical 

in the delineation of I:~odern man '''ho is inactive, inarticulate, 

and frustrated in every desire to rise above his futile state. 

l:orris \Vei tz, in a careful study of II Prufrock , II indicates that 

time is the central problem involved in the poem: 

The vrhole of 'Prui'rock' is the struggle to emancipate 
ourselves from the acce1Jtal1ce of _the ultimate character 
of ,false til1~e and to recognize instead that which is ,vi th
in our temporal experiences as their ultimate moment, 
tl1e over'Hhelming question. l3 

In defining lIfalse tioe,1I Heitz says it "has to do vlith those 

experiences that get nowhere, like the aimless streets of Pru

frock's v.Tanderings 1114 Thus, as has been stated as a general 

theme in Eliot's poetry, the incapacity to live is the failure 

to perceive and ackno,.,ledge the experience of each moment. 

IIatthiessen, in dealing \-lith JlThe Love Song of J. Alfred 

l3J.:orris T,1ei tz, liT. S. Eliot: Time as a Hode of Salvation, II 
S,ei,'Tanee Revie'!,\T, L",{ (1952), 54. 

14Ibid , p. 53. 
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Prufrock," a ,t?:&in ci.J... es si'l . .J.... . h J - ~ ~ l arl~les wlt Henry ames: "Prufroc~:' s 

rankling inability to give hi~self to life and the kind of frus

tration erbodied in Eliot's 'Portrait of a Lady' find their par

allels ~::nny tir.:es in J8.;:-;es. ,,15 In "Prufrock," as has been seen, 

Eliot ~resents the confll'ct o ... ~ ~ d r 
- 1 .. 0 e n l'Jan. It is in The Cocktail -

Party that he gives this diseased condition a cure. 

For the most part, one finds the same situation in The Cock

tail Part,;z as has been perceived in "The Love Song of J. Alfred 

Prufrock. " Jack ~'linter \vri tes: "The similarity of the sta te 

of 'Edward 't.;ithout Lavinia' and that of J. Alfred Pru:'rock is 

rr.anifest. ,,16 Robert Colby notes Edvlard 1 s serious deficiencies: 

IIpassivity and insensitivity, as well as despair proceeding from 
" 

fatalism. tll7 Peter and Celia, the ones ,·;ho are able to achieve 

a full existence, are in the beginning of the play, as \~inter 

points out, in the same Prufrockian situation. 18 Yet, Peter and 

Celia ar~ able to transcend the "false time" of untaken exper

ience because of, according to Winter, "a matter of choice and 

personal capabilities. lIl9 Celia's emptiness becomes a fullness 

through her self-a1-'rareness and self-abnegation. 20 Perception 

l5r.:atthiessen, 112.§. Achievement of T. S. Eliot, p. 70. 

16uinter, "'Prufrockisr.:' in The Cocktail Party, p. 142. 

17Robert Colby, "The Three Worlds of The Cocktail Party," 
Vniver,si ty of Toronto Ouarterly, XXIV (195'4T; 61. 

l8uinter, II' Prufrocl(ism in .TIl.§. Cocktail Party," p. 145. 

19Ibid , p. 139. 

20Ibid, p. 140. 
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is indeed the 1:e1 \"ord, for in order to be cured, as John La\,/'lor 

states, TlThe patient must bring his best awareness of the facts 

0: sicl-:ness ••• 1121 

In many Hays, Lanbert Strether of James I s The ~·JJbassadors 

has led a Prufrockian existence. A passage from Frederick Hoff

man's "Freedom and Conscious Form" reveals Strether's general 

situation: "He is sadly the victim of having come too late to a 

realization of the abundance life might have offered him."22 

Having been too enmeshed in time, Strether has missed life, has 

been a person of too Ii ttle avlareness of the "now" and of experi

ence. Leon Edel asserts that the very core of The Anbassadors 

is James 1 s belief that 11life is a process of seein~, and through 

a\.;areness the attaining 0:: understanding. ,,23 Although Strether 

seems to feel that his ultimate perception comes too late, he, 

at least, does finally experience or perceive life's potential 

fullness. J. A. T,12,rd comments: "Strether' s experience amounts 

to a discovery of the fullness of life, for Europe itself, which 

embodies the deeds of man at his finest and of man at his \'lorst, 

provides not merely a special kind of experience and an enriching 

one, but an experience Hi thout 'vhich one is incomplete. 1124 

2lJohn L2..1.'llor, liThe Formal Achievement of The Cocktail Party, II 
Virginia Quarterly RevieH, XXX (1954), 447. 

22Frederick Hoffnl2..n, "FreedoJll and Conscious Forn, II Virginia 
r,u~r~C'rly RevieH, XXX'!II (1961), 280. 

23Leon Ede1, Henry James (Einneapo1is, 1960), p. 32. 

?L,. S"- th ' Vi· f Evil, II 
'- I J • .A. ','lard, "The Ambassador..§.: l,re er s s~on 0 

,Nineteenth Centlll'Y Fiction, XIV (1959), 56. 
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Thus, through the presentation of both Strether' s 11 siclrness II and 

his gradual en·rareness, ~he -·..!"',o2.ssadors, like The Coc::tail ?a:-ty, 

delineates the disease and possible cure of modern ~an, as both 

Eliot and James see him. Scholars have, in a large buD~ of pub

lished material, analyzed these works many times. Only the scholar

ship particularly appropriate to this paper has been cited. 

In spite, hO'l}'ever, of the large amount of \I}'ork \I}'hich has been 

done, there has been, as Has earlier pointed out, a failure to 

draw the two authors together in any intensive comparison. In 

view of the indicated si~ilarities between the worl~s of these 

tvlO Americans, this thesis '\-rill purport to show specific, exten

si ve parallels betvleen James and Eliot through careful examina tion 

of James's The Ambassadors and Eliot's The Cocktail Partz. For 

analysis of the initial problem presented by Eliot, "The Love 

Sont; of J. Alfred Prufrock," which more clearly states the nature 

of the situation, vall be used. The purpose of this thesis will 

not be to indicate any particular influence of the earlier author 

upon the latter, but to reveal that these two masters of litera

ture have concerned themselves with essentially the same theme, 

highly analogous solutions, and exceedingly similar characters. 



r:11 h~ p::> OB'" ~1 r 
.l.L....J J.' ~J: .. 

Perhaps r.:ore clearly than anyone else, Edmund T .. ':ilson has 

stated the basic problem of the characters in the works of both 

James and :Sliot: 

One of the principal subjects of Eliot's poetry is 
really that regret at situations unexplored, that dark 
r2,nkling of passions inhibited \·rhich has figured so' con
spicuously in the \·rorl: of the .ArJeric&n uri ters of E8'tv 
E~l21and and Nevi York from Ha\1thorne to Edith T;n12.rton. 
1:'. S. Eliot, in this respect, has much in cor.nnon \vi th 
Hen:cy James. Er. Prufroc1= and the poet of 'The Por
trai t of a Lady,' "li th their helpless consciousness of 
having dared too little, correspond exactly to the mid
dle-aged heroes of 'The J~bassadors' and the 'Beast in 

" the Jungle,' realizing sadly too late in life th~t they 
have been living too cautiously and too poorly.2) 

Living IItoo cautiously and too poorly" is precisely the 

state .in ~Thich one finds Lambert Strether in James's The lunbas

sadors and J. Alfred Prui"rock in Eliot's "The Love Song of J. 

Alfred Prufrock." Both characters are men whose lives have come 
, 

to nothing because of a failure to act and an incapacity to grasp 

and make the most of experience. Strether and Prufrock are, for 

the most part, products of the same enVironment: a puritanical 

society of men and \'Tomen \·rho frown heavily upon any individual 

or action Hhich \vould in any \'lay challenge their superficial, 

staid conventionality. 

In a typical Jnn:esian situation of an Ar.1erican in Europe, 

2 ~--'d d T' °1 n m / ~ 171un:Jl so , .i.. s. Eliot: A Selected Critique (Kew York, 
1948), p. 176. 

9 
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Levris Lambert Strether has, l· n ml1~e ''''''b'"' ss""o~ t Paris on ~ H.: •• l n ...... ,ors, cone a 

c;. :-:.i s sian. ~·+rether 11~S been - .L. ~ " ,. ,.. •• 1" t.L. 
...... v ...... ;:; eli ~ ~=r l.r s. .. evls or.-. e aI' ::00 .Le \", 

l·:assachusetts, to rescue her son, Chad, fror: a su~posedly dan

gerous, indecent rela tionship ' .. li th a French vloman, :·:aday~e de 

Vionnet. Strether is, in the beginning of the novel, as inex

tricably enmeshed in the Puritan inability to acknowledge experi-

ence as are his imerican friends, I·:rs. rTewsome and Sarah Pocock. 

The very fact of being in Euroge, hO'\'lever, r.~a:,=es Strether per

ceive his inexperience, his life of inaction and fear. His first 

appointed meeting \vi th :,:aria Gostrey, his prinary interlocutress 

in the novel, extracts from Strether a "rueful glance" tOllard a 
26 

",oman \'lho "1l1itnesses the rendezvous. In this first conversation, 

}:aria, \<1ho is initially on, a higher plane of avlareness than her 

friend, brings out a confession, the first of many, that stret~er 

has failed to enjoy life. In the beginning of a gradual enlight-

enment, revealing an empty existence, Strether admits: In::oollett 

isn1t sure it ought to enjoy" (p. 12). And Strether's failure, 

the "failure of '!:Ioollett, II has been a product of the society which 

has forever, it seems, surrounded him. Having lived in '.!oollett 

in a close relationship '\'lith I·Irs. Newsome, '\..;ho is called "a floral 

sHell" (p. 47), Strether in Europe discovers completely ne,., hori

zons, \vhich force the painful realization that he has never really 

enj oyed or truly lived. The difference between l·:rs. l';ewsone and 

Larin Gostrey is perhaps analogous to the difference between Strether's 

26Eenry Jan'les, Tl1e Ambassa~ors (1'Te\" York, 19?2), p. 6. All 
references to The ~·I.l:ib2ssadors. \n.ll hereafter be c~ ted by page 
nl..::ber in the text. 
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life 2S it has been and his existence as it ~i~ht ~~ve bec~ ~&d 
'-

he re~l~zed t~e ~otGnti2l o~ e~cn ~o~e~t 
.... - C4... .. J. .: .l.... ... A • 

: ~D,ric: in London, S trett.er L:3.}:es l:lental co:~-.)2.risons bet"ieen t:~e 

.t.. He J:ad ?een to the the2.tre, even to the opera, in Bos
l"on, 'T:ll th Lrs. Eevlsor,~e, and been sor e than once her or:~y 
escort; but there had been no little confronted dinner, no 
pin~:: lights, no ~ .. :hiff of va.gue svleetness, as a preli:-.~in2ry: 
one of the results of u>ich fact HC.S tha t at present, ~ild
ly rueful, thoueh 'Hi th a sharpish accent, he actuo.ll~~ Cls};::ed 
hinself ~ there hacln' t. There 'Has r.1uch the same differ
ence in his ispression of t~8 ~oticed state of his COE
panion, '\<Those dress 'He,S I cut dOi.Tn, I as he believed the tert'! 
to be, in respect to shoulders and boso~, in a ranner 
qui te other than 1 ~rs. =~e'\'Tsome 1 s, and \Tho wore round her 
throat a broad red velvet band with an antique jewel--
he ~ .. ,Tas rather complacently sure it llas antique--attached 
to it in front. Lrs. lYevTsor.ie's dress "las never in any 
degree I cut dOlln,' and she never \-lOre around her throat 
a broad velvet band: if she had, moreover, '\oTould it ever 
have served so to carry and complicate, so he no'.'! almost 
felt, his Vision? (p.136) 

This first perception of the vast difference betvreen l:aria 

Gostrey and l·:rs. NellSOYlle, bet\'leen Europe and \'[oollett, Massachu

setts, is the initial step in Strether's revelation of v;hat his 

existence should have been, but has not. ~Ili th a rueful remer.J.-

brance, Strether notes that, "it vras absolutely true of him that ••• 

he had never taken anyone any\vhere" (p. 37), that, in short, he 

has failed, alor:g \vi th the ci tizens of ~'loollett, to enj oy, to 

perceive, and to live. 

/l.t the outset, Strether' s conscious mission is to further 

the air::s and failures o~ ~,loollett. 1-:e is to rescue Chad l~e\vsome 

fron life--from tLe dangerous fact of pleasure. Yet, Strether 

finds hir.:self, to his anxiety , quite lovin.g Europe. He discovers 
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. . . a guilty feeling of S~~D2thy wit~ t~e very ~~~~~s ~~o-

• .... ... .. -J...I.· u ..L..L ••• ';,·:-.. l cr.. ~--..e 

r.:ust take Chad, and recalls ths.t he "hadn It COIl.e out, ••• to be 

too }:ind, or indeed to be l,':"lO nr: at 
.- \..4. all, to Chad\-,1.ck i~e\-rso~efl 

(p. 38). Lltl10ugh Strether, like Chad IS facil:" , has never r:et 

the vlon:an ':1i th "Hhor.'. Chad is involved, he is a t first ,·rilling to 

judge, Hi thout evidence, that she is \"icl:ed. Laria Gostrey' s 

question, JlJ.'~re you quite sure she I s very bad for him~) II recei ves 

from Strether a typical ',100llett reply: "Of course ,.,e are. 

Houldn It you be?" (p. 39). l·:aria again shows the vast differ

ence bet\·;een her and Ers. Ne\-;some, between Europe and Woollett, 

by retorting, "0h, I don It kno\". One never does--does one?--

beforehand. One can only judge on the facts." (p. 39). In the 

Jamesian ethic a person ,";ho relegates an individual to pre-

judged principles relegates himself to an incomplete perception 

of thG possibilities 0: human experience. No situation, no moment, 

if formula ted to convention, containing no chance for ne,-; insight 

and diversity, can yield anything but a stale, empty existence 

in Hhich the individual is secondary, conventionality primary. 

Life cannot give its potential fullness \,;hen one refuses to admi t 

new ideas ~nd perceptions into each moment. 

Strether, of course, has not adnitted or attained the pos

sibilities of the full life, in spite of a youthful vow to do so • 

.!~t fifty-five he has to sho'\'! for his existence only an "acceptance 

of fate" (p. 59). In a co~ent of retrospect, early in his Paris 

visit, Strether analyzes his e~pty cup of experience: 

Everything he ,·ranted \.,as cOr.'.prised IJoreover in a single 
boon--the corr~on, unattainable art of tru{ing things as 



.j... 1, e ~ ~ c ~ Y,', e ,-, e '"' '.- Dear ".j... ,. 1 ... , l,,~~ / c .. ,.. d 0.,) ea l"O rl..~'--se ~ +0 .... ~·ve r.~··er: '-':s bec:-'-
, _ • ..A. ..a.. ... 1. .. 1 ..i... V .J..f-. 6~Y"~ •• ~ __ 1...1 

ye2.rs to 2.!"l o.ctive a'J'G:. .... eciation of -;->le ','~,"r 'f-rey Q'l·dn'.j... co"""'e 
f , .... ~ .....,;.. "L--J vJ.... '-' .l... •• 

I-c nad not been, so r:~uch 2.chieve~.ent -'l· ssed ~,li;.-~...,t ~ro1-:::. 
• L. ,u. ~~ ,) _~C; 

nOI' a short road. It ,\18.S at present &S if t:-l8 ba~lr\.,rard')ic-
tnre had hlh'1g there, the long crooked course z;r2.y:"n t:-~e 
coh"do· T o~,.. 'nl· s SOIl' oJ.. d -t"" , 
,;:) ~ ':. J.. l"U e •. 1. naG Deen a dreadful, cl:eer1't:l, 
sociable solltude, a sOlltude of li~e, of chOice, of co~
r::uni ty; but though there h~d been people enough all round 
It, there had been but three or four persons in it. (p. 57) 

Thus , in addition to the hindrance to ~ full life offered by 

beinG a citizen of vloollett, Hhich in its prescribed r.;anner of 

rej ectine enj oyment prevents the perceptivity to mal(e the r::ost 

of experience, Strether has, even in the limited possibilities 

of ~'loollett, f~iled to seize the day. vii th the painful memory 

of a lost son--dead from the neglect caused by excessive pre

occupa tion vli th the death of the mother--Strether vnnees "\.!i th 

tl:e thought of an opportuni ty lost, It \vi th the thoughts of many 

opportunities--indeed a life--Iost. His first feelings of having 

r.1issed so n:uch are accompanied by knovlledge that for him it is 

too late. 

There were seauences he had missed and great gaps in 
the procession: he might have been \'latching it all 
recede in a golden cloud of dust. If the playhouse 1~S 
not closed, his seat at least had fallen to somebody 
else. (p. 61) 

Even with the perception of \ili~t he has not done, Strether, so 

entancled in his inaction, finds difficulty in any attempt to 

change his course. Yet he does realize the poorness of his state 

.t:' • ., oJ. mlna: 

':::hc.t the menory of the VOy! o~~ his youth sould, in 
order to throb again, have had to ':lc.it for this lC1.st, 
as he felt it, of all his accidents--that was surely 



Eroo£' e~ough of hOH his conscience 1'..<::s been encllr..bered. 
lf any. 1. ur~her proo~ ' .. :ere needed it ,,,ould have been to be 
fo~nd :I In tne fact'"' t.'12. t, ~s he perfectly no~.,: sa'-l, he had 
cec.sea evel} to r:eo.sure hlS T!''.eagrenes:::, a rueagreness tl"'u?.. t 
s;>l"a:.'led, In thlS retrospect, vague and cor~.prehensi ve 
ro+retc''''l" YIN bac'~ 1" , 
oJ \., ~l J.·G .f.. ll~e SOGe untl8.pped Hinterland from a 
coast-settlement. (p. 60) 
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In spite of new knowledge, Strether, impeded with years of 

suppressing life--years of truly \,~roollett-lil\:e failures--cannot 

even yet surrender to the moment--the no\·,. He is faced both with 

the desire to fulfill this "last accident" and to reject the 

possibilities this trip to Europe offers. He is "feeling half 

ashamed of his impulse to plunee and more than half afraid of his 

impulse to wait" (p. 60). Impressions of PariS, of Chad, and of 

Gloriani begin almost in~ediately to open Strether's mind to the 

vast beauties of experience. His appreciation grows; his aware

ness becomes keener. Yet, Strether remains the spectator, the 

man vl110 H3. tches, vrho learns, but v1ho resides sotlevlha t outside of 

the r-co.in strear.1 of life, painfully a\vare \·lith each ne\·, sense that, 

for him, it is too late really to live. At fifty-five he has not 

lived, and the re~lization of this meagreness seems, ironically 

enough, to overcome the possibilities of starting life at fifty

five. Strether, however, does protest that he is getting the 

benefi t of life \{hile in Europe: 

Of course I'D youth--youth for the trip to Europe. I 
bepan to be young, or at least to get the benefit of it, 

v t d tl t t '.J.. t ~ the noment I met you at Ches er, an 1a s \,:t:Q lJ s oeen 
t2.1:ing pl2.ce ever since. I never had the benefit at the 
proper tiwe--",r~lich cones to sa:;ing ~hat I n~ver had the 
thing itself. I'n having the benefl.t at thlS r:o:-.:ent ••• 1 
don't aet drunk- I don't pursue the ladies; I don't s~end 
b' B t t' 1 - t r.:oney; I don't even ,vri te sonnets. u never i1€ es s 1 ~ 
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,....,~lrl·)'"'I-- un l-:-.te .C'or ~" ' at I d·d '.L. h 
• . • :'';'~ ~' [J ~ <.:- .l :.L. .l n I" ave earl? • • 7':1e"t ;~ .2.V s::-. \~ 

U:-1C'. t _ t~. ey.L. l:~:e; - it's r.'.y s urrende:, it's Liy .. tribute, to youth. 
O?e pul,,~ ~h~1" ~n where one can--~t has to co~e in sone
"'~l:J.ere, L' If onl~~ out of the lives the conditions the feel-
lngs 0.1. other persons. (p. 370~ , 

:~owever, in spite of his defense, Strether does not really en

gaee in life itself. The day spent at Gloriani' s perl1Z1;'s best 
, 

reveals Strether's state of rind. He is entranced, utterly, by 

the greatness of the capabilities, and above all is enthralled 

by the actual use to vlhich Gloriani and his friends make of each 

moment, each new experience. However, typically, Strether merely 

wa tches. He \,!an ts: 

••• no thanl(s, really, to talk vri th none of them ; having 
nothing at all to say and finding it vlould do beautifully 
as it i,'[as--do beautifully because vThat it ,vas--,\vell, ,.,ras 
just Simply too late. (p. 149) 

1i ttle Bilham' s "Better late than never" is quickly squelched by 

Strether, vlho in his habit of rej ection returns vn. th "Better 

early than late" (p. 149). The impressions of Paris have their 

message for the hero, but only to ShO\-l '''hat he has missed, rather 

than "'/ha t he can yet have: 

I see it now. I haven't done so enough before--and now 
I II:': old; too old at any rate for 1:lha t I see. Oh I do see, 
at least; and ~ore than you'd believe or I can express. 
It's too la te. .L\.nd it I S as if the train had fai:rly ,·.rai ted 
at the station for me Hithout my having had the gumption 
to l\:no\:T it \vas there. 170'\'1 I hear its faint, receding whis
tle r.1iles and T.1iles do,.,rn the line. ~r.nat one loses one 
loses; Eake no Eistake about that. (p. 150) 

Thus, strether, in his Paris sojourn, attains an "active 

appreciation" of life lived to the fullest. Yet ,-lith his refusal, 
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In SPl~C o~ ~lS perCe)tlon, to live now at fifty-~ive, 

o.p)reci2.tion rierGl:r enlarges :-.is sense 0: loss. l.e ~s . .., 1 
s"C.J....l...l. 

existing in "acti ve ayprecie;. tion 0: t~ings as they didr.' t co::.e." 

Jar.~es does seem to indicate that youth is the tir,e for the full 

li~e, that Strether's statement, W.rffit ODe loses, one loses," is 

true for him. Perhaps St~ether is too old for \·,ha t he sees. Yet, 

Strether's corraTlent that "people can be in general pretty \-Tell 

trusted, of course--with the clock of their freedom ticking as 

loud as it seems to do here--to l~eep an eye on the fleeting hour" 

(p. 149) beautifully characterizes Strether' s ovrn lir.li tations. 

The clock of his freedom is ticking at Paris; all of his new 

senses increase the chances for the freedom to live. And Strether 

dutifully \'latches the clock; for never can he rid from his ruind 

the kno\·rledge and the limi ta tions of being fifty-five. 11e cannot, 

in short, overcome time because of his unvravering a'VTareness of 

it; Strether relegates "no\·,tI to the poor state of merely beine 

"too lo..te.JI Perhaps, indeed, he is right. 

The reader, hO\'lever, T".USt question Strether IS assurance thut 

he has lost and cannot in Europe finally fulfill his youthful vow 

to live. For Naria Gostrey offers him, in the end of The ~\.!::b3.s

sadors, a chance to baffle his doom. In Europe he has learned the 

secret of att~ining the full life,- has learned it from v;atching 

others. Fe,', people could exhibit a lceener all-round--intellectual, 

and aesthetic--perception. Strether has the raw ~aterials 

needed for \Vhich to build an exquisite existence. In spite of 

kno\.rled G0, ho\'rever, Strether' 5 final act is one of re j ecting the 

possibility to live. 
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l ~nria Gostrey offers in essence hersel.l......... Str t· r .,...,,.. s s - e::e pure.. e 

her ,roposal well: "He tool,':" . t t f - a rlnu e 0 say, or, really 

truly, ".-That stood about hin there in her o:fer--',-rhich ',1ClS as the 

offer of exquisite service of lightened care, for t~e rest of his 

days--might well have tempted" (p. 431). Yet, even in view of 

this beautiful chance for a full, if peaceful and unexciting, 

relationship, Strether maintains his position th~t life has passed 

hin~ by, that, for him, it is, ngain, too late. ~ ,:aria perceives 

and accepts his rejection, vThich is perhaps a rejection of all 

Paris, Chad, and l:adame de Vionnet have taueht him. Realizing 

the extent 01' his refusal, Strether notes: tilt viaS R\'lk"rard, it 

\\Tas almost stupid, not to seem to prize such things; yet, none 

the less, so far as they made his opportunity, they made it only 

for a moment'l (p. 432). To justify his position Strether states 

that '~to be right" he must return to vloollett--to the same at

r!josphere ,.;hich has prevented his freedom to seize the day. Al

though various interpretations have been assigned to the ending 

of The Ambassadors, it seems logical that Strether l s being right 

is merely a continuation of tl~e type of anti-experience and spec

ta torship in \'Thich he has nissed the train of opportunity. In 

Woollett to be right is to deny the moment. In the Ja~esian 

concept of the full life being right ,.,ould logically be accepting 

the final oppo:.--tunity to live, if not passionately, at least ad

eQun.tely. Of course, Strether is not able to have the ty:pe 0:

experience th2t ~ woman such as l~dane de Vionnet could offer; 

however, }:2ria Gostrey could at least give something better than 



~.,.roollett, l·:assachuse+-·ts. I ' t St 
• v n snor, rether relegates hi~self 

once more to the lIappreciation of things as they didn't cose." 

':;l"~en he says in tI-le end, "Then there 'T'Te {:';re '.'" he \ ~ re;-:".ains a nan 

"Tho, rather than grasping t:r.e hour of experience, houever slight, 

chooses to re~:ain the s~ectator and retain the meagreness he so 

long hns cherished. 

T. S. Eliot's middle-aeed hero of "The Love Song of J. Alfred 

Prufrock" exists in a meagreness even more encompassing than 

Larr:bert Strether's. The role of spectator is quickly assigned to 

the ineffective Prufrock. ~\lthough the society in \-Thich Prufrock 

lives is not as clearly characterized as the Woollett, l:assachusetts, 

of l~rs. Newsome, the reader can readily imagine the type of peo~~le 

\·,ho surround the hero. Hi th the compactness of poetry, ~liot has 

created an image of a society, \-Ihieh like Hoollett is filled \':i th 

men and vTomen who suppress experience, ",ho relegate the individual 
., 

to the destructive powers of conventionality. The out1.vard sho\'1 

of appreciation for the aesthetic vThich one finds in Hrs. Newsome I s 

financial support of Strether t s "Revie,'!" is analogous to the 

'Homen in "Prufrocl{": trln the room the 'Vlomen come and gol Talking 

of r-':ichelangelo. ,,27 Eliot gives the distinct impression that these 

\'Tonen have neither true appreciation nor deep understandi!l~ of 

the artist about '\I]'horn they talk, just as Strether indicates that 

l·~:rs. l{e\'Tsol::e pays for the "Revie\.,r" because of a feeling of guilt 

about the way in \~1ich her family's money has been earned (p. 47). 

27T• S. Eliot, The Complete Poems and ?lays (1Je\.,r Yor~:, 1950), 
p. 4. ~· .. ll referenceSt'o IJPrufrock~' an~ The Cocktail Party '\vill 
hereafter be cited by page number l.n tlle text. 
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h shallow reco~nition of art, however, is a cinor ~ail~re 

in Prufrocl-: IS environr.:ent. : :uch r;-,ore si:;nificant is t;-:e faillce 

to alloH tl-:c individual to breathe the free air of self-ex]ressior:.. 

Pruiroc1-:'s rankling inability to assert himself rests :primarily on 

his kno~dledge thG.t the ones to '\<Thom he r.:isht articulatel:i.s feel

ings would automatically reject the~. His perpetual question is 

°Do I dare~' II (p. 5). Like Hoollett, \,,11ich in ignorance totally 

condemns Chad's relationshi] '.':i th l":G.dame de Vionnet, Eliot 1 s 

society ".lould automa tically categorize 3.nd interpret Prufrocl-: in 

the darkness of their O\'ln staid formulas. The people are, Prufrock 

realizes, 2lTG.re only of,the appearance of things; they limit their 

perceptions to the balding head and thinning arr:.s and lees (p. 4). 

In short, their vievls are essentially external; the unmi tibu ted 

conventionality has no desire for introspection. The unsearching 

minds,of Hoollett and of Prufrock's environment judge the individual 

by preconceived principles, never bothering to examine or ad~it 

the possibilities of life. 

Prufrock is all too painfully aware of the suffocating e:fects 

\'1hic:: ~is companions 1 unwavering positions must have. He realizes 

his o,.vn posi tioll., \'1hich cannot be altered. Neither society in 

~~ic~ he interacts, nor his Olm weakness will allow hiG to live-

to live in the sense of seizing tbe day. 

::?or I have l;::nown them all already }cno,.,rn then all-
The e~1"es th2..t fix you in a formula ted phrase ll (p. 5) 

Tl-:e :-:-:en and ·,,10r.~en or ~liot I s poer;: ignore the uniqueness 0:' both 

r..c~n a~d situ::tion. Tiley forwulate, as Sarah Pococl~ in The -'~"":~bas

s2dors for~ul~tes ~ilien she conde~ns the relationship between 
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Che.d &r.d Lade;.;Tie de 'lionnet: "I cc:ll it 1-.ic.eous" (p. 346). 

:-:, lonr: vi th Prufro c1r I S co" ~ p"" nlo ons ,~~ l' , ~ ~. • - .. L • C4 , 1. '-~ ..I.. S to eX&illine t~e possib:e 

value 0: experience or ideas vlhich are outside of t~_e narrO\l real:: 

of puritanical conventionalisn. ~liot's settinG s~)presses t;:e 

individual so completely that Prufroc:~ rr.ust ask: "Shall I part 

Y:'ly hair behind? Do I dare to eat a peach~:" (p. 7). Prufrock, 

allowing himself to be victi~ized by this society, does not :ive 

himself to the COBent, although, admittedly, the DOilient holds 

little. 1Ji1\:e Lambert Strether, Prufrock exists in a perpetual 

regret at the I.'ray things do not occur. 

Thus, the hero I s life has become a voi.d in which not::ing ever 

happens. The images in the poem serve well to indicate this 

weaninglessness: 

Let us go then, you and I, 
T,.lhen the evening is spread out against the sky 
Li1:e a pa ti ent etheris ed upon a table" (p. 3) 

The nights are "restless"; questions, "overwhelming." Pru.frocl~ 

finds the possibility of any questioninG of this stagnated exis

tence decidedly unbear2ble. He has grovm more or less accusto2ed 

to rejecting any assertion on his part and would no doubt pre~er 

not to j eop2..rdize the out ..... ,ard serenity which pervades the societ::--

2. s ereni ty bas ed on cOE1fort2.. ble, conventional formulating of all 

experience and all people. 

HO\·r9ver, Prufrock' s primary dileLi':;8. is strikingly parallel 

to the one in ~·.r~lich Lambert Strether "ITi thes • AlthouGh Prufroc}: 

has not gone outside of his society, he ~as someho~ perceived ~is 

failure and his conpanions' --the failure to Ii 'i/e. :'11is a' .. ·~ ~eness 



is u pain:ul one, :or :l.t illu.nlin2.tes the r,~cess"' ..... : t:~ ~"'o~' 1...,.. "'" e • _ - _ CLc... ... ·C , 

for &ction rat~er In o:'cer to ne" .. : 

l'-no"rle ri }fe -~ .. '-'-0' Prufrock Dust endanger the pe2ceful, if e-''n~ ~T "'. ~ n"" er 
... l.. J v ., ..... c:...:.. ....... "" 

~ " 

3':~t, ~jot so :ortun:: te c.s Ja~:es f S 

hero, Prufrock does not possess the freedo:-.: 0-: being In a neu 

enVirODTT',ent in \v}-:ich he r::ay, a t leas t for tl1e nlor.~ent, cor~':-.:unica te 

his di1enr:~2. and his defe2.ts to people vlho do live the £''J.11 IiJ~e. 

Strether, vlhen aHay from the Lrs. He\-lsomefs of ";-/oollett, is able 

to share his sense of having missed the train vTi th perceptive, 

active participants in all the full life offers. Prufroc:: can 

confide in no one, for the l,:rs. Fevlsome 1 s surround him. 

Both Lambert Strether and J. Alfred Prufrocl: e.re ~:ept by 

time. Strether has been said ""'rith the clock of ffii~7 freedom 

ticking close at hand to keep an eye on the fleeting hour." 

Prufr~ck, too, is hopelessly enmeshed in tine. He cannot, at any 

given moment, grasp the II no\,," as he is either concentrating on 

the next L1ot'lent or the one ",hich has already flo\.,rn. In the be-

-ginning of the poem, the hero delays any experience: 

There will be tiLe there will be time 
To nreD~re a face to meet the f2ces that you meet; 

... -
There "I,,,il1 be tir2e to r:'Lu"der and cree.. te, 
And time for all the i:.Tor}:s and days of hands 
That lift and drop a question on your plate; 
Time for you and ti~e for me, 
And tiF.e yet for a hundred indecisions 
~nd for a hv~dred visions and revisions 
Before the taking of a toast and tea. (p. 4) 

He is in perpetual anticip~tion of things to cOGe, and D0ver acts. 

t " 1 -C' -C' This in~ction results from a con lnua ~ear o~ tl':e forr..ulet ting 

phrase. Being thoroughly indoctri~~ted in the dOGcQS of the 
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society, ?ru.frocl-: da.res not preS1l.~~e. 1-:-is ~''''''ole "1 l""e ·~,C ~ • ..L. ... .1.... ..l-...... .4C ... ~ been 

::-.easured-- I1 .\,::i.. th coffee spoons "--"""'as b . . -
, u een one c~&~neQ to ~}-:.e t :':-:-.e 

~~ich is never quite the no~. 

The ineffectiveness ,\,.rnich hinde:rs Prui'roc1: is ir.~ased. i~ te:-:-.s 

of the yellow :OC \~ich fills the nipht: 
'-' 

The yello'", fOG that rubs its bact upon tl-:.e ·\',-:'nc~o':I·-pc..nes, 
The yello'\,! svoke th2t rubs its :-,',uzzle on t~.e 'Hindo\'T-uanes 
Licked its tongue into the corners of the evenin~ ~ 
L · d -'-, 1 t b' lnGere upon vGe poo s hat stand in drains, 
~e~ fall upon its back the soot that falls rro~ chi~neys, 
~llpped.by the t~rrace, made a sudden leap, 
And s8elng that It was a soft October night 
Curled once about the house and fell asleep. (p. t;-) 

The so~nolence of the fog seems to represent the indolence of 

Prufrock1s inVlard attempts to "force the rlor:1ent to its crisis" 

(p. 6). Each thought of forcing the moment ends in a desire not 

to IIdisturb the universe" (p. 5), a feeling of inadequc..cy in t:1e 

face of the seemingly overvlhelming odds against success. 

Only the knowledge of not having lived dominates Prufrock. 

He desires to conrrJw1icate his perceptions, but only questions: 

, "And hO\I sl-lould I presume~) / And ho\l}' should I begin? II (p. 5). 

Perhaps the most effective statement of his meaninglessness is 

in the follo'\'ling image: Jt I should have been a pair of I'2. gged 

claws/ Scuttling across the floors of silent seas· f (p. 5). After 

several assertions that there Hill be time to live, Prufrock 

realizes that the moment h2.s passed as he delayed; the II cl ock 0: 

his freedom " no longer ticks for him at all. AS Strether so :;:c;.r;~.~ 

ti~es insists, it is too late. Prufrock has watched the fleeting 

hour \'lith a vengeance, only to find that the hour is gone and 

unrecoverable. In unpleasant retrospect Prufrock notes: 



I :-;.;: .... ve seen t':"'_e 
.:".Dd I h.3.ve seen 
.[:.Dd in sLort, I 

""~o"" e r 1.L 0';:-> ~.~ .L -. • 
.... .... ,L, ..... ~ . '.j bl"'TC2.l..ness -""'c 're"'" .... .....-'- __ .1..,., -re e.Lern-~ ~.L . -l.. - 1 v J c..; ' . ~ 00 I _. - Y) - 0 1 C. .... ~ • ~ cO".L 

. -... v .. -...v .... "'.l..4...... "-,, .' c..... "" 

H~S afraid. (p. 6) .. 
sni cl·:e~, 

Strether justifies ·his reJ·ec+~on or>··· .L"" LO v~ ~ •• 2.r:l..a. on I,.,l"lC DC.SlS OJ. 

beinz right, Prufrocl: rationalizes his failure 

th2t an~T assertion \10uld have been fruitless: 

And vTould it have been "forth it, a::te:- 2.11, 
After the c~ps, the narmalade, the tea, 
/U'.:on G the pore ela1n, ar.~on r SOTte talk of '.r0"-.1 and r::e, 
i.-Ionld it hc.ve been "forth ~hile " 
':Lo have bitten off the :-.:L:. tter '::i th a s~:ile, 
To have squeezed the universe into a ball 
!O roll it _ to\·:ard SOFe overHhelr.'ing question, 
10 say: 11 am Lazarus, COQe fro~ the dead, 
Come bacl: to tell you all, I shall tell you all1-
If one, settling a pillow by her head, 

Should say: IThat is not vmat I meant at all. 
Tlmt is not it, ~t all. 1 (p.6) 

"No!" he concludes; it "lould have not been Horth \1hile. Se mus t 

remain in his Ij~ving death, "politic, cautiOUS, and meticulous," 

subsisting in the inertia of the yellow fog. Prufrocl: suddenly 

finds that he grO\'lS old, that life has indeed past hiLl by. 

Strether1s acute realization that at fifty-five he has notting 

to sho\v for his years p3.r.J.llels Prufrock I S discovery of old-age. 

7h2t the mermaids will not sing to him is little co~e t~2n an ad-

Rission that Gxperience no longer becl~ons. Thus, J. ~lfred Pru-

frocl: is T. S. Eliot I s equivalent ,- in many ,.rays, to Janes IS Lar.:.-

bert Ctrether. Although Strether has at least \dtnessed t~e 

tremendous possi bili ties of things as they come, both Len :--"c.ve 

rej ected life, have found after years of time-1-ceeping t1:z. t :"or 

".L. t 1 t Pru~rock# ana~ Strether, in s~ort, have failed 1 I,., 1S 00 a e. -40_ 

to live. 



the proble~ as depicted by 
"-

sents C'c situation parallel to thc.:.t in T:"le posi-

tions 0; Edward and Lavinia Chanberlayne and Celia Coplestone 

are qui te similar to th2 t of Pruf'roc·.l"~". -,., rd C' b r' . s ... ~C_Ha IlCJ.r.: e ...L2::ne l 

y;,;ost characteristic of the Prufrock-type person to be found in 

The Cocktaj_l Party. Sir I~eilly, one of the r,',ost perceptive of 

personages in Eliot's hierarchy of characters of varyinz de~rees 

of consciousness, analyzes Ed';r2-rd' s defects: "Your' re suddenly 

reduced to the status of an object--/ A living object, b" J... v.l. no 

longer a person fl (p. 307). Ed\.,rard is a person vTho does no live, 

vrho cerely subsists. He is, 2;.S Reilly states, IInothing but a 

set/ Of obsolete responses t
' (p. 308). With Celia, 2dward has 

had the opportunity to find some meaning and fullness, but is, 

as is so typical in both James and Eliot, conscious of the un

pleasant ide8. tha t "i t \-las too 10. te 11 (p. 323) to share or find 

significance in his r.leagreness '\tlhen Celia offered him a relation-

ship "Hi th her. Edvlard has long abided in the inertia of allo\'l-

ing others to live for him. Lavinia, even in her poor conscious-

ness, recognizes Edward's position: 

You were so considerate, people said; 
~':..nc1 you thought you 'v"lere unsel:f~sh. It H~lS on1:J~ passivity; 
You only "'..,ranted to be bolstered, encouraged. (p. 338) 

Ed\'lard ini tially has an even less hopeful chance to rescue hir:.

self fron: his inaction, for, u..r.lil-:e both strether one ?:''C.:rocl:, 

he is void, at first, 0': self-l\:no':Jledge. 

find hir.,sel:'"', EdHard does r.ot even recognize tl-.e defects of his 
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life: 

E e, in s hoI' t, EUS t be told ar:d s~' O~"lj -!-"-~ e l,Ta" r "": s -,~ e .: S .. .L.L er~ ... .£. \of" v ...... ".i CA. .&._ ..... L'l"l" ___ .; 

i;~c2Dable 0-: seein o
o tl-:.rou'?~ 'r-i S o~,Tr "'O"o"'s ... o·~ .... - ..... .,;.J ,.', __ -It. • 

perceive soy,-;ething of tl~.:e D ... i tiful lac'::l· n:?: l' i1 ~~.: S l' ~ . 0 ever - _ -- J. ... .L ...... l ... e, n \'l , 

he begins to analyze his position: III C2.n no loneer act for r:.:y-

self lt (p. 349). ."gal"n f" d h .L - i~, one - lD sac arac l,er \-/£10 does not co:;-.e 

face to f2.ce v.rith life or perceive the "noH• \I He is still another 

of the lr:en \vho do not "tal~e things as they come II sine e l:e is 

scarcely at'lare of their coming at all. 

Lavinia is some, if a ltttle, more a\'lare of her problen. In 

the beginning of the play, she has already sought assistance fro~ 

Reilly because of a knowledge that something is dreadfully lacking 

in her life. She experiences more than does Edward, but exists 

unfortunately in a faDilic.r anticipation of things to cOE:e, ra tr-.:.el' 

than r.lal:ing the r:lost of the hour v/hich is upon her. 70 :L:dvlaI'd, 

she virtually pinpoints l~er prir:Jary fla ... .,: "I seer:1ed always on 

the verge of some 1.'londerful experience/ And then it never hap?ened II 

(p. 341). Yet, Lavinia fails to grasp the total importance 0: her 

admission. Ra theI', she seel:s to blaI:1e Edvl~rd for her inadequacy 

instead of accepting responsi bili ty fo:, ... her OHn failures. 

Celia Coplestone, on the other hand, is more ~erfectlv analo-
~ w 

gons to :Sc:u::bert Strether. She has become c,cutely kno\"ledgea ble 

of the im"Oerfect lives \1hich she and. her companions lec.d, 2..1 t:-G:~:;h 
.I: 

she finds some difficulty in articulating her discoveries. 

Sir =~eilJy, ho\,,rever, Questions her, she cites nro bIer; vlell: • 



She senses havin~ failed to ful~~..L·ll +~e pOSS~J' ~'~~~es 
I.....-) -L_ __ \,1 .. -. -i- ................. ..L \J .... 

offers. 

o.s Cl. forest: 

13ut even if I finc~ r:-;~" ' .. .-2.:/ Ol:t of ~{}02 forest 
I shall be left with the inconsolable Le~ory 
Of the treasure I went into the forest to find 
.~~nd never found, and '.\Tl;.ich \·,ras not there. 
;"'..Dd perhaps is not anY'\'lhere; But i: not al1~"\"'~ere 
Tdhy do I feel guil tj' at not havinG found it? (p. 363) 
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She never has appreciated things as they have come, has looke6 

for sOI:,ething better' before seizing the da.y. ':then she talks to 

~eilly, Celia SUbsists in a regret at not having discovered lithe 

treasure. 'I Lgain, similar to Strether, her regret quite over-

powers her ability to act. The perception at least is the~e, and 

she seeks an alternative to her emptiness. 

In l..h~ Coc~tail ,E.&rty Eliot has, as has been noted, delineo..ted 

ch~lracters ·,rllo flounder in the same sea of inaction and unfulfill-

ment 2.S Strethe:o and Prufroclc. Since, however, the problec is 

not so clearly defined in The Cockt2il P&rt~, it has been neces-

sary to use liThe Love Son3 o~ J. / .. lfred Prufrocl·:" as the o2..sis of 

Eliot's nresentation of modern cants disease. 
~ 

s~ould be sufficiently clear that T. S. Eliot and 

30tr .. authors 

have drc:nvn characters ,·,rhose Ii ves have 2.:-:~ounted to little bec2l:se 

of the fuil~~e to live. ~hese ~en reside on the ri~ o~ the 
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of experience, only to ~ind that, l±en the cup has been e~ptied, 

they have missed their draught com~letely. 



To delineate the sic~:ness ~ .. .rhich is Ge~icted b=_~ 

and 3liot is, to a certai:) extent, to i:-.:p11 a cure. 

in the "T,'Tor',::s "nd.er e ... r.-,"YVll·n--:>tl·o.,., hav b . ~ - ... loA ..t .. c...... CA. ..... e een sale.. to suS:er ~ro~ an 

existence of perpetually unfulfilled r.~oLents ,~row lives so con-

cerned Hi th tiDe that mere 'Hai ting constitutes the ~.::;.ole 0: 

nificance. The 10gic8.l solution v!ould be to fulfill the 

to experience rather th2n wait. However, to deter~ine ~ow these 

heroes are to affect this fulfillment, one Bust return to a care

ful anal~Tsis of the literary Horks themselves. In both T~"..e =oc::-

tail Pc<.rty and The imbas sad.21:.§., one finds the ansvlers--the '-lay to 

the full life, through characters other than the ~ain ones. 

Strether sees through the exa~ples of his Paris friends--~~ria, 

Gloriani, l,~adame de Vionnet, and Chad--the nature of tl--..e solution, 

although he is essentially the one to verbalize how this Jaoesian 

existence is achieved. Edv-rard, Lavinia, and Celia find assis

tance from Sir Reilly , the psychiatrist. In both works the 

heroes l~~ust be guided by those '\-.;ho are originally more perce~tive 

than themselves. 

., r • G .J.. 
l ~3.rla os ,",rey, through pGtient questioninG and listenine, 

fiJ.:'st opens StretheJ:' I s doors to ,:l\vareness. It l--"L'i.S alrec~G.y been 

poin'ced out that Strether I s l'eolizations of the ',:c~y he has not 

lived ~';.re first CO!~ll':'lUllicated to .. '0 
'I', ... ~ 

Strether realize his fail~~e to enjoy, for~u-

l~ting situations to convention, and the necessity o~ an ~ct~ve 

28 
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participation in life. 

o::ce 

until 

such as E&l'>ia, Vlho lead lives '" ti 0: ac ve :)c.rtici ~)C',t:O!1 2~::d. ::8cn . ... 

perception, he has existed in ~oollett in co~plete satisfact::'on 

with the status quo. It is only after Strether is &ble to co~-

prehend his state of mind that he DC.Y begin to overco=e it. 

l::aria, of course, is not the only person Vlho helps c.i:-ect 

Strether toward insight. In fact, she realizes soon after Strether 

meets Ch.s.d, }o:3.dame de Vionnet, and Gloriani the:. t she has been 

virtually replaced by those \-lhose lives and r;:inds are even better 

guides in Strether r S se2.rch for c, ~eaningful life. -,o.:ter havin,: 

been avl8.Y for a short period of time, l':aria soon remarks: TlYou·ve 

got your momentum, and you can toddle alone" (p. 227). Strether 

too notes that L&ria has been been superceded: 

The tir:1e seemed already far off vThen he had held out 
his small thirsty cup to the spout of her pail. Her 
pail i,vas scarce touched nOH, and other fountains had 
flowed for hin; she fell into her place as but one of 
his tributaries. (p. 234) 

Al though 1,1aria gives Strether his Dor..entw---::, Chad even ~ore 

acutely forces Strether to see. Until the hero encoun.!.:ers i~1.., '~Q'" 
V' ...... '-<. , 

his concepts are still deeply embedded in '\'[oollett philosophy. 

He realizes that l:aria and Europe are better than HI:at his ',]001-

lett existence has offered; yet, until he Deets Chad in ?~ris, 

he has not grasped Jell e extent of the difference. ::rs. =~c'::so:::-,e r S 

son is an excellent exa~ple ~or Strether since Chad is 2 ~oollett 



t :n.e hero, a 'Horthle.c:s 'v,rou ... ,,::,: -;-.'.C~"!'l. r'1 ,. • ..... -- ~ '- . -, ... 0 {' .. lS sU::-,::::'lse, ::,tre~~:er :'s 

il-:-.2".1cc.ic. tely to discover t:--.. 3.t Chad I S vi s it ~:,:.s V2.,S t:y 

T' .J • , ne ne1 .. 1 quancl-cy Has re ·Jrese~tec. b~! ~-"...,e _ .... ",c-l- J-"r~t ""',-, ~c.. _ b" . .; "'-. ~c.... V "'_.c... V_, (, 
~ ,..... ,.... ---: ,... "'""V"'t r~ , ,.......l- _ -, .., '"" • • • 
~ .. 0 .\.A een ~ : .o.Qe 0 Ie;.. ..:..:-:' ,. L.. 1'lc, ... S ~ .. • V'-l"'-ever -, t ~.or s ., T' 

-. ~. - -, " A C, '" ..J... , ...... , _ v 

':[2S evel"ything. Strether hc~d llcve"''' se~11 .... :.,e .L. • .. ~ ~~ ("'0 Q'ore 'oe-. ... """ v.... Iv ...... _ .... G v ... 

fore; l t vIas perhaps a speciali t:r of ?2.ris ••• Cr.2.c 1 .... C.S o:"ovln' 
and thick and strong, and, of old, C~ad had been rou:~ •.• 
~~~~ad.for~erly, with a gre~t ~eal of action, expressed 
.l.lv-cle, anQ he nO\'l expressea l"Tr;.(-~ tever vlas necessc::.rv ·,.,ri-'c:-.. 
alr=-~~s t none at all. It ':,ras as if, in short, ::'e had rea~ly, 
COPlOUS perhaps, but shapeless, been put into a fir~ ~ould 
and turned sucessfully out. (n. 108) 

To observe that a citizen o~ Woollett could be so co~pletely 

changed is for Strether to discern the meanness of '.Iho.t :J.is oun 

life has been. It is upon 1Ji tnessing Chad I s i!Jpro~le;:er:t ~l-;.o.t 

self-a1'Jareness Eore completely comes to Strether. Ee must com-

prehend the lirni ta tions of Woollett 1 s Vievl si-.r~ce originall:r ~e 

is cOllvinced that Chad's relationships in Europe could only 112..ve 

been bad. That these experiences in Paris have been beautifully 

helpful in Chad's development as a person for the :::ost part des

troys the authority of the 1!oollett viewpoint, and Strether !::ust 

re-evaluate not only Chad I s situation, but his o\·rn L'..S \1ell. 

}:aria verbalizos the necessity of help from another pe~son for 

attainment of the full life after Strether tells her 0:'''' tlie re-

mar1cable change in Chad: 

There !'.',us t, behind every 8.:;,J:p82..ranCe to the cor..trClry, 
still be so~·.~ ebody--so~.ebody Vlho I s not c .. ~;2:,e \.Tetcl:, 
since \·re 2cceut the r.~i:racle. ':.i!'l.a t else but Sl:Cli a 
somebody can ~uch a ciracle be? (p. 117) 

To 2n extent, Stre~:le~ls sel~-perce~tion is also L.. ~i:racle s~~ce 



he has been so long in his state o -~ .: r. ~ c.L. l· 0 ;; ...... _..l"~ l, ....... 

~.-.iracle • 

, l.l..h ' G" . . t 
.J. '.. l. ougl1 .LOrlanl s role in ~> .. e .. ·~- ~~)~ss2.do:,s is a - o::e, 

he is particularly isportant as 2.r:othe:'" ·d~;'O ir.:proves st:ret~:e::, 1 s 
. ., t 
lDSlgi.:. • Gloriani is the epi tome of one ' .. J~~O hc:.s acc8-:J"t,ed t:-:e . 

best w~ich experience O r> Pev.c - - ...... "-". St:-'ether 1 s vie' .... o~ tl-:e s c'.1l 'Jto:" ... 

is a critical step toward enlighten~ent. ~te very description 

of Gloriani, as seen through Strether 1 s eyes, reveals the ::ero's 

groHinb vision: 

He was to see again, repe~tedly, in remembrance, the 
r,1edal-lil:e Italian face, in 1dhich every line 't .. las an 
o.rtist 1 S o "f:rn , in Hhich tine told only as tone and con
secration; and he was to recall in especial, as the 
penetrating radiance, as the communication of tlie illus
trious spirit itself, the rr:anner in vlhicli, \·,hile tney 
stood briefly, in welcome and respopse, face to face, 
he . \Vas held by the sculptor 1 s eyes ••• TIle deep human 
expertness in Gloriani 1 s charming s~ile--oh the terrible 
life behind it! --vlas flashed upon him as a test of his 
stuff. (p. 136) 

G10riani represents for Strether life at its fullest--an ~rtist 

\<1ho has lived i,.ri th r1deep human e:h.}>ertness. 11 ./~s he observes, time 

has served Gloriani as GD aid, Dot a hindr~nce as it lies served 

.1:'0"" 1. ..:.. s trether. Ra ther than "keeping an eye on the fleetir:g !" ... ot:.::' , II 

Glo:'iani bas l"'ecei ved the E2.ximum .. benefi ts from each r:1or-,er~t. 

Thus, this artist comes to epitomize Ill2.l1 ·,'.':-10 has fulfilled 211 

of the cauabilities of 1i:e • ... 

l':2rie de Vionnet is, in 711e :' ... :-~ b ~ssadors, the ulti: ;:;:-~te repre-

senta~ive of HOIT'.2.n \I,ho has 2chieved t:1ese capabilities. 

ut first detercined not to acce,t tCT, ~s 



their first Deetine: 

That i:las not the kind of HOI;"lan he had ever :Z'OUI1G. :·:r s. 
r;e\".some, a con~em:p?raneo~s fQct 1:7110 had been distinctly 
S~Od ~o establ~sh nerselI; and at present, confronted 
'ill ~h. Lr:~e •. de Vlo1?net, he felt the s i:-~Aplici ty of his 
oI'lglnal lE:.presslon of l·:iss Gostrey. She certainly 
had been a fact of rapid gro'T .. rth: but the' \'IOI'ld \vas ' 
wide, each day was more and more a new lesson. (p. 175) 
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That Strether should compare Earie de Vionnet ,vi th ::rs. NevlsoT_:e 

signifies his gro"",ing vision of an existence wore r:leaningful than 

1Jloollett has yielded; that he should compare her ,,,i th l'laria Gos-

trey, and relegate Maria to a lesser position, reveals a still 

\'lidening scope.. l'laria, heretofore, since she is superior to any-

one he has kllovlU before, has seemed a paragon. Yet, l:&rie de 

Vionnet even surpasses Haria. Thus, in a gradual revelation, 

Strether discovers the tremendous possibilities of life and ex-

perien.ce and develops a self-a"lareness--a knowledge vlhich reveals 
I 

the problem "lith vlhich he has blindly existed, a life unlived. 

James seems to indicate that the necessary first step tOHard the 

full life is this perception, ~dhich Strether achieves through 

his acquaintance Hith Haria, Chad, Gloriani, and Hadarne de Vionnet. 

However, it is not true that everyone is capable of attaining 

the first step, for Sarah Pocock belies the idea that ~ere ex

posure to people of outstandinG perceptions and achievements Hill 

yield a self-lnlO\·.rledge leading to a meaningful life. Sarah is 

confronted with the same people and the s2r:.e environ~:lent in 

Strether I S gro't:rth is accoI:.1plished. She sees Chad and his changes; 

she meets Lc.d.ame de Vionnet. Yet, Sarah, 1h'11i::c Strether, rer-.2ins 
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TO" :.er 

,., ...... • ..L. • 1 snacov Ol purlGanlca denia~. as' , f' ,'"'': c": e \""\ ... <:' '····0' . '" ~ c ." -"- .. ,..... e • 0 v.._ _.l.. ~ ~. v <.... • .. '-'..... 1I .. v _... 1I 

accuaint t~:e ~ i ttl2 tior} , 

Strether 2.s1<:s, nyou don't, on '.;Tour hono·'" anY\->eCl°.!.. ,..,. ~ . , :0 r ~, !~~ 2ve ~~~C S ~o -

tunate c.evelOl)ment? It (p. 346). J..n her ans'·.','(>;' ':"~.",~'..-- r'-:': sc' oses 1--e-n '--_ Uv .... t... ... ---..L.L l~ ... 

ina bili ty to co:r;!prehend. the me2.Dingful life: 

it hideous. II It see~s .!..here~o~e • J..~ , 0 ... ~ ....L, that in Ja=es's concept 0: t~e 
full life, not everyone is able to attain the cap2bilities of 

experience. One's sensitivity and perceptive ability ~ust be 

orginally adequate before one can take the first step. Sarah 

Pocock has neither t~e sensitivity nor the ability, anc. is con-

tent, in her ignorance, to deny the beauty of a relc:. tionship ':.r~ich 

is beneficial to Chad's personal develQpment. 

Possessine the capabilities for self-l:no'\,!ledge,Strether 

becomes a person of keen inSight, seeing and unders tc..ndins tl·~e 

value of all l~inds of experience. Yet, as has been pointed out, 

he never truly achieves the fullest life because he retains t~~t 

active appreciation of things th~t have not cOwe, rather than 

grasping the moment, rather than taking ~~&t does co~e. :~evertLe-

less, it is Strether '~10 beautifully articulates the solution to 

tllO probleL. To Little Bilhan Strether pinpoints the :.:ethod of 

re2.Cili.ng the goal. his underst2.nding ?lc.s oeer. sui'::iciel":t to ShOH 

othe::'s the 'hray, even if he is UD2lble to follo\or 

••• donlt forget that you1re yo~u::--blessedl7 ~,o i.:~,~ : . - , te 
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"l~d o~ i L on L~ L 6lc...l ·you..L cal", 0 L ~ .:. .:.e c0.r: l"rary, and live up to it. ~; i ve 
a n; ll" s a Dlstake not to. T~ dO~c~IL h 
matter \'Tha t you do in particular so l ..... o"'n(1 ~~L., ol" . s.~':) :-:.uc 

- 1 0 .':' I.t:' 'b ~ ~ y 1.: L r.... V e your l1.e. 1. you haven1t hud that ~ . rl , :::~ :"':'t1e yo" ~.,~. c-:~ 
T' .! 1 ~ c1 0 , \. 6 _ ..... l" -.~ ~ I,..( .Lie, l. 
f~S r ctC~ an these lnpressions--mild as you ~ay fi~~ 
t~em ~o wlnd a man~~p so; all of ~y i~pressions of Ch2d 
and 0 01. the people J. ve seen at his p12.ce--,\·:ell, have had 
the1r a bUlldant message for ::-ie have JOus.L. d~o"""ed .l..i"i!: L 10 n.L.o . ~ T ,l" ~ v J l,, __ '-_ l" l" 'l"1y mlna . t 0'--
. ; . 1. .. - see l novt ••• n, I do see r:: t le-:ls.l-· "' n G.~ ... ·o~'e 
tl 'd b 1 - ,G. c~ v, c.... ...-
l~n.you" .e_ieve or I can express ••• The affair--I Eean the 

afialr Oi llfe--couldn1t, no doubt have been different 
for me ••• Still, one has the illusi~n of freedow; therefo~e 
don't be, like me, without the memory of that illusion ••• 
the right tirr.e is no,;J' yours. The right tit'18 is r..ny tine 
that on~ is s~ill so lucky i:.s to have ••• Donlt, at any 
ra t e, ml S s thlng s out of s tupidi t y ••• Do \-!ha t you like so 
long as you don I t make my mistak·e. FoJ:' it '-las a !..istal{e. 
Live! (PP. 149-150) 

Thus, a'wareness is not enough for one v1ho ,,,ould realize the fullest 

significance in life. One must, according to James, experience. 

Here spectatorship like Strether's is insufficient. JaEes has 

said, "Try to be a person upon ,,,,hom nothing is lost. II Yet, in 

The funbassadors, it seems readily clear that perception is not 

the total anS,\·ler. Indeed, to be a "person upon \'lhor~ nothing is 

lost," one cannot, after all, lose experience. To seize the day, 

to appreciate each nloment, to perceive life in all of its poten

tiali ties is the solution--the vTay to the cost meaningful exis

tence. And in the role of active participant i~ life, one can

not relegate experience to any formula. To Sarah, Strether says, 

"The proof of the pudding's in the eating" (p. 345). Regardless 

of convention, it is essential that the individual evaluate each 

situation pragmatically, in the light of result. Thus, Strether 
, I 

urges Chad, because the young l::an I s life has been so beautifully 

affected by Harie de Vionnet, to rer::ain ";i th this \'."oman--not, in 

any case, to desert her, in spite of the conventional \-/rongness 

of the relationship. Because Earie de Vionnet offers Chad the 



the best possible life, Strette~ be~s 
o 

her, rather than retUl~n to Hoollett. 

~ r. -.I., 
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In rll}, Q ___ .i.V - l~r:.bassadors, Henry Jar::es presents 0. solutior; to ~l:e 

pro blem. To overcome the r:ieaningles s inaction in , .. Thich Strether 

has lived, he must first, \'lith the assistance of those , .. Tho ~re 

already tal-:ing the maximum benefi t fror:l each day, becone a per-· 

son of keen insight and complete vision--tI a person upon vrhor.l 

nothing is lost. II Then, he must, ·Hi th this vision, live--seize 

the day and apprecia te the "nov!. II In order fully to grasp the no,'" 

one must recognize all of the vast possibilities of human experi-

ence, never alloHing stupidity or pre-judgment of situations to 

interfere vli th one r S "illusion of freedom. II Although Strether 

fails in the final test to follow this solution, he is at least 

able to direct others: lIDo 't·:hat yO'l,l like so long as you don I t malce 

my mistake. For it \'v-as @. mistake. Live! 11 (p. 150). 

In The Coclctai.l Party, T. S. Eliot delineates a solution 

closely parallel to the one James offers in The Ambassadors. He 

gives, to a great extent, the method of overcoming the ineffective, 

. d· 11 The LO~'I'e Sonba' or .... J. :".l.L.&>rea." time-marking inactivity depicte In v .-

Prufrock." Sirnilar to the Jamesian hero, the main characters 0; 

The Cocktail Party cannot alone tackle the business of life; they 

need assistance from those personages with a gre&t depth of vision, 

and only through this guidance can achieve an understanding "lhich 

carries them to more rre&ningful lives. In Eliot's dra~a, Sir 

Henry Reilly is the central Guide for .c;d\..;ard, Lavinia, and Celia. 

Eliot's hierarchy of charncters is ::1o:'e pcrticulo..r:y stratified 



than Ja.L':e~; s, and tb.e I1ear..s to t:-le oOOa.." 1 _; s - no-: --. . sa::e :.:. 0:." ec.c.:: 

of the characters. Nevertheless, eac~ one ~~o 

provement over t~e n'e~r:Jl'nb~'ess ~n~c~l'on o~· 1 
..... ~~ -!.. ..l. Cl v _ ives suc~ as Prti:::'oc:·:'s 

appears to need the leader shin and gUidance of alreadv active 
" 

participants. Reilly serves Ed~mrd, Lavinia, and Celia in ~uch 

the same capacity as Earia serves Strether. In the first act, 

Reilly, still the Unidentified Guest, reveals to Ed\vard that self

ai:.rareness is the first requirement for finding a purpos'eful way 

to live. Through his questions and conm:ents, TIeilly brings out 

the problem vTi th \-Thich Ec11:1ard has to cope: 

You are a piece of furniture in a repair shop 
For those who surround you, the masked actors; 
All there is of you is your bogy. (p. 307) 

Edvlard questions the purpose of even discussing his inadequate 

life: _ uTo vThat does this, lead?1f (p. 307). vIith his ansHer, Sir 

Reilly indicates that the initial goal in the full life is, as in 

James, the self-knovlledge \{hich ".Till allo\v one to act intelligently: 

To finding out 
T:f..r'lat you really are. I:Jhat you really feel. 
~fuat you really are among other people. 
I,lost of the tir.le we take ourselves for granted, 

~ .1\.s He have to, and Ii ve on a little kno\'Tledge 
About ourselves as i.ve 1, .• rere. Hho are you nO\-1? 
You donlt know any more than I do, 
But rather less. (p. 307) 

Hi th such comment s, ~~,eilly quicl~ly leads Edvrard to a realization 

of the need for lcno'vrledge \·;hich could heli) hi::: ir::prove his suo

sistence. lZd,\.vard, hOlfever, laclrs the perceptive abilities of 

He is 2.~12..re t:l2. t so:::ethir:z; is '-,Tone, but is 

ul'lnble to pin~oint his probler::. r.:ust have more corr.ulete ... 
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r-":"" ~, °d :, v. J. un C e • 

Ed~'Tard , 1-,~ vi nrr 
~J.L.... • -- ' v , to direct hi~ to" .. rard 

vision. Ed'f,.rard admi ts his O·;Jn shortsishtedness: 

I agree that Duch of ~iliat you've said 
Is true enough. But that is not all ••• 
I must find out \'Tho she LEavinif,7 is to find out ';.r>.o I 
And '\'That is the use of all your analysis 
If I am to renain always lost in the dar~? (p. 308) 

Reilly again emphasizes the necessity of self-lcno\·.'ledee: 

There is certainly no purpose in reffiaining in the dark 
Except long enough to clear from the mind 
The illusion of having ever been in the light. (p. 309) 
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Gradually Reilly does lead EdvTard to some insight. The kno\"ledge 

gained reveals a man, ~uch li~e Prufrock, incapable of action or 

feeling--living in a time-kept void. It is only after ~eilly 

ini tiates this realization that Ed\·rard can begin to cure the 

sickness of his existence. 

In the beginning of The Cocl:tail Party, lavinia h2.S already 

received some help from Sir Reilly. Yet, she remains in ignorance 

of herself and others until he analyzes her state of mind. Like 

her husband, Lavinia has not the capacity of Strether to 1L.'1der-

stand her situation by mere observation. She too must be told. 

In his office, Reilly gives Lavinia the awareness she requires: 

You had \'lanted to be loved; 
You had come to see that no one had eve~ loved you. 
Then you began to fear that no one could love you ••• 
And now you begin to see, I hope 0 • 

Ho"." much you have in common. The s~e J.~olatJ.on. 
A man ~rll0 finds hiEself incapable OI lovJ.ng 

1 h (p. ..)') c:". c:"'1 And a ,,'!oman . ,-rho finds tha t no ~an CCln ove er. .J ) 



- ,... 
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Lavinia's proble;~, of course, hns been delineatec co~e co~~letely 

in the second chapter -t'> -,. 
0.1 L:['.:.lS paper. T~ e 10

.,.... n -... ..:.." r ~ • n ~ 0 ~ ...... ~ .. 
..I..i. • __ ';'JO..:.. vc. •• l" :!01 ... ~ v 1S "'_ .. ~ l" 

in Eliot's ~~r~, as in James's, self-a~areness i~ t~e necessary 

first step tOvlard the rneaninoP"ful life, "n ~ . J- . t . ~Q, ~s 1D ~~es, 1 1S 

achieved with the assistance of people ~~o are already perceptive 

participants in the world. 

1,'·Jhen Sir Reilly does give a solution to EdlJ2.rd and Lavinia, 

it is, in SOT:le '-lays, similar to the one Strether suggcsts~.in '7ne 

Ambassadors. After Ed'Tdard and Lavinia realize their common problem, 

Lavinia says: "It seems to Lie that 'Hhat \-;e have in common/ l:ight 

be·just enough to make us loathe one another" (p. 356). Sir 

Reilly then begins to outline a solution: 

See it rather as the bond Hhich holds you together. 
1'Jhile still in a state of unenlightenment, 
You could always say: 'He could not love any woman'; 
Y01) could ali,llays say: 'No man could love her.' 
You could accuse each other of your O\-ln faults, 
And could avoid understanding each other. 
Now, you have only to reverse the propositions, 
And put them together. (p. 356) 

Lavinia, h01.:vever, is still unable, in her imperception, to under

stand that Reilly is offering any solution. She comprehends only 

a meaninglessness in \,!hich neither she nor Sd"·larc. could find a 

fullness or happiness. Her question to 3eilly indicates that she 
-

is still bound in time--not the uno\{, II but the tin:e of the P~tst 

and future in Hhich the no,-, is never significant: "Then \Iha t 

can 'I",e dol Hhen \"e can go neither bac~: nor fo~"'\·,rard?" (p .. 356). 

Reilly replies that she hc.s ansllered her 0\']'11 question. In other 

\{ords, to live meaningfully one cc:n neither go bac:·: nor for,·rard. 
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One must be concerned only ~ith 

verbalizes the solution for {-lie. anG. his lTife: tI L" Vl.° r-; ,... \ye r.:ust '- .1.._'--, ' .. 0 

mal~e the best of a bad job./ That is \·!hat he :::e2.ns." (p. 356). 

Edvlarc1 and Lavinia cannot, becr:-,use 0 ... 7'" les .... cer ..I.. ° ° t ° ~. percep~lvl y, galn 

the fulles t life; nevertheles s, they r:~ust t(l~:e ~ .. ,r:.2. t does cO::·.e and 

Ii ve in appreciation of 'Tdhat they have. ",}hen ~eilly is describing 

to Celia the tv.Jo \'lays for curing the problet:, he depicts the solu

tion vlhich Ed\v-ard and Lavina choose: 

" If that is Hhat you 'V1ish, 
I can reconclle you to the human condition, 
The condition to viliich sone ~10 have gone as far as you 
Have succeeded in returning. They nay remember 
The vision they have had, but they cease to regret it, 
Eaintain themselves by the cormnon routine, 
Learn to avoid excessive expectation 
Becoming tolerant of themselves and others, 
Giving and taking, in the usual actions 
1.rIho.t there is to give and talre. They do not repine; 
Are content with the morning that separates 
And with the evening that brings together. 
For casual talk before the fire 
TvTO people \·r110 kn01:1 they do not understand each other. (p. 363) 

Edvlard and Lavinia must content themselves Hi th an imperfect 

existence since their understanding is insufficient for the fullest 

life. Nevertheless, by accepting the moment, by being a'vare only 

of the now and taking things as they come, they Day attain some 

fulfillment. They cannot d\vell on \vhat has not and \vill not come. 
-

They must "live, II regardless of hOv1 inadequate the existel1ce ~ay 

seem. 

Celia Coplestone possesses the necessary elements ~or attai~i~g 

the fullest life, for even before 2eilly enlightens her, she h2S 

C02~:e close to a meaningful rele. tionship ,·n th :bQ\·;ard. HO\"ever, due 
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to her i~perception of ~r ~.T~ rd t S cr ,", -'"ac''' e-.... '-<. •• "" ...... ~... l,..:. , 110~ ::eac:~ed 

the goal. ~]ti11, some of i!J 

1:l:1.c:_t had I thought the. t the future could be: 
I abandoned the future before we began 
'd ~. J th tIl' 0 , l~n a: cer 2.. 1 ved In a present 
~fuere tiree was ~8aningless, a private ~orld of ours, 
l\Tl1ere the '-lord T happines s t had a diffe::'ent ;,:ec.nin[; 
Or so it seemed. (p. 324) 

t::c~ t relc:-

The key pal' nt l' s tha J
- .... ... ' 01 . t l, 1,1Se was, ~or a ~Sl e, non-eX1S ant. Celia 

has experienced the meaning of the Ifno'i·,rl; yet, she has failed to 

understand ~dw2..rd and thus failed to expeI'ience til.e full life. 

Reilly again is the one to bring her to complete knoHledge, although 

she, like Strether, lS more able to see for herself th2D are ~d-

"lard and Lavinia. \Pnen she is in neil1y t s office, she is, like 

Strether, too entangled in her sense of failure to overco~e her 
. 

emptiness. By his questioning ]eilly forces Celia to analyze her 

01'Tn problem, and she soon realizes vThat she must do: 

I'Jc.nt to be cured 
Of a craving for something I cannot find 
And of the shame of never finding it. (p. 363) 

Celia too discovers that one cannot live with a regret that things 

have not come as she ,-[ould have vlished, and she see!-;::s a solution. 

Thus, she tells Reilly th8. t she ,-rill do anything to "get bac~': to 

normali ty" (p. 359). Reilly I s comment on this sta te:-,.ent indicates 

another similarity between Janes and ~liot--th2t no situation 

can be formul~ ted to a set standard. .,;· .. s in J2.:-.:8S, :::eilly er::-;Jha-

sizes the idea that the individual and the sol~:tion are- Uni~ue in 

euch CQse. Reilly says, 1I"::e must find out c:bout you, before \'le 
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decide/ i\"1ha t is no:-r:l~:, ll· +~y" (rr). 3 /~'9). r:1' - ~ - 1nus, 2eilly allows Celia 

to choose a solution different fro!~ the one c~o3en by Ed:~rd and 

Lavinia. Howeve; the two ~ays have much in co~~on: 

Both ways avoid the final desolation 
Of solitude in the phantasmal uorld 
Of imagination, shuffling ~emories and desires. (p. 36~) 

Both solutions eliminate the excessive concern with ti~e and 

unattainment, '\;.Jhich characterizes the st~te in Hhich Celia has 

been. Celia calls the state hell, but Sir Reilly corrects her: 

flIt isn't hell/ Till you become incapable of anything else" (p. 365). 

Celia's choice is not clearly characterized, but Reilly does in

dicate that those 1'Jho select her i.'lay lead active lives in the 

vTorld. Celia's course is certainly not a happy one in the tra-

ditional sense, for it is revealed that she acts as a cissionary 

on a ~rimitive island and is martyred. Yet, at least, her life is 

finally filled Hith action and purpose. Giving her life to a 

meaningful goal eliminates the sense of regret. Past and future 

both become insignificant, and only the present is important. 

Celia fulfills Strether's requirement that one must live, no 

matter iilhat onG does. Because of an a\,,;Tareness ,ii1ich is aided by 

Sir Reilly, Celia attains the full life. 

One finds in Eliot's The Cocktail Partz that perception, 

action, and an acceptance o~ the present are the necessary ele

mentse'or a ttailling a meaningfulness • The specific solu~ions 

are varied according to the inn2te ebility of t~e individ~~l, but 

the original steps are t'l:.e sar::e. One =ust c:ct a!"1G. appreciate, 

vlhatever his cClpabili ties. 711e solution "'hic:"! Ja:-:-.es advoca tes is 
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closely parallel. to 

receive the ultimate value';Jhic[l experiel":ce gives, ;:-.ust "'-.c.~:e the 

best of any situation, must live ann" s0"ize .t...'"'e ,:o~·r ""'0 .,..·~.L..t...e-'" "" '""_ v .. ~ U;";'.,l--.L.( .... c;.\.,v_ 
,..,..-""'\ -, t 
,','. ,.<.,;:. 

the day brinGs. Strether fails to achieve, but at least sees 

\'Tha t should be done. Ed'l:T8.rd and 18. vinia, \-li th thei::- r2.. tl:er s~all 

perceptions, merely make the best of a bad job. Celia Coplest6ne 

alone gains the ultimatel:'~ealling, for she c:lone acts ~-.rith the :-.ighest 

visual po"::!ers. She not only attains remarlG~.blc insigl'..t, b~:t 1'ul-

fills experience in accordance with this vision. ~s James and 

Eliot, then, present a highly similar problem for their heroes, 

both formulate solutions 1,·.rhich allo'\'! the characters to escape from 

the meaningless void of inaction and failure. 



si~ilnrity between Henry Ja~es be 

C1e"r t'",",+ -I-he""";:::> ...,-_ c. Lu. v \J~_ ... ~ dre nl1Y.lerons, specific p~rallels betyeen tl:e 

'Horks of the t'fdO a.uthors. Both aI'tists delineate si tuations in 

1 °' '.r'l C " ~. -- ....... the main characters " ° 1 12l , at least originally, to find 

sJ..°qnlOflOcance Tn' e n' e-.L~00S h d' t" 1 b • - are enr::es.e In lr::e, conventiona i ty, 

regret, and inaction. The solutions p~esented by both authors 

are ones in 'l,olhich tir::8 is uninportant, and conplete percepti vi ty 

and fulfillnent of experience are essential. 'U t'· J.J..ov.fever, nere lS 

le8.st one signific2.nt difference bet't'reen the t'HO 'T:lri ters--the 

motives or purposes of the full life. 

In her study of James, Ers. Todasco suggests that hU:~:3.nis::. 

is the underlying basis for James's work~ She indicates that, 

for James, hlITDan life, in its fullest and most significant for:: , 

is an end in itself. Citing the influence of JQ~es's brother, 

~t 

T:!illiam, I·Irs. Todasco Cluotes: "Humanisrr. is 'vrillin: to let ="'inite 

experience be self~supporting.1I28 Her theory seems sufficiently 

SUbstantial for an interpretation of The lUT.bnssadors. Strether's 

assessment of hunan life is that it is the only tting \'lorth\·rhile: 

"If you haven't had that "'hat have you had ft (p. 149). There is 

no indication th2t the full life yields anything but itself. 

T. S. Eliot, however, is 2 religionist r2ther 
----------------



side 2.S is " .. 
~,~l -c:: 

" \ . • :..L_ 

purely h1lrr:2.n. In The Cocktail Party +~" .. ·e -f'11 l l~.::>e se~-s "-0 ..... e a --.;..;;.~.:::..=:.;:::. _ 'v - ~ ~. _.... _ .... \;:; ... l. oJ 

scans rather than an end a t -- me2.ns o'Hard. sa.l iTS tl..! on ~ I"r' " • ..... e""';" c->",,: ,...... re 
~~ <..... ... J\..4 C4 _ \.""""'-\......_ .... v 

~t l"~ ~ C l" a.L er- lle. · ... 0 e_la, ~eilly says, ttGo in peace, r.:y dauGhter/ 

And \vork out your sal va tiOD 1,',7"_1 t'.I.') C1 l" 1.: reen "( 366' "'1" "- " - ~ (...LG ce p. "J •• ~ lOl. lS 

'<filling to let Celia r s full life lead to physical death, a justi

fiable death in terns of spiri tunl fulfill!:'.cnt. T1'fnen ~eilly learns 

of Celia's martyrdom, he reveals a vision he has experienced: 

',:..111e11 I first met lIiss Coplestone, in this roor.., 
I saw the image, standing behind her chair, 
Of a Celia Coplestone ~.,Those face shoHed the astonishment 
Of the first five minutes after a violent death ••• 
That way ~iliich she accepted, led to this death. 
And if that is not a happy death, 'vlhat death is happy? (p. 384) 

To Reilly death is a uni ting of t\"O Ii ves--the dying of the physi-

cal to yield a beautiful after-life. Celia chooses ~~rtyrdom 

because it leads to attainment of spiritual salvation. ~o the 

humanist James, there is little justification for sacrj.ficing 

human life since existence is, as has been pointed out, an end 

in itself--the most important of ends. 

However, in s)ite of this basic disagree~ent of Eotives, the 

solutions are, in essence, the same. If the purposes for achiev

ing a meaningful, active life are oppOSing, the Eethods are ~t 

least similo.r for the he~oes of The ,'I':bassadoI's ,9,nd ~he 80clctail 

Party. Perhaps that James has been recognized &S a husanist and 

Eliot 2S a religionist has 

PQrison betHeel1. the tHO &uthors. 

\"orl~s of James and Eliot in specific cOr!1parison reveals in 



spite of this i s portant split, Eenry Jaces and ~. u. S ·· ~ 0"" c:~ -- """ .... 

be recogniz.ed together 2.S aU~:-lors ~:iho ~dvoc2..te a ·.,~c::'::2..ble "Jl:iloso-

phy of living, ~~ich deman~s of the indivi~ual actio~, 2p~reci2tion, 

and perception--no ffia tter '\:!ha t the ul ti!:;,.~ te goal. ~. '/het:'-_er t::'e 

end be salva tioD or life itself, tl:e :.'".:e.::1':s .is a bec.t .... ti:'..:21:,. coJ:.-

structed existence, ~ r,c' Y'\re-T ..... o .... ,. ·"l,., tea~ c..... ....... --};;J - -" . -~-<....-

standards are replaced by a ti~eless, active appreci~ tion of 

life and individual capabilities. Lambert Strether may seek a 

full life for a dif:erent reason than do Eliot's characters; never-

theless, he seeks it in the S2ne 'Jay. 
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